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ANNOUNCEMENT 

Gustavus Myers, historian and Socialist, has 
added another immensely valuable volwne to 
his works in 

The Histl!_r_:y of 
Canadian .. Wealth 

JUST COMPLETED 
There never has been a single work of any 
kind in Canada giving the real economic 
history of Canada; not even a bourgeois his
tory. Therefore it will be invaluable to 
Socialists and Students. 

l\Ir. Myers writes: "The history of the Canadian land grabs is one of the 
most gigantic ever seen. I spent nearly two years going over official" docu
ments in the archives, that tell an appalling story of the way capitalism 
has run Canada. 

"The book will detail how the great land, mines and other domains were 
gobbled up by the £nancial powers. Some portions will be devoted 
especially to the Roman Catholic Church in Canada. 

What This Great Work Contains 
The Quest of Trade and New Sources of Wealth 
The Ecclesiastical and Feudal Lords 
The Hudson's Bay Company 

Wars on the Fur Traders and Companies 

341 PAGES':' 
Blue Cloth Binding 
stamped In Gold 

~~~~ ·::iii::. The Landed and Mercantile Oligarchy The Landed Proprietors ~m 
l~jj ·:;ilil::. . Revolt Against Feudalism Sovereignty of the Hudson's Bay Company m; 
t ·=:iii::. PasSing of the Hudson's Bay Company's Sovereignty l~~~ 
f ·::lili::. Inception of the Railroad Power lllj 
J CbarJes &.Kerr ·::iii::. First Period of Railway Promoters l~~~ 
} 611~:~::~inai• ·::ilili::. Contest for the Pacific Railway r 
;:;: St., Chlce1o ·::i::. Era -;,f Railway Magnates ;:;: 
;!;! Endo>ed find $l..'i0 for ·:;il:. ;;:; 
:;:: which plca;e mail Myers' ·::i::. Pro~ess of the Railway Lords :;:: 
:;:; Hi.tory of Canadilan w-ttla. ·::i::. Extension of Railway Possessions :;:: 

llll Addrm ·::ililiililii::. Approp~~:: ~!n~:al, Timber. and 1111 
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INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW 

The Partition of Poland was one of the gr~test tragedies in History. 
It was accomphshed by the three mon

archies, Russia, Austria and Prussia, represented in this illustration by the three crowned eagles. 
Poland is shown by the fallen soldier, the Bag of his country trailing in the dust. The Goddess of Liberty is defending 
the soldier, trying to beat back the crowned powers. The burning tire brands, the battered walls, the broken cannon, 
the burning cities in the distance, all serve io illustrate this event. This illustration from Ridpath's History is only one 
of 2,000 in the complete work and illustrates but one event of all the thousands in the world-famed publication, 

Ridpath's History r~FE World 
WE will name our special low price and easy terms of payment 

only in direct letters. A coupon for your convenience is 
printed on: the lower corner of this advertisement. Tear off the coupon, 
write your name and address plainly and mail. We do not publish our 
special low price for the reason Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her support 
from the royalty on this History, and to print our low price broadcast 
would cause injury to the sale of future editions. 

Six Thousand ·Years of History 
RIDPATH takes you back to the dawn of history 

long before the Pyramids of Egypt were built ; 
down through the romantic troubled times of Chaldea's 
grandeur and Assyria's magnificence; of Babylonia's 
wealth and luxury; of Greek and Roman splendor; 
of Mohammedan culture and refinement; of French 
elegance and British power, to the dawn of yesterday. He 
covers every race. every nation, every time and 
holds you spellbound by its wonderful eloquence. 

46 Page Booklet FREE 
WE:_ will mail our beautiful 

forty-six page free booklet 
without any obligation on your part to ,-__.,,..g., 
buy. It will show Ridpath's wonder· 
fully beautiful style. He pictures the 
great historical events as though they 
were happening before your eyes; he 
carries you with him to see the battles 
of old; to meet kings and queens and 
warriors; to sit in the Roman Senate ; 
to march against Saladin and his 
dark-skinned followers·; to sail the southern 
seas with Drake; to circumnavigate the 
J'lobe with Magellan. He combines absorbing 
mterest with supreme reliabilit y. and makes 
the heroes of history real living men and 
women, and about them he weaves the rise 
and fall of empires in such a fascinating style 
that history becomes as absorbingly inter· 
esting as the greatest of fiction . 

Plea~ mail, free . -4~paJ;e 
••,.pi• t.ooklf't o f Ridpath's 

lliuorr of th• World. contain-
in r phot02"'l\' u res of f' apoleon, 

Queen E l izabeth , Socr.ttes, 
C."TSar a nd Shak~speare, dia2T3 m 

o f Panama Canal, etc,, and write m e 
full particular5 of )'OUr special O" l!' r 

to l n t <" r . Soc . Rev le w readef'8. 
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Krueger Vacuum Cleaner 
(GUARANTEED) 

A BOON TO WOMANKIND 
Labor-Saving, Economical, Dustless, Sanitary 

NOTHING in recent years has so completely 
captivated wom~n as this wonderful clea!ler. 
Nor has anythmg ·so completely revolution-

ized woman's work. It ia so easy to operate, 
does such thorough and marvelous work, elim.; 
inates such a tremendous amount of drudgery; 
leaves woman so much time for real, usduJ 
work that is certainly one of the best accom
plishments of modem times. 

This Vacuum House Cleaner not·only saves 
/ time,labor,health,car~ 

pets, rugs and nerves, 
but it does the work 
by machinery that can 
not possibly be done 
by hand. Sweeping 
entails the extra work of dust
ing,~ the Vacuum eliminates. 

YOU DON'T REMOVE -RUG! Carpets and Rugs wear longer when kept free 
from dust and grit and aired on the floor. It is 

never necessary to take them up; simply push the Cleaner across and move piston with each step; 
removing all the dust; bringing out the colors clear and sharp, producing an appearance that never 
could be secured by brooms, carpet sweepers or the laborious .act of beating. 

A MECHANICALLY PERFECT MACHINE! Wonderf~ling~nu!ty. At · 
the theones, prme1ples and 

accomplishments of suction cleaning were boiled down to practical co=on sense when the Krue
ger Vacuum Cleaner was invented. Instead of a mass of levers, trappings, hose and other contriv
ances which have characterized hand vacuum cleaners, it is a wonderfully simple and ingenious 
appliance which accomplishes perfect results, and yet weighs but a little over four pounds. I t 
solves the house cleaning problem, as by its daily use, dust is eliminated; you do not send up a 

. cloud of dirt to settle on everything and for the family to breathe into their lungs. 

SPECIAL OFFER TO REVIEW READERS! The Krueger vacuum Cleaner 
has been on the market for 

several years, and has always sold at $6.00, but in order to prove its value and secure many more 
agents quickly, we will furnish you a sample machine for f)NL Y $3.75. Send this an;1ount and 
the Cleaner will be forwarded to you promptly. We pay upreu charge•. 

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE! 
Vacuum Cleaner. Others are doing it-why not you? 

$50.00 to $100.00 PER WEEK' 
.EASILY MADE, selling the Krueger 

AN ESPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE OFFER to .anyone ordering a dozen or more Cleaners. 
4]Writeforterms. 4]ltwillPAY YOU/ WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES. 

Krue_ger Mfg. 
167 W. Washington St. 

Company 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
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WHERE THE WORKERS BURIF.D THEIR DEAD AT CALUMET 

We have fed you all for a thousand years, but that was our doom you know; 

From the time you chained us in the fields, to the strike of a week ago. 

You have eaten our lives, our babies and wives, but that was your legal share; 

But if blood be the price of your legal wealth, good God, we have bought it fair. 

-Rudyard Kipling. 
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CALUMET 
By Leslie H. Marcy 

SEVENTY-TWO copper miners, with 
their wives and children, met death at 
these doors on ChristlllQs Eve in Cal
umet, Michigan. 

A brief hour before this little company 
of silent ones had passed' up the stairs into 
the Italian Hall to join hundreds of other 
strikers and their families. A Christmas 
tree had been arranged by the Women's 
Auxiliary of the Western Federation of 
Miners to put a bit of cheer into the heal'ts 
of the kiddies and perhaps to encourage the 
men and women in their struggle against 
the copper barons for more bread and bet
ter working conditions. .., 

But "Peace on earth and good will to
ward men" is not down on the capitalist 
program. For months past imported thugs 
and gun-men, in the pay of the copper com
panies, a.s guards, had gone about shooting
up strikers, breaking up union headquarters. 
disrupting meetings and otherwise "estab
lishing law and order." 

It should surprise no one then to learn 
that upon this occasion a "mysterious" 
stranger appeared suddenly in the doorway 
of Italian Hall with a false cry of "fire!" 

Comrade Annie Clemanc had just futished 
her address of welcome; the toys were still 
on the tree-when forty-eight pairs of lit
tle feet arose at the alarm and ran down 
the stairway. They were met by "deputies," 
who blocked the doors to escape. In the 
crush and panic that followed seventy-two 
human beings were killed. 

* * • • 
A bleak mining region and the rigors of 

a Lake Superior winter, with the hardship 
of five months' strike, made still more poig
nant the crushing sorrow. Over the two 
miles of road from Calumet to the bit of 
ground owned by the Western Federation 
of Miners marched the procession with 
hearse, undertakers' wagons and an auto
mobile truck carrying a few coffins, fol
lowed by 480 miners, in squads of four, 
carrying 67 coffins. They lowered them into 
two long trenches that yawned in the snows 
of the copper country. Behind them came 
fifty Cornish miners chanting hymns, their 
voices thick with emotion. Thousands of 
miners with their wives and children formed 
the procession. All but a dozen of the 
burials were in common graves dug by 
members of the union. 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF ITALIAN HAL~ CALUMET, MICH., WHERE 72 PEOPLE WERE KILLED IN A 
CRUSH FOLLOWING A FALSE t..RY OF FIRE BY AN "UNKNOWN" (?) MAN, WEARING A 

CITIZENS' ALLIANCE BUTTON. 

Came the Finns to the fair state of Mich
igan about sixty years ago-to spend their 
lifetime and labor time in the mines. 

Emigration agents of our "infant" copper 
industry enticed thousands of "foreigners" 
from all over Europe to come across to 
share the copper prosperity of this new 
land with our "fr.ee born" American work
ers. For years the Finns were "desirable" 
mine workers, being largely controlled by 
their priests. 

However, the Finns came from fighting 
stock; for years the Finnish people had 
resisted the Russian czar, who flooded their 
country with spies. They were accustomed 
to illegal arrests and banishments, and the 
suppression of their newspapers was the 
order of the day. By a national strike in 
November, 1905, the Finns wrested consti
tutional rights from the czar and at the first 
election 40 per cent of the representatives 
were Socialists. 

About this time, ten years ago, Socialism ... 

began to spread rapidly amorig the Finns in 
the copper country, despite the antagonism 
of the church, and what they did to the czar, 
in Finland, they will do one day to the 
copper barons in this country-for cordi
tions are· now much the same in Michigan 
as they were in Finland. "Constitutional 
government no longer exists where the 
rights of our citizens under our constitution 
and laws are overthrown, and the laws and 
the constitution defied." 

A Finnish Socialist daily was established 
in Hancock called "Tyomies" (The Work
ing Man), and the plant is today valued at 
$40,000. This paper, and the fighting rank 
and file of Finns, are the brains and back
bone of the copper strike; their strikers are 
always on the picket line; their paper has 
been an invincible barricade. 

On December 27, 1913, two days after 
the killing of the 72 members of the -work
ing class, Tyomies published sworn state
ments as follows : 
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SOME OF THE VICTIMS-FINNISH UNDERTAKING PARLORS. 

Investigators employed by ''Tyomies" ques
tioned many of the persons who were present 
at the Italian Hall on Christmas eve and their 
affidavits given under oath prove the follow
ing: 

1. That one gentlemanly looking, rather 
largely built and stout man, well clothed and 
wearing a sealskin hat which was pulled down 
close to the eyes, entered the hall from outside. 
He had yelled twice "Fire." 

2. This created a pour-out from the hall, 
there being not much rush at the beginning. 

3. That the women and children coming 
out of the hall formed a pile of about four 
feet high. Two persons testified that this hap
pened because something had been dropped or 
pushed in the way of the women and children 
scrambling to get out. 

4. Two men at the door had started to take 
apart the pile, pulling some out alive, and if 
they had been allowed to continue, everybody 
would have been rescued. 

5. The deputies drove these two rescuers 
forcibly away. 

6. The deputies made no effort to do any 
rescue work, but, on the contrary, they let the 
human pile grow so that the deputies in front 
were supported by those behind, thus stopping 

the outpouring of the people, and so more and 
more victims fell in the pile, and finally the 
pressure became so great that one Vestola, for 
instance, died in a standing position, his face 
being against the face of the witness, whose 
face was burned by a lighted cigar that was in 
Vestola's mouth, because he could not free his 
hands on account of the pressure. 

7. Deputies had closed the doors, and thus 
the work of rescue had to be started from the 
top, and those in the pile had to stay there so 
long that they suffocated. 

8. In the hall a deputy had broken the neck 
of a 5 or 6 year old child by twisting her by 
the neck under his arms. Also another deputy 
dragged a man, holding him by the throat and 
his thumbs pressed against the man's weasand. 

9. A group of deputies and those with the 
Citizens' Alliance buttons had been mocking 
and waving their hats down below. 

10. A man who tried to shout from below 
that there was no fire was clubbed in the head. 

• • • 
And now came High Lord Sheriff Cruse 

with his crew of gunmen-deputies with 
twenty warrants for the arrest of editors 
and employes of "Tyomies." "The peace 
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THE FUNERAL PROCESSION. 

and dignity of the people of the state of 
Michigan" had been "unlawfully, wickedly, 
falsely, feloniously and maliciously" con
spired against, in the printing of the above 
statements. 

Seven were arrested and jailed, including 
three editors. Thirteen escaped from the 
county-but the paper never missed a single 
dailv issue! The Strike Bulletin appeared 
regularly every morning! We are amazed 
to find no mention made in the report of the 
Socialist Investigating Committee of the 
splendid, fearless work of "Tyomies" and 
the persecutions heaped upon our comrades 
of the press. 

After the Christmas disaster, came the 
Citizens Alliance with its degrading offer 
of a $25,000 burial gift. This was indig
nantly spurned by the striking miners, who 
refused to accept a donation of "blood 
monev" from their enemies. 

A ~ommittee of eminently respectable cit
izens from the Citizens Alliance waited upon 
President Charles F. 1\foyer of the Western 
Federation of Miners. in his room at the 
hotel, and, upon being informed by him that 
the miners had turned down the peace offer
itw. thev left the room in great anger. Sher
if{' Cnt;e with a deputy remained behind to 

"' 

assure Mr. Moyer that he would have full
protection in his comings and goings whit~ 
in Calumet. 

The sheriff had been gone but a few mo
ments when there was a knock at the door 
and in filed several plug-uglies and gunmen. 
Moyer had his back turned toward them, 
as he was using a. telephone. He was struck 
in the back of the head with the butt end of 
a heavy pistol, and fell to the floor and 
was taken forcibly from the hotel. 

E. J. MacDowell, under Attorney Geo. E. 
l\ichols, appointed by Governor Ferris of 
Michigan, as a spe£ial investigator, and who 
has spent three months in the copper coun
try, in his report says: "I investigated the 
Moyer deportation thoroughly, and to my 
mind the treatment accorded him is almost 
beyond belief. He was kicked and mauled 
and dragged a mile through the dirt, and I 
found one man who pointed out more than 
twenty-five people who admitted they had 
witnessed the attack on Mover. But when 
they were brought before the grand jury 
they were as mum as oysters." 

With a bullet in his body, he was put 
aboard the train by the mob and threatened 
with death if he ever returned. 

Chas. H. Tanner, auditor of the Western 
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THE WORKERS BURYING THEIR DEAD. 

Federation, was also badly beaten up and 
deported, along with Mr. Moyer. Together 
they reached Chicago, where they were 
rushed to a hospital. Ten days after, they 
returned to Calumet. So much for "law and 
order" in the copper kingdom. 
* * * * * * * 

The Citizens' Alliance is composed of 
small storekeepers, who sympathized with 
the strikers until the union men opened up 
their own commissary stores. This competi
tion aroused the anger of these little trades 
people and they were easily organized by 
Attornev Peterman of the Calumet and 
Hecla ~fining Company into a benevolent 
organization for the "conservation of law 
and order, flag and country." 

The Calumet and Hecla Mining Company 
control the banks and are arbiters of credit 
-of business life and death-in the copper 
region. The butchers, bakers, clothiers and 
grocers who do not stand shoulder to shoul
der, ready to fight for the interests of the 
copper companies, find their credit cut off 
and failure staring them in the face. As a 
result the Citizens' Alliance has proved a 
powerful tool for the mine owners. 
* * * * * * * 

governed by an "invisible government"; 
from the judge on the bench, to the grand 
jury in session; from the national guard of 
the state of Michigan, on "duty," since July 
24, 1913, to the sheriff with his hundreds of 
imported professional strike breakers whom 
he swore in as deputies. The Calumet and 
Hecla Mining Company, Calumet, is the 
invisible government of Michigan. 

This poor-little-rich corporation was 
"created" in the early fifties. According to 
a statement given out by Attorney Peter
man, and endorsed by General Manager 
W. F. Denton, and General Manager C. L. 
Lawton, we find this devout confession: 
''The profits of the Calumet and Hecla have 
been large, but they were due solely to the 
fact that the Creator put such rich ore in 
the company's ground." 

We have seen how the copper country is 

However, Congress in the year of our 
Lord, 1852, seems to have been in total ig
norance of this little gift on the Creator's 
part to the copper crowd, for we find that 
"it gave to the state of Michigan 750,000 
acres of . public land, to aid it in building a 
ship canal around the Falls of St. Mary. The 
state in turn bargained this land to the con
tractors who built the canal, at a dollar and 
a quarter an acre. The lands thus disposed 

"' 
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458 CALUMET 

of at so beggarly a 'price were supposed to 
be swamp, or overflowed lands, but some
how, and strange to say, a part of them are 
now the rocky matrices from which the 
Calumet aiid Hecla has long been extracting 
shot-copper,-that company having in some 
way got hold of them. Years later a man 
named Chandler, who claimed to have 
bought the same land over again from the 
State of Michigan, brought a suit to dis
posse_ss the copper company,-charging all 
sorts ·of fraud in the switching of swamps 
so as to be quarries of copper-bearing rock. 
But the Supreme Court ruled against him, 
on the ground that as he got his deed from 
the state, he was in no better plight than the 
state, and that the state could not go back 
on its first deed to the canal contractors: so 
the Calumet and Hecla people kept it." 

This "good thing" was capitalized for 
$2,500,000 in shares of $25 each, instead of 
$100-note that. Of this $25 a share, only 
$12 was paid in. A total cash investment 
of $1.200,000. According to the Mining 
and Engineering World of December 27th, 
Calumet and Hecla has declared dividends 
on issued capitalization to December 1; 
1913, amounting to $121,650,000, or $1,216 
a share or $101 profits for each dollar in
vested. 

Dividends for 1900 amounted to 320 per 
cent; for 1906, 280 per cent; for 1907, 260 
per cent. In the Boston market, the stock 
was quoted on the day before New Years, 
at 427, bid price. Bearing in mind that the 
par value of the shares is but $25, this fig
ure means that the stock is now worth more 
than 1,700 per cent, and bearing in mind 
also that only $12 a share was actually paid 
in, it means more than 3,400 per cent, mar
ket value. The president of the company 
receives a salary greater than the president 
of the United States. 

Not long ago, when dividends threatened 
to be unusually enormous, the company pur
chased an extensive island in Lake Superior, 
stocked it with the finest game, and it is 
now used by stockholders of the company 
as a hunting preserve. 

And the capitalists, who have never seen 
the inside of a mine shaft, who have stolen 
and defrauded to gain possession of the 
Calumet mines, have refused to permit their 
wage slaves, who produce all the wealth 
brought out of the mines, to organize into 
a union. They have denied the right of 
these workers to organize to demand more 

wages and better working conditions. Their 
arrogance is summed up in the words "We 
have nothing to arbitrate." 

These capitalists want MORE labor from 
the laborers. Tt\ev are not satisfied with 
having stolen hundreds of millions from 
the men who have dug the wealth from the 
dangerous recesses of the earth. They de
mand still MORE. 

* * * * * * * 
Everv dav, in the dark of the early morn-

ing, John kolu•trudges through the deep 
snow a mile or more to the shaft house. 
From the time he is shot down the cage 
into the bowels of the earth until he reac11es 
the s"tope where he works, an hour ~nd .a 
half is consumed. Bad luck for h1m, lf 
the cable breaks or there is trouble in tlie 
engine room, for there are no protectors to 
the men's cages. Down he goes, from 2,000 
to 8,000 feet toward the center of the earth 
in subterranean caves, drills, blasts .and 
gathers the precious copper that has helped 
to make modern industry and civilization 
possible. Lack of protectors \is a violation 
of all mining laws. 

Eleven hour shifts all these years! Air 
so hot that only the strongest lungs can 
stand the torture! And each miner must 
sign an agreement whether he understands 
English or not. The driller agrees to work 
for so much a foot, but owing to the rock 
he never knows what his wages will amount 
to. Examination of about 2,000 due bills, 
or pay envelopes, showed that some driller$ 
had made 43 cents per day in a full month's 
work. The highest was $2.65 per day, 
while some showed a deficit! 

The latest little dividend maker for ex
ploiting the copper miner is called, the one 
man drill. One driller has to do the work 
of two, hence these new machines were en
thusiastically installed by the Calumet and 
Hecla and are one of the chief causes of 
the strike. It drove a lot of men out of 
the mines on account of being so hard and 
heavy to handle; it threw old miners, over 
45, on the scrap pile. Only the strongest 
young men can pack it up a dark stope, put 
up his platform 100 feet and operate this 
150-pound machine. ~ 

The trammers work in pairs loading the 
rock and pushing the ton capacity cars to 
the shaft where it is hoisted to the rock 
house. They also have been forced to sign 
a slave agreement to tram so many cars 
per day. The wages are l~ss and hours of 
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460 CALUMET 

inhuman toil longer than are the drillers. 
A slight scratch from the poisonous copper 
rock and they are disabled, more often they 
are mangled by falling rock. The benevo
Jent &Opper companies take a dollar out of 
all pay·.envelopes monthly-for the company 
doctor! - · -

And when the dangerous work is per
formed and the copper is brought to the 
surface of the earth, the miner is separated 
from the wealth he has dug and it ~s ap
propriated by Boston capitalists who have 
never seen a mine or lifted a hand in hon
est labor. 

And when the Calumet miners went out 
on strike, the capitalists wiggled their fin
gers and a thousand hungry lackeys sprung 
up to carry out their wishes. 

Employment agencies were sub~!dized 
with such success that when men, who had 
been fooled and deceived into signing on for 
work in the copper mines, passed through 
Chicago, they wer• kept behind steel bars 
at the DEPOTS to prevent the truth being 
told them by members of the union. The 
Commissioner of Labor was refused admit
tance to tbem. They were whirled away 
to the copper district with the shackles of 
peonage already wrought upon their ankles. 

'Eyery possible item is charged against 
the misguide~ scabs: railway fare, huge em
ployment agent fees, clothing, tools, food, 
lodging, etc., etc. The scabs are herded in 
huge bunk houses which are isolated and 
kept under a heavy armed guard. Upo~ 
these bunk houses the company.searchlights 
are forever playing and any man who seeks 
entrance or ingress (except the changing 
ntine shifts), is immediately shot. 

Consequently the mine owners have vir
tual slaves or peons over whom they are 
using the power of life and death--:-to dp 
their work in the mines. · 

Richard Maher, hired with a party o{ 
forty by the Ascher Detective Agency, New 
York, makes affidavit to the eff-e,.ct that when 
men came to the mines to-·work and saw_ 
what was going on, they were prevented 
from going away and held against their will. 
Maher was one of the men hired to guard 
them. The guards placed by the detective 
agencies were armed with rifles, revolvers 
and night_ sticks. They were sent out to 
break up parades · of the miners. _ "We had 
suggestions made to us that the job was get
ting too quiet and that we should go out 

and start something. Our standing ord~ 
was to shoot the first man that came near 
otir sight on the highway which ran neac 
the company's property. We were informe~ 
that we could go as far as we liked and that 
the sheriff would not interfere with us/' 
said Maher, upon oath. ' , 

Dut we might mention here that the physi
cal prowess of the striking miners has put a 
very wholesome fear into the hearts ofthe 
thugs and drunken militia men, and that 
they have learned that discretion may· prdve 
the better part of valor. They have ceased 
perpetrating former outrages upon the min
ers' wives and children. 

Nearly all of the strikers have served in 
European armies. Their · dri~ls resemQte 
no~hing ~o much as perfectly · trained regi
ments of soldiers. And they fall in line for 
'parade in les:; than five minutes. · Orily 5 
pe• • cerit of the strikers are native born 
AmeriCans. Twenty-three different nation
alities are represented in the mines and the 

. companies have _always used every effort .fo 
keep the men as divided ·on religious -and 
national grounds, as possible. 

About four years -ago t}ie ·FiMisb · So
cialists organized the first union in the cop
per country, that amounted to anything, at 
Hancock, Mich., and affiliated with the 
Western Federation of Miners. --· 

At a meeting ,_ of the Hancock CopJier 
Miners' Union last June the rank and ijle 
formulated the follo-wing demands : .' -

An eight-hour day ; a minimum wage .Of 
$3.00 a day for men in the mines. An in
crease of 35 cents a day for those that 
worked above the ground. Two men to _be 
employed on each drill. Recognition of the 
-Western Federation of Miners. . - :y , 

The management of the mines 'ignored the 
presentation _and 98 per cent of _ the men 
voted to go on strike which was cmed• on 
July 23, 1913. ~ 

Regarding_ strike conditions Graham· R. 
Taylor writes in The Survey ~s foll<>Ws: 

· . "Mile there had been some violence f)-om 
the time the miners -went out on July' ·23, 
the most serious instance during the . first 
few weeks, and the occasion oi. he first / 
fatalities, came -whe'I1 two deputJ sheriffs 
and four detective "gun men" wantonly 
killed three strikers as they were eating 
their evening meal in their boarding hoUse. 
This murder had, as pointed out by the 
article in The Survey, much to do with the 
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temper of the struggle and the attitude of 
the strikers toward mine guards and deputy 
sheriffs, and in its light much of the sub
sequent violence is to be regarded." 

In the report of the Department of Labor 
investigator, Walter B. Palmer, we find: 

perform the labor of beasts of burden and soon 
wear out." 

* * * * 

"Many Michigan militiamen became intoxi
cated and were allowed to wander llbout the 

_ streets armed. 

The call for money to build up a Chil
dren's Strike Benefit Fund, recently sent 
out by the Woman's Department; Na
tional office, of the Socialist Party, has 
met with a generous response from all 
over the country. Comrade Winnie 
Branstetter is to be congratulated on her 
splendid idea. Three thousand dollars 
has come in and she is rushing relief in 
the way of clothes and shoes, as reports 
from the strike zones indicate that the 
children are suffering. 

''Much yiolem:e, som~ of which resulted in 
fataliti~s. was provoked by the armed deputies 
imported by. the mining companies. 

''Many of the mines are entjrely lacking in 
proper provisions for safeQ', sanitation, and 
supply of drinking water Jor the employes. 

. "Employes who have built houses on land 
rented· from the ~alumet and He.cla company 
may be dispo,ssessed of. their property wher, 
·they are· discharge~ or otherwise leave the em-

.. 
ployment of the contern. · 
· "M~ t;mploye~ in the minas as trammers 

Before these strikers are beaten back 
to work, let every union copper miner 
with a backbone throw away his tools 
and and refuse to work. 

· THE WORKINGMAN'S ANSWER TO THE 
. CAPITALIST CLASS. 

- We have fed you all for a thousand y9rs and you hail us yet 
.·_ . unfed. 

There is not a dollar oi all your wealth but marks the workers' 
. , ~ead. · . 
We have yielded our best to give you rest; you' lie on crimson 

-- · wool. ' 
If bl09d be the price of all your wealth, good God, we have 

paid it in full. 

There is not a mine blown skyward now but we are buried 
for you, 

There is not a wreck that drifts shore-ward now but we are 
its ghastly crew. 

Go reckon our dead by the forges red, and. factories where we 
spin; · 

If blood be the price of all your wealth, good God, we have 
paid it in. 

We have fed you all for a thousand years, but that was our 
doom, you know; 

From. the time you chained us in the fields, to the strike of a 
week ago. 

You have eaten our lives, our babies and wives, but that was 
your legal share; 

But if blood be the price of your legal wealth, good God, we 
have bought it fair. · 

-Rudyard Kipling. 
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"MOTHER JONES WAS SURROUNDED BY 160 SOLDIERS, FORCIBLY TAKEN TO SAN RAFAEL HOS. 
PITAL, WHERE SHE IS BEING HELD INCOMMUNICADO."-STRIKE BULLETIN. 

NINE SHARPSHOOTERS 
W HEN the mine owners of Colo

rado began evicting striking min
ers and their families from the 
companies' shacks and company 

property the United Mine boys threw up 
tents on nearby land and moved into them. 

Then the mine companies sent men with 
machine guns and searchlight, and, 
perched upon almost inaccessible ridges or 
boulders, these gunmen sent shot after shot 
into the miners' tent colonies below. 

In the December number of the REVIEW 
we printed a photograph of the machine 
gun used by nine guards at Berwind Can
yon. It was placed high upon a ragged 

ridge, from which it could be constantly 
trained over the miners' camp in the valley 
below. All night long the guards kept a 
powerful searchlight trained over the passes 
and the comings and goings of the miners. 
They believed themselves to be in an im
pregnable position. 

From five hundred to a thousand miners 
occupied the attention of the guards by the 
use of long distance rifles on one side of 
the ridge. The guards felt confident that 
they could easily sweep clear the remaining 
sides before any attacking party could ap
proach. They imagined that the death
dealing instrument with which they sent 
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destruction into the camps would cow the 
striker_s. They did not know the spirit of 
the Colorado miners. 

It was on a Friday at 10 o'clock in the 
morning, October 20, that nine miners, who 
had served as sharpshooters in the Balkans, 
bade · their comrades goodbye and started 
their long journey toward the enemy that 
blazed gleefully away from the topmost pin
nacle of the lofty ridge. Through narrow 
passes and over bald boulders they trav
eled. Very ·quietly, very cautiously, very 
slowly they journeyed, for much depended 
upon the success of their mission. It was 
for them to silence the machine gun that 
belched forth death in the tent homes of 
the miners below. They did not mean to 
fail. 

Through the long· night they worked their 
way, and it was not until noon on the fol
lowing day that they paused in a fissure of 
the great rocks to confer. They saw nine 
guards casually continuing their work of 
murder. And some of them smoked while 
others took their ease from the day's grind. 

And the nine miners, who had served in 
the Balkans, lifted their rifles to their shoul
ders and picked each his man. Nine shots 
rang out 1 And the machine gun ceased to 
6 re, for upon the high ridge there remained 
no single living thing. 

And down to the camps of their brother 
miners went the sharpshooters with the ma
chine gun which they captured. And there 
it has remained. On their triumphal march 
homeward the victors encountered seven 
auto loads of provisions designed to feed 
militiamen, deputy sheriffs and private de
tectives. Th.ese they promptly confiscated 
and bore with them. 

That night a message was sent to the 
strike relief committee by the miners at 
Berwind Canyon. It bore the advice that 
thereafter no provisions need be supplied 
them and a request that arms and ammuni
tion be sent instead. 

* * * * * * * * * 
It ha~ been reported J:)lat George Belcher, 

manager of the Baldwin-Felz detective 
agency, who shot and killed Gerald Lippett, 
organizer for the U. M. W. A., has been
killed. 

Our correspondent informs us that the 

investigation of the shooting was a farce 
and that Belcher was released on bond. 
Not long after Belcher came out of a drug 
store at Trinidad and paused· to light a 
cigar. Eight hundred soldiers were upon 
the square with fifty deputies and innumera
ble policemen and detectives. As Belcher 
struck a match a bullet from an unseen gun 
hit him at the base of the brain and he was 
killed instantly. 
* * * • * • * * * 

E. E. Schumway, president of the Rocky 
Mountain Fuel Company, declared that the 
recent explosion that occurred in one of the 
mines and killed thirty-seven miners had 
not been caused by gas. He went so far as 
to go down into the mine to prove his point. 
Within four or five days he died as a result 
of being overcome by gas. Everybody 
agrees that this was a most unfortunate oc
currence. 

MORE WORK FOR THE UNDERTAKER. 

They say that of the army of Baldwin
Felz thugs that "went through" the miners' 
tent colony at Ludlow looking for arms and 
ammunition, one hundred and seventy-three 
met a sudden death within the following · 
week. Reports of the brutalities practiced 
by these hired dogs pass all belief. But we 
are glad to record the fact that their tactics 
changed wholly after one hundred and sev
enty-thr~e funerals occurred, following the 
fatalities mentioned above. 

Mother Jones is in jail again. The gov
ernor of Colorado assured her that she 
could go anywhere in Colorado except in 
the southern strike zone. Two weeks ago 
on Sunday ,evening she took a train from 
Denver, securing a berth at the railroad 
yards in order to avoid publicity. Arriving 
at Trinidad, she rented a room and pre
pared to take a much needed rest. That 
night at about 10 o'clock, with eight sol
diers in her room and eight hundred sol
diers surrounding the hotel, she was taken 
to the St. Raphael Hospital. She is as 
closely guarded as though she were in a 
Chicago jail, but knowing the cha~.;ac;ter of 
the miners, it was decided to inform the 
public that she is in a hospital. Two sen
tries stand before her door and eight hun
dred soldiers are camped on the grounds of 
the "hospital." 
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THE CAPITALIST CONSPIRACY 
IN CHINA 

BY G. L. HARDING 

one narrowly and 
checks off a humble 
name. 

THERE is a 
long street in 
the hideous 
new factory 

district of Shang
hai called Yangt
s e p o o R o a d. I t 
runs for miles be
tween rows of 
squalid little shops GOING TO WORK. 

Those who arc 
going out talk and 
laugh a little, but 
from those who are 
going in you can 
hardly hear a 
sound. What voices 

and tenements bv , 
the riverside. Bu·t toward the outskirts 

·of the foreign settlement it strikes the 
big mills, and along here, just at the fall 
of twilight, you get the most complete 
picture of industrialism China yet af
fords. · 

At six o'clock the work people come 
streaming from the mills, a huge flood of 
clattering, chattering forms ebbing. up and 
down the street against the blazing win
dows. But the lights in the factory win
dows do not go out. They burn brighter 
than ever in the gathering dusk, for through 
the great mill gates another stream is pour
ing in. It is the night shift. Tall Sikh 
watchmen guard the home-going gates and 
eye every worker for the bulges of stolen 
yarn, but the night shift pours in unwel
comed, by an unwatched gate. An over
S(·er at the inside door only ~quints at each 

you do hear are 
women's and children's voices. In this crowd 
there are not five men out oi a hundred . 
These are women and girls and young chil
dren, and for half a mile down this street 
stretch the great cotton factories where fif
teen thousand of them spend their lives. 
Most of them are country people, and you 
can see even in the dim light of th~ autumn 
evening their robust frames and clear, 
imperturbable eyes. But the mills have 
taken from them their freshness and on 
their faces there is the pinch and strain 
of the unrelaxing, futile drudgery of ma
chine labor. These once fresh-faced 
young Chinese mothers, with their im
pas'sive refinement and their . cheerful 
vitality, are just being touched with the 
blight which has disfigured Christendom. 

As the last few stragglers dodge through 
the clanging gates, there is another little 
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crowd huddled outside. A Sikh constable 
speaks a harsh word to them and they dis
appear into the night. They complete the 
picture, for they are applicants for jobs, 
surplus labor, the inevitable and invaluable 
unemployed. "How much better it is," 
breathed one of the lady missionaries across 
the street to me, "to have even such a hor
rid occupation as that at the mills than 
to be one of those poor beggars and was
trels." Soon China will have an Associated 
Charities with this as its motto, and the 
last word in civilization wilt have been 
spoken. 

Of all the rapidly gathering instances of 
the growth of capitalism in China, the cot
ton industry in Shanghai witnesses most 
obviously and instructively to the incalcula
ble future. There are eighteen cotton mills 
in Shanghai, operating a total of just under 
half a million spindles, or almost twice as 
much as all the rest of the cotton produc
ing machinery in China put together. The 
hours of labor in Shanghai are from six 
to six, day and night, except Saturday night, 
when the shift extends till ten the next 
morning, the last four hours being spent 
in cleaning machinery. Then the mill is 
silent till six o'clock Sunday night, when 
the day shift goes on night work. This 
gives an average of an eighty-hour working 
week, or between a seventy-two-hour and 
an eighty-eight hour week. During these 
periods there is no time off for meals or 
rest. Food must be taken at· the looms or 
not at all. 

The pay is practically the same in all the 
mills. In the largest one, the Ewo mill, 
controlled by Jardine, Matheson & Co., the 
greatest British merchant firm in China, the 
women get from 10 to 20 cents a day, fixerl 
rates being usually the rule in the spin
ning mill and piece work in the weaving 
sheds. On this scale of pay, labor is lav
i5hly used, fifteen women being placed on 
100 ring spindles, where three can do the 
wbrk in Lancashire and four and one-half 
or five in Lawrence. 

The privilege of hiririg the labor is usu
ally a graft, farmed out to Chinese over
seers according tc;> the worst traditions of 
chattel slave davs. These "number one ·• 
men are SllPiJoSed . to produce· so many 
pounds of yarn out of their wage budget, 
and there .. their resonsibility stops. Natu
rally child labor is the breath of life to 
!'uch an arrangement. A regular practice 

has arisen of hiring two children at less 
than the price of one· adult, and they are 
more than competent, with their skillful 
fingers and sharp wits, to keep up with the 
work. I knew what Chinese children of 
eight, nine and ten years of age looked like, 
as there were youngsters of that age in 
the family with whom I stayed. 

I didn't visit the really ·bad mills; the 
the foreman of one of them (owned by a 
foreign corporation) told me that he 
wouldn't be allowed to take his own brother 
over it. But in the "good" mills, little tots '· 
of eight and nine were everywhere. There 
were surely one of them to every ten older 
workers. There are no laws or restrictions 
of any kind against their employment, or 
on any other industrial subject, for that 
matter, as these factories are situated in the 
foreign settlement, and the government of 
the foreign settlement is controlled by the 
great banks in which these good capitalists 
deposit their profits. 

These profits are certainly worth the 
trouble. The Ewo (foreign-controlled) con
cern cleared during last fiscal year on its 
70,000 spindles a net profit of over $300,000, 
or 57,0 per cent turnover on the invested 
capital. The International Spinning Co., in 
which American capital is prominently in
terested, with 40,000 spindles, cleared $185,-
000 during the same period, or also well 
over SO per cent. On commonly accepted 
statistics of production this is between eight 
and ten times the profits gathered in Lan
cashire and between six and eight times 
the cash proceeds the cotton barons can 
squeeze out of the workers in the Merrimac 
Valley. This is the beginning of an alto
gether new chapter in the history of capi
talist exploitation. 

Remember this especially: that the men 
behind this movement are not Chinese. The 
Chinese are the victims all around. \Vith 
the exception of the big government cot
ton mill at Hankow, which operates 80,000 
spindles, foreign concerns own the biggest 
and most important· factories in China. 
These pioneers are not "outsiders" either, 
but co-operate directly with big organized 
interests at home. And you may rely upon 
it that no one has more detailed and re
liable information on just how these fabu
lous profits are secured than the cotton over
lords of our own country and of England. 
The real yellow peril, like all jingo bogeys, 
lurks in our own country. 
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For the real yellow peril is this cool, 
far-sighted capitalist conspiracy; a conspir
acy which aims to seize and bring to bear 
upon the economic world the incalculable 
advantages of China's cheap labor and 
boundless natural resources. How may a 
rapidly expanding cotton industry, such as 
that in China, be expected to affect the 
world, when it can make 60 per cent profit, 
and need only pay its wage slaves 10 cents 
a day? The more powerful its influence 
grows, the more potently will it tend to de
press our standard of living, and the more 
effectively will it undermine the desperate 
struggle of the working-class movement for 
the very right to live. 

* * * 
The American Shoe Machinery Company 

is virtually the boot and shoe trust of the 
English-speaking world: Through its pat
ents it controls 96 per cent of the shoe busi
ness in this country and 98 per cent of it 
in England. President Brown of this com
pany has recently paid a visit '"to Peking, 
ostensibly to look after patents in the Far 
East, and incidentally he spent some weeks 
on a tour of solid personal observation 
through the treaty ports. It is an open se
cret that there are big projects in prepara
tion in connection with this visit. .'. 

At present there is a modern shoe factory 
in Shanghai under the American Shoe Ma
chinery Company's special patronage; that 
is, they have provided a superintendent to 
transform an old-style Chinese overgrown 
shop into an up-to-date factory. They have 
been turning out good shoes here recently 
at a cost of less than $1.00 per pair at the 
factory door, and this on green help and 
with the inflated expense of imported 
leather. The labor cost of a pair of shoes 
made at this factory works out at about 
5 cents. 

Notice again that it is the big bosses who 
are conspicuous out here in China. Not 
the small fry, or "outsiders." Big busi
ness is planning a long way ahead. 

An example of a trust which has already 
"arrived" in Chintl is that of the Bri-tish
American Tobacco Company. · This is, of 
course, the Tobacco Trust, and it holds 
the Chinese markets in the hollow of its 
hand. Its dealings with its thousands of 
local Chinese competitors have been a Far 
Eastern counterpart of the lawless rise of 
the Standard Oil Company. Wholesale du
plications of rival brands, the frequent and 

reckless use of the lawsuit, and the activity 
of a special and elaborate department to kill 
competition have been some of the innocent 
agencies which have made the B. A. T. 
great in the land. Today it has 5,000 "mis
sionaries" up and down the length and 
breadth of China, and on the largest turn
over of business of any foreign firm in the 
Far East, it can afford a 35 per cent divi
dend. 

When you turn to China's natural re
sources, you face a future of absolutely il
limitable development. In the single prov
ince of Shansi, Baron Richtoven testified 
long ago, and his authority has never been 
questioned, there is enough of the best qual
ity of coal to keep the whole world at its 
present rate of consumption for a thousand 
years. There are vast coal fields in at least 
four other provinces, which make the 13,-
000,000 tons actual annual production a 
mere spoonful beside the gigantic develop
ments inevitable in the near future. In the 
field of metalliferous ores, the case is the 
same. At a single mine at Tayeh, in Hupeh 
province, it is estimated that there are over 
500,000,000 tons of iron ore exposed above 
the• surface of the ground, only waiting to 
be blasted down.• The oil fields of Shansi 
and Szerhwan have been estimated by a 
resident Austrian consul, who spent sev
eral months last year investigating them, 
to be greater in extent and productiveness 
than anv other oil fields in the known world. 

In the interior of China conditions are 
still changing slowly. The hand loom and 
the artisan's tool are still supreme over the 
machine and the agricultural occupations 
of the immense bulk of the people have not 
yet been seriously disturbed. But since the 

MAKING COAL BALLS. 
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Chinese revolution some form of industrial 
civilization is inevitable in China. The revo
lutionary leaders decided on a social stand
ard, rather than an individualistic one, to 
apply to the new commercial boom. And 
1s a result their revolution has been 
smashed, not by foreign armies, as was the 
Boxer rebellion, but by banks and money 
credit, and the whole panoply of interna
tional capitalism in economic war. Th~ con
spiracy of capitalism is to make China a 
market, not a nation, and the 'new patriotism 
is extremely troublesome, especially as the 
revolutionary leaders have taken the meas
ure_ of what · capitalism has done to our own 
civilization. But against them, and against 
young China in general, international capi
talism is conspiring for the enslavement of 
this nation as a nation never was enslaved 

before. To make of China a gigantic, in
fernal workshop, a more hideous England 
of a hundred years ago, a vaster and more 
degraded Japan, that is the next step in the 
conspiracy of capitalism. 

When every hoary city in China shall 
have a street sacred to the Moloch of child 
and woman slavery, like the Yangtsepoo 
Road in Shanghai, where the whirr of ma
chinery fills the ears of its victims waking 
and sleeping for twenty-four hours in the 
day, then will the westernization of China 
thus conspired be truly begun. It is up to 
the organized working-class movement of 
the world to prevent the mighty civilization 
of C-hina fror:n being turned into a capital
ist shamble. It is up to us because it is 
against us that this implacable far-seeing 
campaign is being aimed. 

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A SOCIALIST 
IN JAPAN 

By S. Katayama 

0 N the Sth of November, at 5 o'clock 
in the morning, there was a 
shock to a locomotive engine that 
runs on one of the Tokio suburban 

lines for Shinagawa. The shock came at 
Okubo and was caused by the death of our 
respected Comrade Ichizo Yamamoto, aged 
twenty-four years. 

It was found that he killed himself, and 
according to a short note which he left ad
dressed to his room-mate at his lodgings, 
he was perfectly content with this termina
tion of his life. 

But why did he feel so . tired of life, and 
what was the cause of his suicide? This 
will interest my foreign readers, because it 
will show you how our government still 
oppresses Socialists. It is almost unbear
able to be a Socialist and live under the 
present conditions. 

Ichizo Yamamoto's death was a result of 
the treatment of Socialists in Japan. It will 
tell you how our comrades are hounded in 
their peaceful pursuits or when occupied in 
study. Yamamoto was a graduate of Count 

Okuma's College. He entered on his stud
ies four years ago and graduated last June 
at the head of his class. He was always a 
brilliant student. He spoke and read French 
and English well and was a great admirer 
of the works of Karl Marx. He became a 
Socialist while in high school and there ed
ited a magazine printed by the papyrograph. 
When the magazine began to circulate 
among the students it was stopped. 

Ichizo's parents died while he was young. 
His father belonged to the old Samurai 
class and became early interested in the 
Liberal movement. He traveled all over 
Japan, ·sometimes working as a coal or cop
per miner, in order to teach the political 
freedom. Ichizo Yamamoto carried on his 
father's work by becoming a Socialist. Four 
years ago he entered the Waseda University 
at Tokio to study literature and philosophy. 
During his university terms he was not only 
studious but active in the cause of Social
ism. At the time of the Russo-Jap war he 
joined the "anti war" movement and was 
befriended by Kotoku and Sakai and others. 
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All who knew him admired and respected 
Yamamoto. His professors had predicted 
great things for him, but with the execution 
of Comrades Kotoku, Sagano and the oth
ers, he was persecuted and watched con
stantly by detectives, even when only going 
to his classrooms. His aunt was giving 
him his education and he kept bravely at 
his studies in spite of all kinds of intimi
dations and oppressions. Upon his gradua
tion he determined to support himself and 
accept no more aid from his aunt, who was 
growing old .. 

His professors gave him the highest rec
ommendations, but now the detectives were 
always upon his heels. Many good posi
tions were offered to him for which he was 
best equipped, but always at the last mo
ment the detectives would poison the mind 
of the employer, whether in a college or in 
a business house, and he would be rejected. 

At Aoyama Gakuin, a Methodist univer
sity, these detectives prevented his enroll
ment by stating that the university would 
be surrounded by detectives watching 

Yamamoto. No institution wishes to have 
the footprints of the police department 
about its doorsteps. 

For many months he tramped the streets, 
securing one position and then another, all 
of which were torn away from him by police 
interference. At last, finding that it was 
the determination to ruin him, he decided to 
terminate his own life. 

There are many suffering here who do 
not go quite so far, but who are always per
secuted. 

After Yamamoto's body had been in
spected duly, our comrades and a few of 
his friends took his remains to the crema
tion grounds. His ashes were sent to his 
old home in Shinain! 

Not only are Socialists hounded in Ja
pan, tlie natives in Korea and Formosa are ... 
revolting sturdily under oppression. A plot 
of revolt was recently discovered in For
mosa and 300 Formosans were arrested. 
Next month I shall write of conditions in 
the island of Formosa, the great Japanese 
"possession," and the rebels there. 
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THE LIVERPOOL MEETING 

JIM LARKIN~S CALL FOR SOLIDARITY 
By William D. Haywood 

WHILE quietly resting in .J?aris 
to regain my health, incident
ally collecting at first hand, in
formation relative to the Gen

eral Confederation of Labor, I received 
word from Charles Lapworth, editor of 
the Daily Herald of London. Lapworth 
will be remembered as having toured 
this country on the Red Special. He was 
editing the livest little propaganda sheet 
in England. He urged me to come to 
England at once, as there was going to 
be held a series of protest meetings under 
the auspices of the Herald, demanding 
the release· of James Larkin, Secretary 
of the Irish Transport Workers Union, 
and two hundred or more men and 
women, members of the organization, 

· who were then in the Mount Joy prison 
jn Dublin. 
Upworth'~ letter W;!!': likf' ll rall to .. ... 

arms, and though I had spoken at but 
one public meeting since Tom Mann's 
arrival in the United States, that being 
the occasion of a great anti-military 
demonstration under the auspices of the 
C. G. T. in Wagram Hall, Paris, I decided 
to go to England and do what little I 
could in behalf of the Irish fighters. 

Before leaving Paris I nret with the 
secretaries of the different Federations 
affiliated with the C. G. T., and asked 
them for an expression of international 
solidarity in behalf of the locked-out 
workers at Dublin. They gave me 1,000 
francs and the following inspiring letter: 
To Our Comrades in Dublin; Fraternal 

Greetings! 
In the name of the General Confedera-

tion of Labor, the Union of Metal Work-
ers. of Builders, of Woodworkers. of 
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Leatherworkers, of Caterers, of Glass
workers, of Jewelers, of Port and Dock 
Workers and of the Union of the Seine 
Syndicates, we are sending through Com
rade Haywood the sum of 1,000 francs 
( £40) to help you to maintain the cour
ageous fight you are waging against your 
masters. 

On behalf of the above organizations, 
we congratulate you on your courage and 
tenacity. 

With you heart and soul, we are care
fully following all the phases of your 
grand struggle. vVe see in this great 
fight an example and encouragement, and 
the message we send you is that your 
unselfish efforts cannot but rouse a new 
fighting element in the working-class 
movement of England, a forward step 
which will draw you nearer to the · prole
tariat of this country. We are sure that 
the ultimate victory will be yours. 

Confident in this hope we send you 
our fraternal and international greetings. 

Long live the Union of all proletarians, 
educated in one and the same hatred of 
exploitation and one and the same hope 
of the ultimate and complete victory of 
Labor. 
(Signed) LEON JouHAUX, Secretary. 

(For the C. G. T .) 
Thus armed I proceeded to England. 

Larkin had been released the night I left 
Paris. It was the mighty pressure of 
the English workers that compelled the 
politicians of England and Ireland to 
throw open his prison doors. Larkin had 
crossed the Channel to speak at the 
meeting that was to have been a protest 
in his behalf. I first met him in the 
Clarion Cafe at Manchester. We were 
not strangers, being acquainted with 
each other's work. After shaking hands 
I sized up the splendid fellow. Height, 
six foot two, weight, · two hundred and 
ten pounds, a well poised head, slightly 
stooped from breaking sacks of grain 
across his shoulders while working as a 
dock laborer. Clear, penetrating, grey 
blue, Irish eyes, the brow of a poet and 
coarse iron grey hair, prominent Roman 
nose, a firm chin, and mouth that smiles 
for friends and little children. Big hands 
and feet, a soft voice though harsh with 
much speaking, a handsome man, not 
molded, but hewed out with an adze, a 

fighter, every inch of him. This is Jim 
Larkin in repose. 

That night I heard him in the Free 
Trade Hall, addressing an audience that 
packed that great building to the doors. 
So great was the enthusiasm and desire 
to see and hear Larkin that an overflow 
crowd of 20,000 stood in the drizzling 
rain, ankle deep in mud, waiting for him 
to conclude his speech · in the Hall. And 
what a speech! He described the con
dition to which capitalism had brought 
the workers in Dublin, Belfast, Sligo, in 
Cork and th.roughout the entire indus
trial r~gion of the little Green Isle. It 
was a terrific indictment. The torture 
and indignities imposed upon the locked-: 
out workers in Dublin by William Mar
tin Murphy and the rest of the Citizens 
Alliance . of Ireland's capital were equaled 
only by some of the labor struggles that we 
have known so well in thjs country. 

Larkin told of the time, less than five 
years ago, when he first organized the 
Irish Transport Workers and General 
Laborers' Union. The wages then in 
some branches were as low as.ll shillings, 
($2.i5) a week. He recalled instances of 
girls in factories receiving one shilling 
weekly; of agricultural workers brutal
ized at a wage of $2.00, the condition of 
Irish farm laborers being as bad as the 
dairy workers and farm laborers of Den
mark, where the Polish emigrants under 
contract, receive but a kronex (25 cts.) 
a day. Through the power of the Union, 
things have been improved in Dublin for 
labor of all classes, even the skilled work
ers have largely benefited through the 
influence and support of the Transport 
Workers' Organization, which is an or
ganized One Big Union, including 37 
branches, extending their sheltering sup
port to ·all forms of labor. This accounts 
for the vicious attack that is being made 
upon it at this time. 

Preceding Larkin's speech, James 
Connolly, Larkin's associate in Ireland, 
well known to the workers of the United 
States, having soap-boxed from coast to 
coast, addressed the meeting, and also the 
overflow. Connolly's arraignment of con
ditions in Dublin was in no wise second 
to that of Larkin himself. He told of 21,-
000 families living in single rooms, per
forming, within four walls, all the func
tions of human life, from birth to death. 
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With deliberate forcefulness he described 
the brutality of the police in quelling pickets 
and the strikers' meetings, and invading 
the strikers homes. One instance that 
chilled the blood of his hearers was the 
police entering the room of a mother 
upon her maternity bed, with her new 
born child but a few days old. There 
the blue coated fiends beat the prostrate 
woman, nearly killing her, while a blow 
from one of . their clubs ended the life of 
her babe. It was such statements of fact 
coming from the mouths of men who 
knew them to be true, that roused the 
audience at Manchester to a pitch of 
frenzy, and a determination to stand by 
their Dublin brothers and sisters to the 
bitter end. 

This was the crusade of the "Fiery 
Cross" that Larkin threatened when re
leased from jail. When speaking from 
one of the windows of Liberty Hall, he 
said: 

"We have successfully fought the 
strongest government of modern times. 
We have compelled the government to 
release an ordinary dock laborer like my
self. I may tell you this and don't forget 
it : We are going to win this battle, and 
if we fall we will fall fighting. Our battle 
is only started. The government made a 
mistake in sending me to prison, but a 
bigger one in releasing me, because now 
they wm have to release all of the others. 

"I am going over to England in a few 
hours, and before many days have passed 
the workers will be aroused not only in 
Dublin, but all over Great Britain." 

* * * * 
The workers of Manchester remem-

bered me from the meetings held there 
during my former visit, as was shown by 
their splendid reception. 

From Manchester I went with Larkin 
to London, where a meeting . had been 
arranged in Albert Hall. The Herald 
League had but five days to prepare for 
it, but the popularity of Larkin and the 
cause he represents filled the hall to its 
capacity of 12,000, while 30,000 additional 
applications for tickets were made by 
those who were anxious to hear· him. 

It was on this occasion that the medical 
students and students of the School of 
Mines tried to disrupt the meeting. 
First they attempted to wreck the elec
tric plant, but their work was ineffective. 

A large body of them gained entrance 
to the corridors and tried to make their 
way into the body of the hall, when they 
were met by an army of ushers who were 
prepared for such an onslaught. The 
treatment that was meted out to the 
young University cubs will not soon be 
forgotten by them. One of their number 
was picke!i up bodily and thrown through 
a glass door, landing on the stone steps 
out~ide the Royal Entrance. 

These meetings were the forerunners 
. of a campaign for working class solidar

ity, such as Great Britain had never 
known. The next day Larkin had an 
informal conference with p1embers of the 
parliamentary committee of the Trade 
Union Congress. Members of this com
mittee took occasion to say that the meet
ings that had been held, at which they 
had no opportunity to speak, did not rep
resent the spirit and feelings of the Brit
ish workers, that the attendance was 
largely middle class. That night Larkin 
remarked to me that if he was not reach-

. ing the workers through the meetings, he 
would reach them through the press, and 
he issued his famous manifesto to the 
British workers. 

The appearance of this manifesto 
aroused the indignation of the labor 
leaders. They were entangled in a mesh 

. from which they could not extricate them
selves. The rank and file were clamoring 
for action. James, a lone locomotive en
gineer at Swansea had precipitated what 
looked as though it would develop into 

· a general strike, by refusing longer to 
handle scab goods. Seventeen hundred 
engineers came out on strike in Wales, 
in sympathy with James and the workers 
in Dublin. It required all of the 
scheming and pressure that officials like 
Thomas and Williams of the Railway 
Men's Union, could bring to bear to get 
the railroaders back to work. 

In the meantime Larkin was carrying 
his message throughout the length and 
breadth of Great Britain. The workers 
in all the great industrial centers such as 
Cardiff, Swansea, Bristol, Sheffield, Bir
mingham, Hull, Liverpool, Leicester, 
New-Castle-on-Tyne, Leeds, Wakefield, 
Preston, Glasgow, Edinburgh, heard his 
call for Solidarity, and his demand that 
British trade unionists should no longer 
scab on the Transport Workers of Ire-
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land· by loading or unloading ships for 
Dublin or other ports that would affect 
the strike. 

Parting with Larkin at Birmingham I 
- went to Dublin and he to Hull and other 

places. Crossing that rough piece of 
water, called St. Georges Channel, I ap
proached the land that has been made 
historic in poetry and song. I could see 
but little of the Dublin Bay that has been 
likened in beauty to that of Naples. 
Night was gathering and only shore 
lines and outlines of the hills were visible 
and through the gloom, the glittering of 
the lights of Kingston. It was but a few 
minutes by train from the dock that I 
found myself surrounded by a great 
crowd at the depot in Dublin. A jaunting 
car took me to the hotel. That night I 
visited Liberty Hall, the headquarters of 
those who are locked out and the strikers. 
It was a busy place; halls and rooms 
were crowded as I made survey of the 
soup kitchen, meeting halls and offices. 

In room number 7, Connolly presided 
in the absence of Larkin. While dis-

cussing matters with him the place was 
invaded by the chief of police and an 
attending officer. The functionary started 
to tell Connolly that there could be no 
demonstration around the jail as had pre
viously been arranged for the next day. 
To this stricture Connolly replied to the 
bulky chief, "We know our rights as citi
zens, and there will be a parade tomor
row." The chief continued his warning 
when Connolly called his attention to a 
lie that the officer had told in court. 
Pointing to a proclamation on the wall, 
C~nnolly in a challenging voice said to 
the chief, "You swore that that had never 
heen printed or posted. Look at it. Is 
that a· Proclamation?" 

The officer hedged and said : 
"I didn't come here to talk about proc

lamations, but to warn you that there 
shall be no demonstration tomorrow." 

Connolly looked up from his work, 
saying: ' 

"If that is your message and you have 
nothing more to deliver you had better 
get out." 

PLANNING THE CAMPAIGN. 

(Left to Right)-Standing-Sharply, Poarce, Forsyth Manson. Sitting-Pursell, Tillott, Boswick, Q'()onn~U, Larkin, 
Williams, H~ywood and Jim Connolly. 
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The policeman said: "Thank you, for 
your reception." 

Connolly said: "You're welcome," and 
with that the officers left the room. 

The next day, Sunday, in Catholic, 
church-going Dublin, there was a great 
gathering of the clans at Croyden Park. 
This is an old Manor place of about six
teen acres and a mansion of seventy-two 
rooms. On this property the Transport 
\V orkers' Union has secured an option 
and proposes at some future time to pur
chase it for their convenience and 
pleasure. It was on the green field imme
diately in front of the mansion that Cap
tain White, an ex-army officer began to 
marshall the members of the Citizens ~ 
Army. Here the members of the different 
Unions armed with hurleys, sticks and 
clubs went through the manoeuvres of a 
military body. This military organiz
ation had been formed for the purpose of 
self protection of th·emselves, wives and 
children against the onslaughts of the 
police. It is the intention to drill and 
arm this body of men in regular military 
fashion. However, some complications 
have arisen which may prevent it, as the 
King of England has issued a proclama
tion against the shipment of arms, ordi
nance, gunpowder· or ammunition of any 
kind to Ireland. This edict seems to be 
directed against the Irish workers as the 
Protestants of Ulster have been allowed 
to arm themselves against ll possible 
home rule government in Ireland, with
out protest. 

After the gathering at Croyden Park 
the workers formed in line of procession 
with bands of music and thrilling notes 
from Irish pipers. They marched 
through the city around the Mount Joy 
jail, giving mighty cheers for their im
prisoned comrades, thence to the Square 
in front of Liberty Hall, where it was mr privilege to speak for the first time on 
Insh soil. 

There was no sense of weakening 
among the workers, and by a unanimous 
uplift of hands, they pledged themselves 
to stand by each other until the fight was 
over. It was a unique sight to look over 
that vast audience. Some had advanced 
to martial orders to the very front of the 
stand with their sticks and clubs; in each 
coat lapel, the sign of their Union, a red 
hand, could be seen. 

After the meeting I went on a tour of 
investigation. Meeting Miss· Delia Lar
kin, a sister of Jim, I secured many inter
esting facts about the women and the 
part that they had played in the great 
strike. Miss Larkin is just as interesting 
a character as her brother Jim. She knows 
every detail of the work and during his 
absence ha• assisted in all departments in 
conducting the affairs of the Union and 
editing the "Irish Worket:," their official 
organ. There are about 5,000 women and 
girls organized in the Irish Women 
Workers' Union, of which · she is secre
tary. Since .the lock-out and strike has 
been on, the burden of caring for the 
women and childr.en has largely been 
upon her shoulders. She has been enabled 
to do wonders through the contribution 
of food and clothing t~at has come to 
them from the workers in England. It 
would not be too much to say that $500,-
000 has been subscribed in pennies and 
pounds for the relief of the Transport 
Workers. 

Miss Larkin's work is far-reaching. 
Not only is she proyWing for the imme
diate sustenance of the families, but she 
is developing a spirit of rebellion and dis
content in the breasts of the children. 

She said to me : 
"I am feeding and clothing these chil

dren with the very best that I can get; 
better than they have ever known. It is 
my purpose to give them such good 
things now that they will never b~ satis
fied again with the conditions that pre
vailed before the strike." 

It was the intention of Miss Larkin 
and the officials of the Union to follow 
the example of the workers of Lawrence 
and Patterson, and send some hundreds 
of the children away during the time the 
strike was on, to be taken care of by th·e 
workers of different towns in England. 
In this work they were being assisted by 

. Dora B. Montefiore, and Mrs. Rand. 
They were only able to get a few of the 
children away on account of the oppo
sition of the police and thugs, who were 
backed up by the Archbishop and the 
priests. 

After a brief but very interesting and 
instructive time in Dublin, I left with 
Connolly to meet Larkin in Liverpool for 
a meeting to be held there in Sun Hall, 
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Dec. 25. The meeting was equal in all 
respects to those held elsewhere, though 
efforts were planned to disrupt it. Inci
dentally Larkin hauhown up the char
acter of James Sexton, secretary of the 
Dockers' Union of Liverpool. It was this 
same Sexton whom Larkin charged with 
being a party to his arrest and imprison
ment some years previous. The dockers 
of Liverpool, not knowing the truth of 
this affair, caused a bill to be circulated 
previous to the meeting, headed: 

"Larkin, the Liar," instructing their 
members to go to Sun Hall and permit 
Larkin no further talk until he apologized 
to Sexton. 

In spite of apparent hostilities, nothing 
transpired to mar the success of the 
meeting. 

I remained over a day in Liverpool to 
visit the kiddies who were living at Wal
lasey. A happy group they were, and 
every one from little Pat in his high 
chair to the oldest sang out, "We won't 
go back to 'Dooblin.' " Heartily they 
sang the songs of the strike and shouted 
'Up Larkin'. 

At all the great meetings held through
out Great Britain, resolutions pledging 
support both financial and moral were 
unanimously adopted. It seemed that 
this lead would give the Trade Union 
officers the backing and courage for 

action, so essential to win the Dublin 
strike when they met in special session 
of congress on Dec. 9. The rank and file 
of railway men and dockers who held the 
key to the situation were ready and wait
ing for the signal, but when the congress 
met, one would judge by the action and 
speeches that the main purpose was to 
curtail and limit the power and work of 
Larkin. He was condemned and villified 
by leaders· such as Thomas, Williams, 
Sexton, Cotter and Willie Anderson. 
Against them all the big fellow held his 
own in fine style. While no sympathetic 
strike was declared, a resolution was 
adopted to continue financial support, and 
that the committee representing the Par
liamentary Committee ~f the Trade 
Union Congress, the General Federation 
of Trade Unions and the Labor Party 
Executive, should continue their negoti
ations for a settlement with the Employ
ers of Dublin. 

Whatever may be the outcome of these 
negotiations, the workers of Dublin are 
not going to abjure their connection with 
the Irish Transport Workers Union, 
which is the demand of the employer. 
The workers know that this Union has 
meant a new life to them and in the 
words of Larkin "They are marching to
ward the rising sun, and will stand in its 
effulgence free men and women." 
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PLAYING THE COMRADES FOR 
SUCKERS 
By Em. Rcvora 

U P TILL recently I believed that all 
the fools, suckers and "live ones" of 

· the carpet bag variety were outside 
of the Socialist movement. Close 

study, however, of the general psychology 
of the rank and file of the movement during 
the last few years caused a radical change 
in my former conception. 

The Barnums of the twentieth century 
have discovered that as for being' hum
bugged no one seems to like it better than a 
Socialist. So they are working them for all 
they're worth. These modern gold brick 
venders have discovered a new field for their 
operations. And from their point of view 
it is a field full of promises for future de
velopment, full of possibilities or future e~
ploitation. For, isn't the Socialist movement 
continually growing? 

They can sell the comrades anything from 
a magazine subscription to a building lot 
in the middle of the Atlantic. All they 
have to do is put a Socialist label on their 
wares, or print their letter-heads in red ink 
and it's the surest bait that ever caught a 
fish. 

This is not a tirade against the comrades 
who have allowed themselves to be duped. 
It is rather a warning intended to checkmate 
the future exploits of the trappers in the 
Socialist hunting ground. 

Since the day that the Socialist move
ment in America began to show signs of 
numbers and emerged from its swaddling 
clothes, leeches of every description found 
their way, directly and indirectly, into the 
movement and exploited the enthusiasm and 
good will of the credulous comrades for all 
they were worth. 

A few years ago a financial adventurer 
launched a magazine for no other purpose 
but to unload shares in a mine situated fifty 
miles from nowhere. And the shares were 
bought up by the comrades with an eager
ness tbat would put to shame the red man's 
appetite for fire-water. Workingmen mort
gaged their shanties and raised money to 
"invest." Others took the few dollars !Javed 
through self-denial of necessities and ex-

changed them for Holy Creek mine stock. 
And pray why hesitate to invest? Didn't 
that "comrade" say black on white and he's 
doing it for the comrades only? 

Not a few of these investors cherished the 
illusion that from this mine would emanate 
the financial back-bone of the Social Rev
olution. Others are resting satisfied today 
that at its worst it was not a bad invest
ment. For after all they figured it out that 
these shares are bound to have an historical 
value in post-revolutionary days. For then 
the collector of archives in the department 
of history of the Revolution in the Historical 
Museum of the Co-operative Commonwealth 
will offer a fabulous fortune for these rare 
documents. And so if these investors with 
a nose for business do not expect to have 
this come about during their lifetime, they 
can, at least, bequeath these shares to their 
offsprings with the advice to hold on to 
them a's a family heirloom. 

After this gentleman Socialist made his 
melodramatic exit to newer regions, others 
stepped into his boots and made a mighty 
march after the few dollars still left in the 
pockets of the rank and file. Some of them 
offered !'sure winners" in building lots 
somewhere on this planet between the poles 
and the continents. Others led us and bled 
us into wholesale and retail co-operatives. 
Still others offered us stereopticon lamps, 
world histories, libraries of plagiarised re
search, co-operative commonwealth wash
ing machines, study at home law courses, 
etc., etc., ad naseam. All these propositions 
were backed up with the guarantee "for 
Socialists only," "only for my comrades," 
etc. It occurred to me that these guar
antees were stating a truth. Because no 
one but a Socialist would digest anything 
like these "comradely" propositions. 

Qo I pose as the wise guy? Oh, no. I 
was a live one, too. I bit like a dog at a 
chicken bone. I just emerged from a few 
of these "investments" minus a little cash 
that would cause a little less worry in the 
approaching economic crisis. 

And here is the latest sugar-coated prop-.,. 
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osition that we were made to swallow. The 
interesting point is how nicely and in what 
quantities we swallowed it. · 

It is necessary to go back a few years to 
see how the pill was prepared for us. A few 
years ago the circulation of one of the capi
talist magazines was rapidly declining. In
vestigation into the cause of the decline 
brought out the fact that the majority of its 
readers no longer cared for the "they lived 
happy ever after" type of stories but wanted 
something vital dealing with present-day 
problems. 

Harrowing outrages committed by the 
Diaz regime in Mexico occupied the stage 
of public interest in the United States. The 
Socialist and radical element in the people 
protested a great desire for information 
about Mexico. This gave the magazine the 
cue. A well-known writer, who eventually 
became a Socialist, was engaged by this 
magazine. He was sent down to Mexico. 
He told the truth as he saw it. He turned 
the searchlight on the prevailing peonage 
system in the mines and on the ranches of 
this unhappy land. Radicals of all types 
found in this magazine just what they were 
yearning to know. The circulation went up 
by leaps and bounds and so did advertising 
rates. An era of prosperity set in for this 
magazine. 

But a m~take was made somewhat in that 
editorial brothel. The writer committed the 
unpardonable journalistic crime of telling 
the whole truth about Mexico. He did not 
color the articles. He told outright who the 
gentlemen were that owned the mines and 
ranches. He held the American capitalists 
responsible for the state of peonage, for the 
countless murders and crimes that were .per
petrated upon all showing the least sign of 
revolt. The writer was ignorant of capital
ist journalistic ethics. 

The result. Wires were pulled in Wall 
street. The magazine was given a financial 
pinch in the arm as a pretaste of what might 
happen if it did not put the kibosh on the 
expose. The big advertisers joined the 
chorus. The articles were stopped abruptly 
without notice to the writer. The men be
hind the magazine, in the mean time, 
achieved their aim. They resurrected a dead 
publication. 

This magazine has set a formula how to 
resurrect or revive dying or dead publica
tions. Every capitalist editor in the country 

tucked this formula away in some corner 
of his brain so that it might be ready for 
use in case of emergency. 

Not long after the kibosh was put on the 
expose of conditions in Mexico, another 
magazine was on the verge of passing into 
oblivion for lack of circulation. Something 
had to be done to rekindle the dying embers· 
of this dying publication. The managing: 
editor was worried. He saw his job as well 
as his reputation slipping through his fin
gers. Night a(ter night he nervously paced 
his library till the small morning hours in an 
effort to develop some idea. At last, one 
morning after he had consumed about two 

·score of cigarettes to pacify his racking 
nerves, the happy inspiration came. He 
clearly recalled how one of the contem
poraries played the "radical" game with no 
small amount of success. He now remem_. 
bered that somewhere in his cranium there 
was stored away an excellent little formula. 
And he began to reason with himself thus: 
"Now let me see. What is it that is ab
sorbing the public's attention just at pres
ent. What are the people most interested 
in. These are the things that we must know 
and take up as a new "policy" for our maga
zine." From the experience of his contem
porary, which became notorious as a result 
of its unfinished Mexican expose, he knew 
that the plan would work. He also knew 
that "muck raking" of politics was all up 
and the people no longer cared for it. Some
thing more radical than "muck raking'' had 
to be adopted as a "policy." 

That week the office staff was busily en
gaged in gathering and studying statistics 
and all available information relative to the 
growth of Socialist sentiment in America. 
After some conservative deductions this edi
tor came to the conclusion that there must 
be, at least, two million Socialist . sym
pathizers in the United States. He carefully 
made out his plan and laid it before the 
owners of the magazine. They approved of 
it after a very brief and pointed discussion. 
The new "policy" of the magazine was an
nounced. 

Prominent Socialists, of international re
pute, were engaged writing series of articles 
dealing with Socialism from various angles. 
These articles were featured on the maga
zine cover and illustrated by Socialist car~ 
toonists. 

Many Socialists were engaged as sub. 
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scription solicitors, and, of course, got sub
scriptions from the comrades. Why not? 
Didn't they show black on white that the 
magazine's new "policy" is everything that 
a Socialist could wish for? 

I want to say right here that I entertain 
the greatest respect and admiration for the 
comrades who wrote for this magazine. I 
believe that it would be a mistake to miss 
such an opportunity of reaching tens of 
thousands of persons with the message of 
Socialism. Had I the ability and opportunity 
to write on Socialism I would even expound 
Socialism in an avowedly anti-Socialist pub
lication. All I would want to know is how 
many persons will read my brief for Social
ism. That's all I would concern myself 
about. I would not care what the medium 
is, what its motives are as long as I were 
given the opportunity of putting my ml!ssage 
across to the readers. 

Well, let us get back to that magazine. 
Every means was used of directing the So
cialists.' attention to the new "policy" of the 
magazine. Being Socialists we always try 
to find a motive in everything. Our cu
riosity was aroused and we wondered why a 
capitalist magazine would come out in the 
open and give Socialism a boost. I, at that 
time, came to the conclusion that there must 
be a few millionaire Socialists back of the 
enterprise and I bought the magazine re
ligiously every month. A Niagara of sub
scriptiqns poured irfto the offices of this 
magazine, while real Socialist publications 
were on the verge of bankruptcy. The 
generous shower of money, from sym
pathizers, kept on for some time. But his
tory repeats itself. 

The editors made the mistake of permit
ting the writers to put unadulterated Social
ism across is pages. The articles instead of 
being of a purely philosophical and theoreti
cal character took on the tone of pure propa
ganda for Socialism. Many heathen were 
converted to our cause and .in their enthu
siasm informed the editors of that magazine 
of their conversion. The editors found that 
while the bait worked on the Socialists as 
far as boosting the circulation goes, it also 
had an effect unforeseen by them-the 
articles actually made Socialists. 

Again strings were pulled in Wall street. 
The magazine received notice to "cut it 
out." The advertisers seconded the motion. 

And now lo and behold ! The wonn has 

turned again as in the previous case with 
the articles on barbarous Mexico. The · So
cialist tone of the magazine came to a short 
stop. Without any notice to the readers they 
put a halt on Socialist articles. 

But all this did not happen suddenly. Any 
one who has made a close study of what 
appeared in the magazine could perceive a 
gradual transformation. Gradually it came 
down until the last card was played with the 
Shaw article on Equality in the December 
(1913) number. Here a prize was offered 
for the best answer to Shaw. The answer, 
it was announced, would be published in the 
February (1914) number. This come-on 
game was pulled off around Christmas time 
when most of the subscriptions of Socialists 
expire (December, 1913 being approxi
mately a year since the beginning of the 
"Socialist" policy). 

The temptation of the prize-winning an
swer to the Shaw article was held out as a 
bait for the Socialists to renew their sub
scriptions while the management of the 
magazine had something up its sleeve. Many 
of them did renew before the January num
ber came off the press. And here is the 
double cross. The following are some ex
cerpts from the editorial entitled "What We 
Mean by Socialism," appearing;n the Jan-
uary ( 1914) number: · 
A GREAT many people have asked us to define 

what we mean by Socialism. It is a perfectly 
fair request. *Take our advertisers, for example. 
Any one who knows anything about the modern 
publishing business is aware that the advertiser 
pays about two thirds of the cost of producing 
any successful magazine. But in a general way 
our columns are open to all advertisers doing a 
clean, straightforward business. And without 
their support we could not exist a month. 

For our own part we cannot see why in the 
world we ~hould not treat the advertiser like any 
ordinary human being and subscriber, especially 
as he is paying for ·the greater part of the con
tents of the magazine, and is naturally as keen a 
critic of its pages as any other kind of reader. 

But it w.-9uld be, to our mind, just as immoral 
if we were .to accept his money and then do every
thing in our power to destroy his business, as it 
would be to take our policy from him. In other 
words, if we preach Socialism to our readers he 
has a right to know what kind of Socialism we 
are preaching, and whether .it is likely to ruin the 
business that he is advertising through our col
umns. And we certainly do not want to leave 
him or any other reader in the dark as to what we 
do mean. 

AMONG the many fallacies that have hurt the 
advance of Socialism is the idea that the 

*All italic~ are mine. 
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class wa, is the moinspring of the movement. 
The class war is today the banner of the ignorant 
Socialist (who is not a Socialist at all) just as it 
is the weapon of the anti-Socialist. 
8 UT how shall we fight for it? By arson and 

dynamite, like Mrs. Pankhurst and the Mc
Namaras? By the marshaling of human beings 
against human beings, as Huerta fights Carranza? 
By starvation and disease, as a general in war 
reduces a beleaguered city? Surely not. Killing 
men is the silliest manner of trying to convince 
them that they are wrong. And killing business 
and thereby starving millions of people is the 
most futile way of attempting to make a com
munity prosperous. 

Real progress will only come about when the 
whole people feel that things are wrong and 
that they might be put right. You cannot bludgeon 
them into feeling that way. Nor can you accom
plish anything at all unless you begin with your
self. Before the Socialist attacks individuals or 
classes he must do his own housecleaning, and 
then he will find that he is not alone right, and 
all the rest wrong, but that he i& just as wrong as 
any one else. ·We have to sympathize with each 
other before we can help each other. We might 
even sympathize with Andrew Carnegie and be
lieve that he was absolutely sincere when he 
wrote years ago that the man who dies rich dies 
disgraced. It is very easy for a poor man to be 
a Socialist; but not so easy for him to be the right 
kind of Socialist, or to continue being a Socialist 
when he gets rich. 
T HE great aim, therefore, of our Socialism is 

not merely to pass laws, not to destroy the 
business of the country, not to array labor against 
capital in civil war, but to create a feeling and a 
desire on the part of the prosperous to share that 
prosperity with the poor and needy. Already the 
desire is comin1f.· Sympathy with the aims of So
cialism is steadtly increasing. Railroad magnates 
know that the men who do the work of the rail
roads do not get reward enough. They would like 
to give them more. In recent appeals and strikes 
for higher wages the sympathy of the public has 
almost invariably been on the side of the workers. 
The world is surely moving in the right direction. 
But it moves slowly. So far the increase of wages 
has been laid if possible on the consumer. So 
prices go up; and the workman has to pay more 
for his food and lodging, and he finds himself just 
where he was before. The next step will be to 
realize that the only way to break the vicious 
circle is to s-top putting all the burden of higher 
wages on the consumer, and to let capital forego 
some of its reward. That means self-sacrifice on 
the part of the rich and prosperous. We have not 
reached that point yet. But at least we can help 
on the good cause if we go on creating the right 
feeling. 

And let us dispose at once of the foolish idea 
that we regard all capitalists or employers of 
labor as criminals because they use the established 
methods of business. If we did so we should 
have no right to accept a line of advertising. 

What is needed is a passionate feeling that the 
present unequal system is wrong and that there 
must be a better way. 

Indeed, the business man who, like ourselves, 

has a Socialistic ideal will best assist the com
munity at large by making his business as suc
cessful as possible, while doing everything he can 
for the workers under an admittedly imperfect 
system. It certainly will not hurt his business to 
sympathize with the toiling masses; for it is an 
easily demonstrated fact that the most sucecssful 
businesses today are those which do most for their 
skilled and unskilled labor. 

In the same issue of the magazine we find 
the usual "Tidings of the Times" depart
ment, which gave every month a real So
cialist interpretation and review of the news 
of the month, missing. No reason is given 
for the absence of this department. This 
department was the last and only Socialist 
feature of the December number. It was 
silently dropped like a hot potato. For it 
too contained unadulterated Socialism. 

We're stung again. 
It is a pitiable and deplorable sight to be

hold real good strong and instructive Social
ist publications like The New York Call 
(especially The Sunday Calls), THE INTER
NATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW, The Party 
Builder, The New Review, The Buffalo So
cialist and many others having the struggle 
of their life to get a dollar's worth of sup
port from some of the comrades, while on 
the other hand these very Socialists will 
readily spend many dollars for a capitalist 
magazine that mentions the word "Social
ism" somewhere within its pages. Here's 
The Call, the only Socialist daily we have in 
the East, daily on the verge of bankruptcy 
and in danger of suspension, because the 
comrades are reluctant in supporting it. Still 
I will venture to say that wherever the 
aforementioned magazine has made one So
cialist, The Call has made a few hundred. 
Find the man that is kicking that The Call, 
THE INTERNATIONAL SoCIALIST REVIEW or 
any other of our party-member controlled 
publications is not up to the standard, find 
the man that criticises the way this or that 
publication is gotten up and I'll show you 
the man who never contributed a cent to the 
support of the publications he's attacking, 
but is ever ready to fall for any capitalist 
publication that will use a little red ink in 
the make-up of its pages. 

Nor is this aforementioned magazine the 
only one to use that kind of bait for the 
hundreds of thousands of Socialists in this 
country today. Another magazine is con
ducting a debate on Socialism which is made 
to run through eight numbers of the maga-
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zine. It means an almost double circula
tion to that magazine for the eight months. 
This raises the advertising rates, and swells 
dividends. And our sympathizers are pay
ing for it all. 

Many other magazines are following suit. 
They are playing theo "radical" game to the 
limit, while our own publications feel the 
financial effects of it. · 

Of course, it gives me great satisfaction 
to see the immense publicity that Socialism 
gets. But my contention-bone is why should 
the Socialists be made to pay for it. Why 
can't we rest satisfied that they are doing it 
and let them do it as long as they want to. 
But let's go no further. Let us not permit 
them to exploit us in this "fad" of theirs. 
Let not their incentive to advertise Social
ism be stimulated by the fact that we will 
be the suckers. 

Tie First Vienna Victor 
D R. L. H . GIBBS, former candidate for 

Congress on the Socialist party ticket 
of Scranton, Pa., is the first winner ofTHE 
REVIEW trip to the International Socialist 
Congress to be held-in Vienna, Austria, next 
summer. Within two months after he be
gan taking subscriptions, Comrade Gibbs 
had forwarfled 370 yearlies to TnE REVIEW. 
We feel sure our thousands of readers will 
join us in congratulating the Doctor on his 
success and in wishing. him health and hap
piness during his trip abroad. 

From Boston comes twenty-eight yearly 
subs. to be placed to the credit of Comrade 
Orlando L. Carpenter, who is a young com
rade 17 years of age, and a charter member 
of the Young People's Socialist League of 
Boston. He will graduate from high school 
this year and is working hard to win the 
free trip over to the Congress. 

Comrade Kate Kidwell of Jackson, Mich., 
fires in a bunch of yearlies and writes that 
"these are all brakemen on the M. C. rail
road. Next Sunday I will get the conduc
tors." Comrade Kate is a "live" one, and 
we are willing to bet a Chicago skyscraper 
against a package of Bull Durham that she 
will round up 300 subscriptions and then 
some. 

George Bundy of Warren, Ohio, sends in 
a bunch of thirteen and writes that "I will 
work for THE REVIEW just the same, 
whether winning or not." 

Henceforth let us all resolve never to al
low ourselves to be duped again. Let us 
never fall for a gold brick simply because 
the word "Socialism" is printed across the 
face of the brick, even though it be printed 
in red ink. Let us never buy any shares or 
building lots simply because the promoter 
calls himself "comrade," or even if he 
promises to give part of the "proceeds" to 
the cause. No publication that is not con
trolled by the Socialist Party or by Socialist 
Party members is good enough for us, no 
matter how radical it may not appear to be. 
If we want to buy them or read them let it 
be for some other reason and not because 
of the fact that it turned "radical." No dol
lar of ours that we can· spare should go 
elsewhere but to the support of our own af
fairs, our own institutions, our own publi
cations. 

COMRADE GIBBS. 

Dr. Madge Patton Stephens of Terre 
Haute, Ind., will soon be heard from, and 
hardly a day passes but what Comrade L. T . 
Rush of Cedar Rapids, Ia. , sends in one 
or more. John Burns of Wilkesbarre, Pa., 
and A. G. Ward of Washington, Pa., a So
cialist news dealer and literature salesman, 
expects to take enough subscriptions to win 
a free trip for himself and for his very love
ly little daughter, who will probably be the 
very youngest member of THE REVIEW 
party. 
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• Colorado The Miners" War 1n 

By George N. Falconer 

A. N invitation from the Trinidad So
cialist Local enabled us to spend ten 
days among the miners in the strike 
zone. The need for working-class 

Socialist propaganda was demonstrated be
yond all peradventure. Meetings were held 
in Trinidad, Ludlow, Starkville, Augillar 
-all storm centers during the present 
strike. 

Ludlow is unique in the annals of in
dustrial warfare. Over 500 miners and their 
families are housed irr tents on land leased 
by the Miners' Union. Here they ~t and 
drink with an ever watchful eye on their 
enemy, the armed soldiery, camped a few 
rods to the right of them. What a sight! 
\Vorkers on one side; the armed He?sians 
of capitalism on the other, each watching 
and fearing the other! 

Under Ludlow's silent, snow-clad plains 
lies the bones of more than one "thugman·· 
and "plug-ugly," fit testimony of the truth 
that he who lives by the gun shall die by 
the gun. A new chapter in working-class 
history is being written on Ludlow's rock
bound plain! Ludlow ! the tent city of 
mountain and plain. 

A splendid meeting was held in the hig 
tent, and a quantity of anti-military litera
ture distributed. The men were very hun
gry for something to read. . 

At Augilar another rousing big meeting 
was held. A company of soldiers sur
rounded the hall during the meeting. Com
pany spies were on hand, reporting every
thing said. They may have learned some
thing! 

Preceding the Starkville meeting, an !tal-
. ian comrade, Amando Pelizzari, union or

ganizer, and I were honored by being ar
rested as dangerous persons. The guanl 
escorted us to military headquarters-a coal 
company's office-and we were examined 
as follows: 

Guard: "Two prisoners, sir." Captaia: 
"\Vhat is the charge?'' Guard: "They arc 
agitators, I think, sur." The guard was a 
Mick; you could tell it by his brogue aml 
his breath. Captain: "Any weapo~s ?" ad-

('ressing the prisoners. "Yes, some dyna
mite," pulling from our pocket a copy of 
Kirkpatrick's "Mental Dynamite." Just the 
faintest flicker of a smile crept over the 
faces of Mike and the Captain. Captain: 
"Guard! we have not sufficient charges 
against these men; release them." Guard: 
"Yes, sur." Turning to us: "Prisoners, 
ye're released!" Guard salutes, shoulders 
his musket and marches, proud as a turkey 
cock. PitT, puff, pizzle! What fools we 
mortals be when dressed in a little brief 
authority! 

Over 200 miners were waiting in the hall 
to receive us. What a big warm welcome! 
There is something. elemental in the man 
who digs our coal! "Venerable to me is 
the hard hand-crooked, coarse-wherein 
notwithstanding lies a cunning virtue, in
defeasibly royal as of the scepter of this 
planet." His is the face of a man, living, 
manlike. Over 600 miners made up the 
meeting in 'v\i alsenburg, but as other speak
ers had already been billed, we merely 
helped swell the audience. There ~vas no 
literature for this meeting-something not 
uncommon at all, pure and simple trade 
union meetings. All the literature we 
brought from Trinidad was exhausted at 
the close of the Augilar meeting, where the 
men good-naturedly mobbed us in their 
anxietv to secure a bit of brain stuff. 

The. Socialist party, state and national, i~ 
sadly derelict in its duty in failing to sup
ply competent speakers and working-class 
literature to the men now battling for a few 
elemental rights. During a strike the men 
have leisure ; they have time to spare for 
reading; their minds are in a receptive 
mood. The union pays each striker $3 per 
week for victuals, but fails to supply brain 
food. The job of revolutionizing the brain 
of the worker is left to the Socialist ; but 
in this instance he, too, is negligent. The 
Socialists of Denver tried hard to get out 
a 20,000 edition of their party paper, The 
Colorado Worker, devoted to the strike ex
clusively, but owing to a cancellation of 
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8,000 which were to go to the strike zone 
only about 13,000 were printed. Someone 
inside the union didn't want Socialist papers 
to be read by the miners. Why this oppo
sition to Socialist work? Here is a partial 
explanation: Many union officials are against 
Socialist activity in any shape or form. 
Strange it may be, but true. 

Several officials, members of our Socialist
State and National Executive Committees 
seem to be in tacit a,greement with this pol
icy. Socialist propaganda, they say, tends 
to antagonize "business men" and thus bin-

• ders a speedier settlement of the strike. 
Moreover, politics must be kept out of the 
union. Just so ! Democratic, Republican 
or Progressive politics are permissible, but 
Socialism as a political factor ! It might 
confuse and bemuddle the situation. Don't 
encourage Socialist propaganda-wait until 
the strike is settled, etc., etc. 

"Wherever the labor movement is," once 
observed Marx, "there the class struggle is 
fought," business or no business. 

Unfortunately, many of our leaders, so
called, have not emancipated themselves 
from the debauching influence of the busi
ness man's creed. Hence their reactionary 
tendencies. This talk of "No politics in the 
union" is as stupid as a man trying to es
cape his own shadow. Frank Bohn, in the 
December REVIEW states the case exactly: 

"In the small town there is no well-de
fined labor movement. In the large cities 
there is usually a reactionary labor union 
machine working hand in glove with this 
or that capitalist political crowd. When 
patronage is dispensed the labor politicians 
are not forgotten. Until the labor unions 
become revolutionary in character, they must 
ordinarily be reckoned among the enemies 
of the Socialist party." This covers the 
Colorado situation admirably. 

"WATCH YOUR OFFICIALS"-SAID MOTHER 

JONES. 

The average union labor leader takes 
himself too seriously. "The ruling ideas 
of each age have ever been the ideas of its 
ruling class." And so it will be forever, 
says the official, who has been raised from 
the ranks to his present high position. But 
-the privates have their views about that. 
There is too much officialdom and too little 
democracy in all of our craft and industrial 
unions. We heard more than one miner 
speak of the high-salaried officials and the 

common tendency in every union to rule 
from the top down. The rank and file pay 
all the bills; they justly feel they should do 
more of the ruling. · 

A labor convention was called in Denver 
during December, the object being to devise 
ways and means of helping the striking min
ers and the declaring of a general strike. 
Five hundred delegates were present. Many 
speeches were delivered. Lots of resolu
tions passed. The governor was cross ex
amined and grilled by delegates who crowd
ed the state house. Unless he did so and 
so within five days, petitions for his recall 
would be circulated. Many other things 
were said and done; but no one was hurt. 
General Chase is still doing duty in the 
strike zone; Governor Ammons rests easy in 
his official chair; the operators continue to 
import "scabs" with the kindly assistance of 
the militia. No general strike has been 
called. It was never meant to be called; 
the nature of craft unionism forbade. The 
"bluff," however, was carried through amid 
much shouting, only instead of bluffing the 
capitalists, which was the intent, the work
ers were once more bluffed. 

THE MILITIA A SCAB AGENCY. 
The object in sending the militia to the 

strike region was, as per the capitalist ·press, 
to "maintain peace and order." The real 
object, however, is to act as a "scab agen-

. cy." The patriotic militiamen have become 
"scab herders." Each .mining camp is 
guarded by militiamen. Guns, swords, bay
onets are everywhere in evidence. Strike 
breakers are being imported under military 
supervision. The soldiers are the servants 
of the mine owners, paid for by the state. 

One day a trainload of strike breakers 
rolled in from St. Louis. They were quick
ly transferred to a waiting train which con
veyed them to their respective mine camps. 
Militiamen with unsheathed bayonets 
pressed the crowd back from the platform, 
thus preventing any intercourse with the 
new arrivals. 

GENERAL CHASEM, PATRIOT. 

Patriot Comrade J . G. Barnhouse, an 
aged war veteran and I called on General 
Chase, or, "Chasem," as nicknamed by the 
miners. We wished to see Robert Uhlich, 
militant Socialist and union organizer, held 
" incommunicado" by orders of the general. 
"Chasem" is a product of the Peabody re
gime, and served under the notorious Sher-
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man. Bell of "habeas corpus be damned 
we'll give them postmortems instead" fame: 
Chase is a regular military totem pole, who 
takes himself seriously. He is a cave man 
dressed in a little brief authority and
khaki. He reminds you of a foolish French 
king who said: "I am the state. The king 
is dood." 

King "Chasem," on learning our mission, 
arose, and in a Rocky mountain voice ex
claimed: "Any man that is against MY gov
ernment is against ME. Robert U. is a dan
gerous citizen and doesn't deserve to live. 
You cannot see Robert Uhlich." We want
ed to argue the point, but Chasem would 
none of it. 

General Chase, arrogant, foolish soldier 
that he is, is but the visible expression of a 
class whose servant he is, the scurviest, 
meanest, most sordid and contemptible rul
ing class the world has ever known. 

Five days later Uhlich was turned over by 
the ·military to the civil authorities on a 
charge of being an accessory to the killing 
of a mine guard. He is now penned in the 
county jail with a dozen other rebels. We 
called on the prisoners one Sunday after
noon .. ~eligious service was on. A group 
o_f r~hg1ous zealots closed the meeting with 
smgmg: 

"Yes, we will gather at the River, 
Gather with the saints at the River." 

The boys behind the bars followed with 
their favorite: • 
"The Union forever! Hurrah, boys, hur

rah! 
Down with the Bald wins! Up with the law! 
For we're coming to Colorado! We're com

ing all the way! 
Shouting the Union cry of Freedom!" 

These miners prefer union to heaven· 
they will gladly barter salvation in the here~ 
after for an increase of wages here. They 
are afraid of no offense to the saints in the 
calendar, if people here and now are right 
down busy at making themselves and neigh
bors a little more saintly. The prisoners 
were served with parts of the gospel accord
ing to Marx, Engel, Bebel and THE SociAL
IST REVIEW. 

THE STRIKE tJP TO DATE. 

The strikers are playing the waiting 
game. They demand recognition of the 

union ; the mine owners refuse absolutely. 
Forty to fifty per cent of the regular coal 
output is being mined by scab or non-union 
labor. It is costing the companies much 
moneys, but they have dollars to burn, they 
say. The militia is being financed by the 
taxpayers to the tune of $5,000 per day. 
The striking miners are being paid $3 per 
week per man ; coal for heating purposes 
furnished by the union. How long will the 
strike last? No one knows. The miners 
are prepared, if necessary, to stay out a 
year. The northern miners have been out 
now nearly three years, costing the union 
the large sum of $1,022,000. And all this 
money comes from the workers themselves. 
It is a. case of Peter, the worker, handing 
over to Paul, the striker, part of his hard
earned wages. 

What next? Press reports say the citi
zens of Routt county are threatening to ex
port every striking miner. Mother Jones 
has already been deported frorq Trinidad 
by orders of General Chase. Official Doyle 
of the Miners' Union wires the union at 
Oak Creek "that if any man attempts to 
invade the homes of the miners or to mo
lest them in any manner, that they are to 
shoot to kill. The United Mine Workers 
will quit paying relief in the state and start 
buying lead." Doyle, by the way, is very 
much opposed to Socialism in the union. 
He is a Knight of Columbus and a very 
practical Democratic politician. He does 
not believe in Socialist ballots, but is not 
averse to the use of capitalist bullets. How
ever necessary bullets may be-and they are 
at times necessary when life and home and 
liberty are threatened-the bullet as a 
weapon never will free the worker from 
economic servitude. Industrial and political 
solidarity will and shall. The antique meth
ods of modern craft unionism are but pop
guns when confronted with the commercial 
and political batteries of twentieth century 
capitalism. Which will prove the stronger 
weapon, finally? Socialist ballots, backed 
by industrial unionism, or capitalist bullets, 
backed by organized wealth? Socialism, 
Mr. Pure and Simple Union Man, may be 
the longest way round of winning the world 
for the workers, but coming events shall 
prove it the shortest way home to Peace, 
Power and Plenty. 
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THIS BLAST WAS CHARGED WITH 17,000 POUNDS OF 60 PER CENT GIANT POWDER 
AND LOOSENED 600 YARDS OF ROCK AND EARTH. 

~~oUR~~ CILILO CANAL 
By Wilby Heard 

CAPITALISM believes that certain 
achievements, like certain little chil
dren, should be seen and not heard, 
while others again must not even 

be seen until a certain age. They must not 
make their debut till the profits to flow from 
them are all corralled and heaaed safely for 
certain favorite coffers. Such an achieve
ment is the Dalles-Cililo Canal, now under 
construction on the mighty Columbia river 
on the Oregon side, some ninety miles east 
of Portland. 

Approach any politician or business man 
and mention the Cililo canal, and if he dees 
know anything about it, he glares at you, 
fires a thousand and one questions at you, 
to your one, demands your pedigree, and 
whether you give it or no, he informs you 
that there is nothing to tell about it, and 
that no publicity is asked for on the matter, 
anyway. 

In the last year or so a few skimpy state
ments on this governmental chunk of phi
lanthropy have found the light. And the 
present seems to promise that the ncar fu
ture will tear down the blinds altogether, 
which means that someone's pockets are 
well linecl and the graft well cinched. 

t81 

The reason given by a few for this si
lence is that the Oregon-Washington Rail
road & Navigation Company had its heart 
set against the canal, and the matter was 
pulled off on the Q. T. to get one over on 
it. But this holds no water, since the con
gressman who got through the first appro
priation is said to be a particular friend of 
the poor 0.-W. R. & N. 

Far more plausible are the few rumblings 
escaped from the dungeon where the trttth 
lies chained till the fat checks are cashed. 
Chief among these is the story that things 
must now stay hushed till the U. S. gcw
ernment and the states of Oregon and 
Washington make their appropriations of 
$15,000 each for the construction of a pro
posed dam across the Columbia river right 
at the Cililo falls, where the canal opens. 
This dam, it is claimed, will have a water 
power generating more force than the Ni
agara falls. 

But it is declared that if the dam be built 
it will make utterly useless the canal by 
flooding over half the canal territory. And, 
almost strange to say, that part of the ca
nal to be affected most by the dam is the 
part about complete. 
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So mum must be the word till that dam 
money is safely landed and the canal com
pleted. Then some gilded-tongued con
gressman will up in his glory for a new ap
propriation for a new canal to take the 
place of the present canal which is being 
built to make it useless. 

Another reason for the silence is given 
by men who know the river, and these claim 
that even should the dam not materialize, 
the canal must still remain a white elephant 
because of the river between The Dalles 
and Cililo being so narrow and so rapid at 
places as to make boat navigation next to 
impossible. This, too, seems to explain why 
the 0.-W. R. & N. pretends to be ignorant 
of the whole scheme which is being pulled 
off so close to its line as to remove its tracks 
along that section so as to give the diggers 
more room. 

Should the undertaking, however, have 
been for the good of the people, 'instead of 
a few business philanthropists and contrac
tors, the canal could prove a valuable as
set in more ways than.one. And since ere 
many decades rush by the workers will own 
the machinery of production and transpor
tation, a few words on the canal may be in 
place. 

The Dalles-Cililo canal will be about eight 
and one-half miles long; have five locks, 
with a total lift of seventy feet. The idea 
was born in the balmy days of Henry Vii- . 
lard, the great western railroad promoter, 
and brought to a paying proposition for 
contractors by The Dalles, Portland & As
toria Navigation Company. 

If the rapids and narrows below the lower 
end. of the canal be overcome and the upper 
end be not dammed, the canal will open 
the river to 'boats as far as Lewiston, Idaho, 
on the Snake river, and to Kettle Falls, 
Wash., on the 'Columbia. And should the 
obstruction of Kettle Falls be removed, ru
mors to that effect already being afloat, it 
will open river traffic for five hundred miles 
into British Columbia. Thus it will make 
all of the Kootinia lake country, which is 
rich in coal, copper, silver and some lead 
and gold, tributary to ocean commerce. 

This canal project was approved by Con
gress in 1905. And before the "builders" 
are through with Uncle Sam it will cost 
him about $5,000,000. The work for the 
common dubs involves the excavation of 

700,000 cubic yards of earth, 750,000 cubic 
yards of sand, and 1,300,000 cubic yards of 
rock. They will construct 2,000,000 cubic 
yards of concrete, and about 5,000 cubic 
yards of rubble masonry. The human ants 
practically began to get their grub for this 

41-task in 1910. 
It is claimed that this little job will come 

to an end in 1916, and then the flowing 
waters wilt carry the Inland Empire's prod
ucts, main among which are wheat, hay, 
fruit and live stock, to Portland via river 
and to the world market via ocean courses. 
That does not mean, however, that prices 
of these commodities will be lowered to the 
working class thereby. 

Now, as to the labor conditions maintain
ing at these government camps, the usual 
capitalist methods prevail. The 1,200 to 
1,400 men are separated into three camps
Big Eddy, or Camp 1; Camp 2, an annex 
to Big Eddy, and Robert, or Camp 3. 

Stationed at Big Eddy are the highest 
officials and their underlings, the clerks and 
straw bosses, and a gang of about 200 com
mon delvers. This is the camp to which 
visitors "are taken. The few articles which 
have crept into the press of late have all 
been centered about Big Eddy, with the 
impression between the lines that the same 
holds true of all the camps. And true it is 
that Camp 1 is the best managed of the lot. 
From what can be gathered, the aim of the 
officials here seems to be to treat the wage
slaves as fair as can be expected under this 
hellish system. 

For one reason or another, men leave 
every day, and every sun looks down upon 
a greater number of blanket stiffs coming 
in than can be put to work. The majority 
of newcomers, as well as many of those al
ready at wMk, for some time are toilers 
well starved, and their table manners lead 
the "well bred" to conclude that these bunk 
d~ellers had their etiquette caught in the 
railroad ties they measured, and that they 
left them to perish there. So much for 
Camp 1 ; but Camp 3, all declare, is a hell 
hole of disgust and ·abuse. 

Camp 2, as stated before, is but a "Jungle 
Town" suburb to Big Eddy. In this "sub
urb" 200 men or more, some with families, 
waste their nights as well as days. These 
consist in the main of foreigners who feed 
themselves. These two camps are about 
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three miles apart, and midway between them 
is a small schoolhouse for the children of 
these workers. 

Robert, at present, holds the biggest herd 
of laborers. And here is where complaints 
are loudest. While 800 men are employed, 
the bunkhouses can accommodate but 500. 
The ventilation is very poor. The bunks 
are arranged in two layers, one above the 
other. The men furnish their own bedding, 
and all mattresses consist of Oregon pine or 
fir, soft enough for any rock to linger on. 

The men here, as at the other two camps, 
work in two shifts of eight hours each. 
The night gang gets through at 2 a. m. and 
their bunkhouse, being far too small, the 
overflow crowds into the bunkhouse of the 
day shift for warmth and are the means qf 

. aiding the board mattresses in driving all 
sleep beyond the towering palisades of 
Camp 3. 

The dining rooms at both camps are 
walled off into three separate divisions : 
One room for the high and holy officials, 
one for the straw bosses and clerks, anct one 
for just the common herd. A few say that 
the food served is the same for all, many 
declare that it is served according to caste. 
Among the latter is a waiter who served 
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the foremen's mess. This waiter told me 
that while the officials and straw bosses get 
real butter, the actual workers never see 
anything but oleomargarine. 

He also stated that he personally saw 
some potato bills which had come in from 
Portland, and that there were two different 
bills. The one for the government was 
marked $1.25 per sack, and the one for the 
man who had to do the paying was marked 
25 cents per sack. 

Another of his statements worthy of pub
lication was that a certain bookkeeper was 
transferred to the Philippines for tattling 
the fact that during the winter of 1910 the 
pay roll at Washington numbered 300 men, 
while at the camps the number of men actu
ally at work was twenty-five. So if some
one doesn't become a fat philanthropist and 
good church member by the time the canal 
is finished, it won't be the pay roll's fault. 

Sanitation, too, could be improved a 
thousand fold. One· instance will suffice. 
There are twenty toilets, all in one room, 
for the accommodation of 800 men. The 
crank to the flush pipe is off to one corner 
of the place, and instead of running all the 
time, the water is supposed to be turned on 
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and off by each individual-a thing the la
borers all ought to bear in mind, but which 
many do not. 

There is but one small hospital, and that 
at Big Eddy, and this is ever brim full. A 
man hurt at Robert has to be hauled fully 
five miles or more on the rickety Portage 
railway, which, by the way, is state owned, 
to the hospital for treatment. It seems true, 
however, that commercial murder:ings are 
not as numerous here as they are in pri
vately run institutions. 

The latest death occurred at Camp 3, on 
Tuesday, December 2, last. The victim was 
one Frank Lynch, who was working on the 
bed of the canal. A skipload of dirt, weigh
ing a ton and a half, dropped twenty feet, 
crushing him beyond recognition. The ac
cident was due to the breaking of a goose
neck on a derrick. 

The verdict of the coroner's inquest was 
that the death was due to the negligence 
and carelessness of the engineers. But the 
gentlemen demanded a second inquest, 
claiming that because the witnesses at the 

first inquest were all laborers they were 
prejudiced. They were promised another 
investigation, but at the time of this writing 
nothing new has come forth. 

But it is an ill wind that blows no one 
good. This government job is, at present, 
like an oasis in the desert to manv of the 
vast army of out-of-works. On their trav
els from place to place in search of a grub
supplier, hundreds pause here for a few 
weeks' recuperation, to earn enough to take 
them to some other place where tieing ads 
glare brightly from the pandering columns 
of the capitalist papers. 

Rebels ! The camps are overrun with 
them. And the gospel of the toilers is being 
drilled into the minds of the sleeping slaves 
as carefully and accurately as the dynamite 
holes into the canal rocks. The I. W. W . 
has a fair and solid representation among 
that gang. And it is but right to mention 
that the good work is going on in a healthy 
manner, though much of it must be done 
under cover. Our day is dawning and we 
have no reason for despair. 
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STUDY COURSE IN SCIENTIFIC 
SOCIALISM 

LESSON III 

The Materialiet Conception of Hietory 

THERE can be no materialist concep
tion of history unles<; we have 
reached the materialist conception of 
life. It is the business of modern 

science to teach us this. Physics, chem
istry, geology, biology, and anthropology 
open up to us the most gorgeous vistas of 
the material world. They teach us to rea
son from material facts. They teach us to 
reason dialectically. Every student of So
cialism is urged to get on speaking terms 
with these sciences. They have revolu
tionized the thought of the world during 
the last fifty years. 

In this lesson and in the one succeeding 
it we shall study the materialist concep
tion; but in this particular lesson we shall 
study it in its broader aspects-we might 
say in its biological aspects. For this study 
you will need three books: Evolution, So
cial and Organic, by Arthur M. Lewis 
(Kerr & Co., cloth, SO cents ; The Evolution 
of Man, by Bolsche (Kerr & Co., cloth, SO 
cents); and The Origin of the Family, by 
Engels (Kerr & Co., cloth, SO cents). 

In our last lesson we saw how life adapted 
itself to its environment. We saw how or
gans and institutions came into being in re
sponse to certain needs, and we saw that the 
primary needs were those that sustained and 
maintained life. We saw how animals adapt 
themselves to the satisfaction of their pecu
liar needs and that food getting, protection, 
and propagation are the elemental needs of 
every organism. We saw, too, that human 
society itself was shaped by the ways in 
which men satisfied these primary needs. It 
is thus seen that material comlitions deter
mine much more than we at first thought. 
In fact the further we travel along the lines 
laid down by scientific research the more 
restless we became until we have unearthed 

By]. E. Sinclair 

the material conditions that lie back of each 
significant phenomenon. If there is any
thing in the universe that material condi
tions cannot produce it is unknown to our 
consciousness and of no interest to us what
ever. If any mysteries still remain it is be
cause a few very simple facts have not yet 
been discovered. Science cannot recognize 
the supernatural. It deals with material 
facts only. 
THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY 

When our ancestors saw manifestations 
of force anywhere they immediately per
sonified the situation, just as a child per
sonifies his toys and talks to them as though 
they were human. The human mind craves 
explanation. Personification was the easiest 
explanation. In the absence of facts, fables 
flourished. The crash of thunder in the 
summer sky, and storm, the sun, the moon, 
the plunging sea, the cataract, the dawn, all 
had back of them the magic of some un
seen personality that grew with the passing 
centuries into a god endowed with immor
tality. The world and the heavens became 
crowded with gods, £aries, gnomes, ghosts, 
goblins, and demons. Fear of these creat
ures of the morbid fancy became greater 
than the fear of death. .. 

It has been the painful business of science 
to rid the world of this fearful phantasmago
ria and to remove from nature and life the 
black mantle of mystery and superstition. 
Every new scientific discovery has knocked 
some god on the head, exploded some creed, 
and robbed the supernatural of more terri
tory. Every step forward has been a con
quest for materialism, until now little re
mains of the metaphysical foolishness of 
former days. 

No one did more to shatter the realm of 
ancient superstition and thus to free the 
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human mind than did Charles Darwin. He 
established on a sound basis the dialectic 
method of reasoning and with it the ma
terialist conception of life and nature, with
out a full comprehension of which it is use
less for us to try to approach a scientific 
interpretation of history. Darwinism and 
Marxism are quite inseparable. No one real
ized this more than did Marx himself. The 
materialistic interpretation of history but 
supplements the Darwinian materialistic in
terpretation of life. At the grave side of his 
illustrious colleague, Marx, Frederick En
leis said: "Just as Darwin discovered the 
law of development in organic nature, so 
Marx discovered the law of development in 
human society." 

As Lewis points out, the theory of evolu
tion has ceased to be a theory merely. it is 
also a well established fact. Those who do 
not accept evolution as a demonstrated fact, 
as Professor Giddings says1 "inhabit a world 
of intellectual shades," and "cannot grasp 
the earthly interests of the twentieth cen
tury." 
THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY 

The student of Lewis' work above men
tioned is struck with the slow development 
of the theory of evolution for nearly two 
thousand years and then with its sudden 
blossoming in the last half century. In the 
Communist Manifesto we saw the reason 
for this rapid spread of scientific knowledge. 
Before the bourgeoisie became reactionary it 
was revolutionary. It fought the feudal 
church. Science was its weapon. As it was 
with the old Genoese merchants the bour
geoisie recognized that orthodox supersti
tion interfered with business. More than 
that they saw in science a powerful instru
ment in production. The textile industries, 
mining, the iron industries, land transporta
tion, navigation, agriculture and animal hus
bandry, engineering, and all the subsidiary 
industries required scientific knowledge to a 
greater or less degree. In short science was 
the principal weapon with which the bour
geoisie conquered the world market. 

At the same time it was the weapon with 
which it killed religion, and now that the 
bourgeoisie is no longer a revolutionary 
class but a reactionary class it appears at the 
funeral as chief mourner and furnishes devil 
doctors to convince the living that the dead 
is not dead. 

The theory of evolution leaves no place in 
the universe for the supernatural to roost. 

There is no place for miracles. Things 
come into being as the result of a simple and 
gradual procession of cau~es and effects that 
become causes leading "step by step along 
the path of natural inter-relation." They 
shape themselves as the resultant oJ certain 
forces operating upon and through them. 
These physical forces are very real and very 
demonstrable. The indestructibility of mat
ter and force has become axiomatic in 
science. In this world of matter and force 
we live and by it we are shaped to what 
we are. 

The evolution of life on this earth a& 
treated by Lewis in Evolution, Social and 
Organic and by Bolsche in his little book. 
The Evolution of Man, is a theme of sur
passing grandeur. There is something sub
limely optimistic in this study of the upward 
climbing of life from the simple uni-cellular 
protozoon back there in the steaming seas of 
life's first stirring to the stature and dignity 
of man. Nor is the history of the revela
tion of this life story of man's upward striv
ing devoid of the inspiration of heroic en
deavor and glorious martyrdom. Anaxag
oras, · Socrates, Aristotle, Corpernicus, 
Bru·no, Galileo, are some of the names of 
those who struggled for the scientific en
lightenment of the race. Socrates drinking 
his poison at the state's command, Galileo 
in the torture chamber, and Bruno's noble 
spirit perishing at the stake-these suffered 
because they ran counter to superstitious 
ignorance that had become an asset of the 
ruling class. Evolution as we know it was 
unknown to all of these but they cleared the 
ground for the evolutionary renaisance that 
has delivered the death blow to supernatural
ism of every sort and has planted human 
reason on a material basis. 

Poor, blind, and almost forsaken, there 
died in Paris in 1829 Jean La mark, the fore
father of Darwinism. Like an echo from 
the tomb of the great Lucretius coming 
across the centuries we find Lamark pro
claiming anew the doctrine of evolution. 
Lamark taught "that all existing speCies 
have descended from ancestors who were in 
a vast number of cases, and ultimately in all, 
very different from their present representa
tives; that this difference is due, not to the 
total extinction of previous species by 'cata
clysms,' and the divine creation of new 
ones, as Cuvier maintained, but because 
previous species changed in adapting them
~elves to a changed environment." 
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He thus laid the foundation. The mate
rialist conception of life had here its unmis
takable dawning. Back somewhere in the 
eons gone by Lamark saw life springing 
from non-living matter. Had modern chem
istry been in existence he might have proved 
the chemical processes by which apparently 
non-sentient matter is dissolved, absorbed, 
and assimilated by plants, and how this same 
inorganic matter after being changed into 
organic form in plants forms the basis of 
animal life. He might have seen the line 
waver between the organic and the inor
ganic until it became obscure. He might 
have seen chemists on the very verge of 
creating that primitive life stuff, protoplasm, 
in test tubes. He might have seen radium 
change to helium, or the organic sub~tance 
formerly grown in the fields and known as 
indigo created by catalytic chemistry from 
coal tar. 

But positive science was young then, and 
Lamark's methods were crude. Theology 
smothered him. 

Then came Darwin. This indefatigable 
genius by an endless array of evidence col
lected by observation and experiment proved 
the origin of species by natural selection 
beyond the cavil of a doubt. 

Darwin saw that of -the million!> of 
creatures that come into the world only a 
few live. Why do they live and propagate? 
Why do the others die? Those live that 
are the fittest to survive in their particular 
environment. The others die. As the envi
ronment and the conditions of food getting 
change, new species are born through 
adaptalion to these new' conditions. Life is_ 
thus a struggle for existence, a material 
struggle for sustenance. And this struggle 
for sustenance becomes the most compelling 
thing in life. The laws of nature are ruth
lessly enforced and those failing to come up 
to the standard are destroyed. In an ever 
changing world no species can remain fixed. 
The more rapid the adaptation the better 
chance there will be for propagation, the 
greater the advantage over others unable to 
adapt themselves to the new conditions. 
This natural selection of the best through 
the struggle for existence leaves nothing 
fixed in the organic world. All is mutation, 
adaptation, change. 

The student should read very carefully 
the first 114 pages of Evolution, Social and 
Organic, and then read all of The Evolu
tion of Man. Professor Bolsche in this lat-

ter work takes us down the spiral ladder of 
human life to its very beginning in the uni
cellular protozoon and there on that lowly 
round of life's ladder he discusses with us 
the inorganic origin of the protozoon. With 
the careful hand of the trained scientist he 
traces our ancestry step by step. Here we 
see our folks that once lived in the Neader 
Valley near Dusseldorf, Germany. Strange 
old fellows these with great bumps over 
their eyes. Over in a cave at Namur in 
France and far off in another cave at Kra
pina in Austria were found some more skull 
bones with knobs over the eye sockets. The 
bones of the cave bear were there, too, as 
well as the bones of the mammoth. Some 
of these bones were charred. Worse still 
some of the charred bones were human 
bones. All of which goes to show that our 
folks at that stage had learned the use of 
fire and had also developed the very un
charitable habit of cooking and eating each 
other at times. It was back in the ice age 
when great glaciers had chilled the world 
and the race that could not learn how to 
make fires simply froze and was forgotten. 
In order that some timid soul might not sus
pect that these cave-dwelling dads of ours 
were mere monkeys let it be here announced 
that they scrawled some pictures on the 
walls of their cave homes, pictures of mam
moths, cave bears, etc., that monkeys are 
not in the habit of making. 

Then over in Java, buried under lava since 
long before the ice age, we find the bones 
of another knobby skulled man; Pithecan
thropus is what they have christened him. 
This means monkey-man. He looks like a 
gibbon but he looks also strikingly like the 
Neader Valley folks . He looks much less 
like us than the ice-age people did. He is 
down on a lower round of the ladder. Pithe
canthropus, my poor fellow, with your mon
key face and your half human skull space, 
you have served the gibbon and us with a 
common ancestry. You have also helped 
smash orthodoxy with your long thigh bone. 

On down through the life history of our 
folks we go. The further we go the more 
they diverge from our type but our rela
tionship is never lost even when we reach 
the protozoon down at the foot of the lad
der. By the blood test by the geological 
record, and by the law of biogenesis with its 
attendant study of embryology, Professor 
Bolsche proves beyond a doubt that we are 
not only the descendants of the man-,mon-
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key, Pithecanthropus, but that we are the 
descendants of the protozoon down there 
in the slime of ocean. 

Link by link Bolsche weaves his chain of 
proof until the dullest mind can comprehend. 
He and Lewis and a host of others have 
proven evolution. Rei11Qins for us in this 
lesson to study briefly the social evolution 
of man through savagery and barbarism. 
For this we must read carefully Engel's 
Origin of the Family. 

We have seen how the struggle for ex
istence is tmainly a struggle for food. In
dividuals and species capable of developing 
organs that fitted them better for this strug
gle surpassed or overcame the others. But 
this struggle is by no means at all times a 
struggle of each against all and all against 
each. We see groups continually forming 
for the purpose of mutual aid. Not only 
among mam!llals, but also among birds and 
insects do we find these groups formed on 
the basis of common interests. Kropotkin's 
great work in investigating this phase of 
the struggle for existence as reviewed by 
Lewis is worth our careful examination. 

When Lewis H. Morgan wrote his "An
cient Society" he lifted the curtain of pre
historic night and revealed to us the un
written history of mankind from the age 
when Pithecanthropus leaped from branch 
to branch in the tropical forests of Java. 
"The Origin of the Family," by Engels is 
at once a brief review and an extension of 
Morgan's great work. 

"According to the materialist conception," 
says Engels, "the decisive element of history 
is pre-eminently the production and repro-

- duction of life and its material require
ments." It is not battles, not heroes, not 
gods, ghosts, nor governments that shape 
the destinies of mankind. We have seen 
how each organism in the struggle for ex
istence has ever ahead of it a diminishing 
food supply and behind it hunger and death. 
With mankind before the mastery of food 
production by artificial methods the same 
was true. To the vast majority of mankind 
it is still so. And destiny is still largely 
at the mercy of the masters of the food get
ting process. As Engels says, "All great 
epochs of human progress, according to 
Morgan, coincide more or less directly with 
times of greater abundance in the means 
that sustain life." 

Human progress can then be measured 
in no other way than by the progress made 

in the production of the means of suste
nence. Morgan finds man in the lower stage 
of savagery bordering on a mere animal ex
istence. He divides the period of savagery 
into three sub-periods. Then follows the 
period of barbarism, which he also divides 
into three sub-periods. Each division and 
sub-division is marked at its inception by 
some new method of food getting. 

Pithecanthropus and his folks were in the 
lower stage of savagery. They had no weap
ons that we know of. They lived in trees 
mostly and ate nuts, fruits, and roots. Then 
some genius discovered the use of fire. It 
is hard to imagine the social transformation 
that followed. Clubs and spears were also 
invented. A meat and fish diet now sup
plemented the vegetable and fruit diet. The 
carnivorous monsters of that day could now 
be driven away. Man came down out of 
the trees and dwelt in caves. A few in
ventions-fire, clubs and spears-had 
changed everything. Arms got shorter. 
Legs grew thicker. The big toe quit acting 
like a thumb. Feet became real feet. This 
was in the middle stage of savagery. 

Then a new age was ushered in. This 
came because the bow and arrow had been 
invented. This increased the food supply. 
Population increased accordingly. Village 
life began and new marriage relations began 
to shape themselves. Wooden vessels and 
utensils were invented ; baskets, stone im
plements, and huts of boards were invented. 
A division of labor between men and women 
was now fairly complete, the first beginning 
of class distinction in human history. 

Then came the first stage of barbarism. 
This period was ushered in by the invention 
of pottery, by the taming of domestic ani
mals, and the faint beginnings of agricul
ture. It was a golden age. Men and 
women were equal and all were free. Upon 
the face of the earth there was not a slave. 
A primitive communism prevails through 
both savagery and lower barbarism that is 
at once simple and lofty in its beauty and 
in its brotherhood. Private property in the 
means of production was unknown. All had 
access to the sources of food supply. But 
wealth was increasing, and the enq of the 
old freedom was in sight. 

The middle stage of barbarism is marked 
by agricultural advance. Irrigation ditches, 
adobe bricks, and stone houses appear 
among the ruins. Social production was be
ginning. This was in the New World. 
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In the Old World the folk became nomadic 
and followed the herds, engaging in agri
culture only incidentally. Here and there 
slavery appears, but the slaves are tribal 
property, not individual property. Work 
in copper and bronze begins. 

In the upper stage of barbarism the iron 
plow share appears. Permanency of resi
dence becomes possible. Herds and flocks 
increase greatly. Ownership of the means 
of life gradually passes into the hands of the 
males. The far-reaching revolution in the 
relations of women and men that came as a 
result of these industrial changes are dealt 
with by Engels fully and need not here be 
discussed. Suffice it to say here that the 
evolution of the family and new marital re
lations had for their propelling force the 
evolution of industry and with it the social 
division of labor and the rise of private 
property in the means of food getting. 

When man dropped down from the tree 
tops and on through the countless years of 
savagery and early barbarism the social 
groups that were formed, the gentes, the 
phrateries, and the tribes, were based on 
blood ties. All men were as brothers within 
certain circles. Government was unknown. 
But the minute a subject class ·appears the 
State begins to shape itself for its bloody 
work of class subjugation. In the upper 
stage of barbarism it comes into view, a 
creature of economic origin made to serve 
the economic interests of the ruling class, 
the beginning of an earthly hell. 

Up to this time, from the time he came 
down out of the trees, had made use of the 
principle of mutual aid in his struggle for 
existence. The group worked together as a 
unit. · If famine came all starved together. 
The brutal scenes of today where men and 
women starve in the very shadow of burst
ing warehouses filled with food could not be 
enacted them. Such vicious cruelty would 
be inconceivable to the knobby skulled an
cestors of ours who lived in the old Neander 
V" alley. But into human history there came 
inventions that enabled men to produce more 
than they consumed, and strange to relate 
this very mastery of the food getting proc
ess made slavery possible and inevitable. lti 
developed on one hand a property owning 
class and on the other hand a slave class. 
It degraded women to the position of a serf 
to man. And it established political gove£11-
ment ba~d on territory instead of the old 

social regulation of the genus through· a 
free democracy. 

No man was to blame for this mighty 
change. It came about as silently as the 
coming of night. Unseen forces working 
through the centuries had made it impera
tive. What forces were these? The trans
forming forces that lie dormant in every 
new invention, in every new method of pro
duction. Every human relationship, every 
new institution, every new mental attitude 
can be traced more or less directly to some
thing new in industry. 

We have seen now how the history of man 
from protozoon up to the dawning of civili
zation was a material struggle, a struggle 
for food and for the chance to enjoy food 
and propagate the species. Through long · 
processes of organic and social evolution we 
have traced him. The struggle for ex
istence has permitted. only the adaptable, 
the progressive, to live and propagate. At 
last in the dim Java forest we see a creature. 
that looks like man. In caves again we find 
creatures that look ·more like men and that 
were men. They held in their hands weap
ons which became tools. Since then human 
progress has been measurable by the evolu
tion of these tools. Life at the beginning 
was a chemical process. At its apex it is 
still dependent upon material change. The 
history of the cell and the history of man is 
primarily a material struggle for food. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDY. 
First read over last month's lesson again, 

laying particular stress on that part of it that 
pertains to the materlist conception of his
tory. Do not fail to get the three books men
tioned for study in this lesson. They are 
thought-provoking books. Read them care
fully and make notes as you read. From time 
to time stop reading and try to reconstruct 
the text from the outline that you have been 
making in your note book. Get into arguments 
with your shop mates concerning the matters 
discussed. Refer them to the books. Study 
stores up potential energy; discussion sets it 
free. Have yoti organized your club yet? Go 
after it. 

Questions for review: (Write answers to 
these before coming to the club.) (1) What 
is the materialist conception of history? (2) 
What relation exists between this conception 
and the theory of evolution? (3) Can it har
monize with divine creation of institution? ( 4) 
Can it harmonize with the idea of freedom of 
the will? . (5) What physical law compels the 
polar fox to be white? Has this coloration 
anything to do with his success in food get
ting? Cite other cases. (6) Construct the 
~enealo~ical tree of man from the protozoon 
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up to Pithecanthropus. Give reasons for be
lieving that each arch-type named bears an 
ancestral relation to us. (7) Draw on a large 
sheet of good paper the embryos shown on 
pages 87 and 88 in The Evolution of Man. 
Discuss similarity and differences. (8) Give 
some geological proofs of evolution. (9) How 
would changed geological conditions affect the 
development of new species? (10} What em
bryolo,pcal proof have we that our remote 
progemtors were water creatures? (11) Give 
reasons for the belief that our ancestors were 

once ttee dwellers? (12) By what means were 
they enabled to come down and live in caves? 
(13} What social changes were brought about 
by the invention of improved weapons of the 
chase? (14) What social changes were 
brought about by the domestication of ani
mals, By the development of agriculture? 
(15) Compare the social organization of the 
gens with. the political state. (16) What eco
nomic reasons can you give for the social 
degradation of woman that accompanied the 
rise of the political state, 

ORATORY 
By John P. Altgeld 

FROM THE PUBLIC. 

(Continued from the January REVIEW.) 

Tone while running the scale. If the light is not I N forming the voice the principal ob- blown out the explosion or conversion is 
ject is to convert the breath into pure perfect. 
tone. I have spoken only of pure tone, because 

As in burning gas to produce light in most cases this is all that an orator needs. 
and heat, the object is to get a perfect com- When once master of it he can easily give 
bustion, because light and heat travel with other tones, such as the nasal and gutteral. 
a velocity that gas cannot attain, and thus , Articulation. 
produce results that cannot be produced by Distinct articulation is the diamond of 
gas in its unconverted form. So we aim to uttered speech. Without it there can be no 
get a perfect combustion or explosion of the sparkling sentence and no flashing epigram. 
breath into tone, and the more perfect the Without distinct articulation it is difficult · 
conversion the more perfect and pure the to understand a speaker even when near by, 
tone. and impossible to understand when a little 

Tone or sound travels with a velocity and distance away. The audience has to labor 
acquires a power that is impossible for to catch his words, an!;~ this destroys the 
breath. A man could hardly make his effect. Without distinct utterance it is im
breathing heard twenty feet away; but vo- possible to reach the sensibilities and arouse 
calized it creates vibrations that travel to the finer emotions. 
the gates of eternity. Defective articulation admits of abso-

It is therefore not a question as to the lutely no excuse. Everybody can overcome 
volume of breath expended, but of the it by making the requisite effort, and no 
amount perfectly exploded. The amount of man has a right to appear before an audi
pure tone formed ,an dits intensity, deter- ence who is not willing to make every effort 
mine its traveling power. In a whistle a that is necessary to his success. 
small amount of air forced through a nar- We are told that emphasizing vowels 
row opening and made to react on itself makes words carry. While this is true, it 
produces vibrations that are felt miles away. is no less true that unless the consonants 

We frequently see people with small 1 · · 
chests whose voices are clear and can be a so are dlstmctly uttered the words cannot 

be understood. heard a great distance, while others, with 
powerful lungs, cannot be understood half Daily practice in pronouncing the dif-
as far. This is largely due to perfect ex- ferent letters of the alphabet will rapidly 
plosion of breath into pure tone in the one improve the articulation. 
case, and imperfect explosion in the other. Writing of Speeches. 
The test of pure tone applied by musicians "In writing are the roots; in writing are 
is to hold a lighted candle to the mouth the foundations of eloquence."-Quintilian. 
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Should a speech be written? Yes, em
phatically yes. It should be written several 
times. Should it then be read to the audi
ence or should it be committed to memory? 
Neither. When read it becomes simply an 
essay and is not an oration; and when com
mitted to memory and then delivered, it is 
simply declamation and not oratory. 

Besides, unless a man has a phenomenal 
memory, he will not be able to recite a 
speech, and will break down. 

What, then, is the purpose of writing it? 
It is to become accurately familiar with the 
subject-to become steeped in it and satu
rated with it. 

We may have a talking knowledge of a 
subject, but when we undertake to write 
upon· it we soon find that there are many 
things which we must investigate further. 
Writing upon a subject tends to make it 
clear to the mind. It fixes the boundaries, 
brings to light the subdivisions, their rela
tive importance and their relations to each 
other. 

After we have written upon a subject we 
have a more accurate conception of it than 
before. And when we have written upon it 
the second or third time, ideas come to us 
that had eluded us bdore. 

Though in the end the written copy be 
thrown into the fire, the writer will be re
paid a hundred fold, for when he faces his 
audience he will be much better qualified. 
He will be more confident, and therefore 
more aggressive. Even if he does not use 
a single sentence of what he had written, he 
will make a much better speech than he oth
erwise could have made. The subject-mat
ter will be larger, the presentation clearer, 
and the language more elegant. 

After determining definitely what subject 
to discuss, the best way to prepare a speech 
is to get a definite idea of the boundaries 
and natural subdivisions of the subject and 
the relations they bear to each other. Hav
ing these things once clearly in mind the 
subject naturally unfolds itself, and the 
speaker will be carried along step by step, 
without having committed his speech to 
memory. 

Accuracy in the use of language will in 
time become a habit, so that when the ideas 
and their proper arrangement are once fixed 
in the mind the language will come uncon
sciously. 

We sometimes hear a speaker say that he 
does not know what he is going to talk 
about until he gets on his feet. This is a 
humiliating confession. It is an admission 
that he has not worked, and it means that 
it is impossible for him to reach a high 
standard of art. Generally this class of 
speakers follow the Frenchman's formula 
for writing a love letter: "Begin without 
knowing what you are going to say, and 
end without knowing what you have said." 

Art does not admit of random touches . • 
It demands' entire accuracy. In music the 
singer is not permitted to be guiped by his 
feelings in dropping or adding notes ; the 
laws of harmony must be followed, and like 
fidelity is demanded in speech. 

The mere fact that a speaker can work 
himself into a glow of excitement does not 
by any means prove that he is eloquent. 
Generally this is simply rant and wearies 
the audience. 

No talk is eloquent unless it reads well. 
Literary excellence is the very breath of elo
quence. 

To attain this it is indispensable that the 
speaker know exactly what he is going to 
say and how he is going to s~y it. Other
wise he will fail to make a logical argument, 
fail to make his sentences epigrammatic, 
and will consume the time with tiresome 
repetitions. 

The fatal mistake lies in the assumption 
that by working himself into a glow of ex
citement he can deliver himself of ideas, of 
logic and of language that are not in him. 
No man can get anything out of himself 
that is not in him. 

All that the inspiration of any occasion 
can do is to enable a man to rise to his best. 

Let it be said again that the inspiration of 
the greatest occasion cannot help a man to 
give an audience something he does not pos
sess. He can give it neither wit nor wis
dom, neither learning nor eloquence, neither 
pathos nor beauty. 

All that can be expected is that the occa
sion may enable him to give and to do his 
best. But the stream will not rise higher 
than its source, and the very best speech 
cannot get above the accomplishments of 
the speaker; hence the necessity of thorough 
preparation. It is an insult to an intelli
gent audience for a speaker to appear be
fore it without preparation. 

(To be continued.) 
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EDITORIAL 
Socialist Unity Inevitable. ·There have 

been substantial economic reasons for the 
bitter disputes within the Socialist move
ment over questions of tactics. But today 
there is plenty of evidence that new econ
omic changes are sweeping away the 
basis for these disputes and are making 
Socialist unity inevitable. We have been 
divided into three sections, the Center, 
the Right, and the Left. The comrades of 
the Center have always been the most 
numerous, and while their theories have 
been hazy, their instincts have been 
sound. They want Socialism, and are 
willing to get it in any way that looks 
possible. When burning questions of tac
tics arise, they vote sometimes with the 
Left, sometimes with the Right, as each 
concrete question shapes itself in their 
minds. Economically, they are recruited 
mainly from ·the farms and the smaller 
industries where the wastes of competi
tion and the lack of modern machinery 
still loom large, and they have thus far 
been without first-hand experience of the 
economic struggle between big capitalists 
and wage-workers. This lack of experi
ence has at times prevented them from 
grasping the real issues at stake in any 
particular controversy; at the same time 
it has kept them free from any bitter 
prejudice against either the Right or the 
Left. Their ideal has been the Cooper
ative Commonwealth,-to be reached no 
matter how, but at least to be reached. 
They are always ready to "dig up" thou
sands of dollars for a campaign, or tens 
of thousands for a big strike. Any fight 
for the working class, political or econ
omic, looks good to them. They make 
plenty of mistakes, but as a whole they 
never get very far from the right track. 

The Right Wing. The vital element of 
the right wing of the Socialist movement 
in this country consists of those who are, 
or hope to be, in control of the policies 
of the old-line craft unions, which unions 
are largely made up of non-socialists. 
These unions have been in the past meas-
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urably successful in keeping up their own 
wages, regardless of what happened to 
the rest of the ·working class. They have 
also succeeded in getting certain laws 
passed by making various deals with old
party politicians. (That the capitalists 
do not necessarily obey these laws is a 
great truth which is gradually beginning 
to dawn on the craft unionists.) The 
c.p.ft union Socialists of the Right Wing 
are unionists first and Socialists after
wards. They have shown little realiza
tion of there being anything radically 
wrong with craft union methods in the 
-twentieth century. On the .contrary, they 
have bitterly resented any criticism of 
these methods on the part of their Social
ist comrades, because such criticism made 
it harder for them to induce other craft 
unionists to vote the Socialist ticket. In 
the Socialist party these craft union lead
ers were not slow to form an alliance 
with a small but influential group of 
writers and speakers who were ambitious 
for fame and office, and this alliance has 
for the most part shaped the official policy 
of the party. This it has been able to do 
because its leaders have been clever 
enough as a rule to shape ·each referen
dum in a way to catch the votes of the 
Center, and have been able to keep mem
bers of their own little group in the lime
light so that the comrades of the Center 
would naturally support them for the 
positions of responsibility to be given out 
by the party. The Right Wing contains 
some self-seekers, with a much larger 
number of comrades whose own personal 
experience has in the past led them to be
lieve that the old line unions were doing 
about what was needed on the economic 
field, and that the Socialist party might 
expect to achieve the emancipation of the 
working class at the ballot-box. 

The Left Wing. The vital element of 
the left wing of the Socialist Party of 
America consists of the rebellious work
ers outside the privileged crafts, who 
through their own bitter experience know 
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that they have nothing to hope from the 
old-line trade unions and that very little 
can be directly accomplished by officers 
or legislators elected by Socialist votes. 
A large part of these workers are dis
franchised through following their elusive 
jobs from city to city and from state to 
state, but they are all the more fully im
bued with the sense of working-class 
solidarity. "One Big Union"· is their 
watchword. Their daily work by which 
they live places them in the very front of 
the fight between the big capitalist and 
the proletarian. In their experience the 
State cuts little figure, except where once 
in a while the policeman's club or the 
soldier's rifle forces them back to work 
on the capitalist's own terms, and even 
then they often find hired dectectives and 
gun-men performing the same function 
equally well. 

Meanwhile they realize that they are 
being left in the lurch by the craft unions, 
tied up as these are by time contracts 
with employers, and they sometimes grow 
bitter both against these unions and 
against the Socialist Party leaders who 
seem to them to "cater to" the craft union 
officials. Their views, their feelings, are 
as natural and inevitable an outgrowth of 
economic conditions as are the views and 
the feelings of the comrades of the Right 
Wing. And the significance of the feel
jogs of these rebels of the left wing is by 
far the greater, since they represent a far 
larger proportion of the working class, a 
group which is only beginning to think 
and speak for itself. Thus we have shown 
the economic basis of each of the three 
important groups within the Socialist 
Party. That they have clashed is not the 
fault of any individual. That unity is 
almost in sight is not the merit of any 
individual. 

The Growth of the Capitalist State. 
Ever since the days of Marx and Engels, 
we Socialists have recognized the State 
as the managing committee of the cap
italist class. But a generation ago it did 
the work of its masters mainly by provid
ing prisons, police and punishments to 
keep the workers in subjection while in
dividual capitalists exploited their labor. 
Gradually the capitalist State has en
larged its functions, especially in Europe, 
and signs are not wanting that there will 

be a swift enlargement of these functions 
in the United States. Henceforth, the 
State will be not merely a policeman, but 
the greatest of employing capitalists, with 
a plant and output growing at an astound
ing rate. It is still owned and controlled 
by the capitalist class, but over the work
ing class it will soon be exerting a double 
power. Soon the proletarian will not 
merely have to "keep off the grass" and 
"move on" as directed by the state-police
man. He will also soon be dependent on 
the state-employer for his job, and if he 
does not like the wages, hours and shop
rules, and goes on strike with his com
rades, he will find himself a "criminal," 
with his life and liberty at the disposal 
of a judge who owes his position to the 
ruling class. ~ 

In this new situation toward which re
sistless forces. are carrying the United 
States of America, all the hitherto burn
ing ~t.Jestions which have caused dissen
sions among the members of the Socialist 
Party are fading away, and new and 
greater issues are shaping our future 
course. The craft unions must transform 
themselves into industrial unions or dis
appear, not because Socialists desire it, 
but because fqrmer union methods will 
become futile and absurd. All our party 
planks looking to the enlargement of gov
ernment functions under capitalism will 
become obsolete because the capitalists 
themselves will have perceived the supe
rior efficiency of government ownership 
in an increasing number of industries, and 
will go ahead and ·make it a fact. On the 
other hand, direct action without political 
action will become unworkable, because 
the coercive power of the capitalist state 
over the individual will be ten-fold more 
effective than the present power exercised 
by private employers and the state acting 
together. Free speech and free assem
blage will be menaced, and political 
action will be the most effective way of 
protecting them. The working class will 
be forced in fighting for its life to organ
ize in one big union on the economic field 
and in the Socialist Party on the political 
field, both working in unison. And the 
issue will not be government ownership 
versus corporate ownership of industry. 
The question over which the great battle 
will come is whether the conditions and 
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the rewards of labor in the state-owned 
industries shall be determined by the 
bondholders and bureaucrats or by the 
workers themselves. The final victory 
will mark the end of State Capitalism and 
the beginning of Socialism. Things are 
moving swiftly. If we Socialists want to 
be an active factor in the impending 
social changes, we must stop fighting 
each other, adjust ourselves to the new 
battle-lines, and give ourselves with re
newed energy to the work of Socialist 
education. 

the editor is responsible only for unsigned 
opinions. In this issue Comrade Hay
wood expresses one view of the Dublin 
Strike in his article and Comrade Bohn 
another view in his International Notes. 
Each comrade had before him certain 
data that the other lacked, and neither of 
the two knew that the other was writing. 
We believe it best to let each speak for 
himself, and suggest that any reader who 
may disagree with one view read the 
other before writing a letter to the editor. 
At least we all agree that Comrade 
Larkin and the Dublin strikers have put 
up a splendid fight, and that whatever 
the immediate results, it has been a long 
step toward working-class solidarity. 

The Dublin Strike. Once in a while, 
as now, we need to remind our readers 
that each contributor and associate editor 
speaks for himself individually, and that 
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INTERNATIONAL NOTES 
BY WILLIAM E. BOHN 

Historic Trades Union Congress 
against LarkiiL-Perhaps there was no 
one to blame, but few have been able to con
ceal their disappoiatment over the outcomes 
of the great English labor conference which 
met to consider Jim Larkin's proposal of a 
sympathetic strike. The meeting was in 
London on December 9. J.t was called by 
the Parliamentary Committee of the Trades 
Unions. In addition to the unions, the In
dependent Labor Party and the Fabian So
ciety were represented. The forces of or
ganized labor have seldom been better rep
resented anywhere. And the problem faced 
was such an immediate and practical one, 
and withal one of such far-reaching impor
tance, that the occasion was nothing short 
of epoch-making. 

The thing which gave the discussion a 
wrong twist from the beginning was the 
peculiar relation which had been brought 
about between Larkin and the English 
unions. Larkin, as has been previously re
corded in THE REVIEW, was at first hailed 
in England as a great labor Messiah. Ev
erywhere he was greeted by cheering thou
sands. The cheap capitalist yellow press 
used his meteoric popularity to swell its cir
culation. He was pictured and interviewed 
and idiotically discussed, much as Coxey was 
in his day in this country. All this was bad. 
Larkin is a fine representative of his class, 
an intelligent man and a true man. He suf
fered bravely for his class in jail and led 
it bravely out of jail. But under the tre
mendous strain of his heart-rending labors 
and sudden popularity he lost his head. This 
is the most charitable interpretation which 
can be put upon the facts which it is neces
sary to record in these paragraphs. 

Larkin went to England to advocate a 
general sympathetic strike. When he ar
rived there was, apparently, much support 
for this proposal. The great English unions 
are comparatively conservative. The min
ers were contributing a thousand pounds a 
week to the strike fund, but they were in 
no hurry to go on strike. This proved to be 
the case with other great unions. Larkin, 
in the midst of his triumphal tour, took for 
granted that the applause of his audiences 
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meant support for his proposal. He was 
assured that many of his auditors were 
non-unionists, or that they were carried 
away by his oratory, rather than by his 
strike plan. But he got the idea that the 
rank and file of the unions were being held 
back by their leaders. So his speeches de
generated into heated denunciations of these 
leaders. The leaders may have deserved 
much that he said of them. Nevertheless, 
he was in England, asking the English to 
come to the assistance of the Irish, and he 
spent much of his time denouncing the 
elected officials of the English unions. 
Whether we blame him or not, we must 
confess that this was a poor preparation 
for the conference which was to consider 
his proposal to call a sympathetic strike. " 

The conference first heard a report of a 
delegation from the English Joint Board 
which had been in Dublin attempting to 
mediate between the Transport Workers 
and the employers. This delegation, as is 
well known, failed in its attempt. The em
ployers would not agree not to discriminate 
against union men. They stuck tt> the prop
osition that "every employer shall conduct 
his business in any way he may consider 
advantageous." The delegation could not, 
of course, go to the strikers with any such 
statement as this. 

Before the conference Larkin had criti
cised this delegation for acting over the 
heads of the strikers. This charge the dele
gates formally denied. After the reading 
and explanation of the report of the dele
gation, Larkin came forward to speak. His 
friends cheered wildly. Here was a great 
labor crisis and here was their labor hero. 
He began : "Mr. Chairman-and human 
beings !" This was a false start, and what 
followed was not calculated to bring about 
a better understanding. James Connolly, 
when he had opportunity, spoke in a differ
ent manner. "What he said was good," 
reports "T. D. H .," in Justice. And the 
correspondent of the Berlin Vor·waerts says 
that many in the hall were hea:rd to remark 
that it was a pity he was not the accredited 
leader of the strike instead of Larkin. Com
rade Connolly attempted to bring back to 
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the minds of those present the fact that they 
were there to fight for 100,000 people in the 
city of Dublin. 

It is unnecessary to put down here all 
the more or less incoherent arguments that 
were made pro and con. Two resolutions 
were finally adopted. The first, introduced 
by that indefatigable militant, Ben Tillett, 
deplored and condemned the attacks made 
on British trade union officials and ex
pressed the belief that an honorable settle
ment could be negotiated if an end could be 
put to the divisions among those supporting 
the Dublin strike. The second called upon 
the government to refuse to give police and 
military aid to the employers. An amend
ment to the first of these resolutions, pro
·viding for a refusal to handle goods from 
Dublin, was defeated by a vote of 2,280 to 
203. By some this was taken as a measure 
of the strength of syndicalism in England. 

This is th~ end of the tale, a sad one, it 
must be confessed. It is one of the trage
dies of the labor movement. The only good 
thing about such an event is the discontent 
and disgust it is bound to arouse. Perhaps, 
with all the other occurrences which are 
now treading upon one another's heels in 
England, it may do something toward bring
ing about mutual understanding and firmer 
union. 

Toward Socialist Unity.-The Socialist 
forces of England are more sadly divided 
than those of any other important country. 
Besides the British Socialist party, the In
dependent Labor party, and the Fabian So
ciety, there are innumerable independent 
local groups. Unity has been one goal of 
the efforts of a vast number of our English 
comrades for years past. It was in order to 
bring about unity of all those outside the 
Labor party that the leaders of the old So
cial Democratic party joined with some oth
ers to form the present British Socialilt 
party. The attempt was honest and ener
getic, but according to the editor of Justice, 
it has succeeded "only to an extent." All 
the prejudices against the old organization 
have been inherited by the new one. 

When, therefore, the International So
cialist Bureau began six months ago to take 
steps looking toward Socialist unity in En
gland it had the support of B. S. P. com
rades, as well as of the other groups. The 
bureau laid down as the only possible basis 
of union the proposal that the B. S. P. 
should join the Labor party. This is the 

very thing which it has refused to do since 
its foundation and which the S. D. P. re
fused t~ do throughout its history. So the 
sessions of the bureau were looked forward 
to with little hope. They have, however, re
sulted very favorably. 

The representatives of the B. S. P. re
quested of the I. L. P. and the Fabian So
ciety a pledge that they would join in a de
mand that the Labor party allow. its can
didates to run as Socialists. Hitherto, as is 
well known, they have not been allowed to 
use any label but "Labor." The organiza
tions appealed to agreed to the granting of 
this request. A session of the representa
tives of the three English Socialist bodies 
passed a resolution calling upon their re
Sl)ective organizations to decide whether 
they would make this demand of the Labor 
party congress at its 1915 session. It was 
arranged to call great mass meetings all 
over the country to carry on a propaganda 
in favor of Socialist unity. 

At the present writing I have not seen the 
comment of any English comrades on this 
conclusion of the conference, but I take it 
for granted that it is satisfactory to the 
representatives of the B. S. P. If this is 
the case, this body will probably join the 
Labor party as soon as suitable arrange
ments can be made. Surely if this is the 
outcome, all the world will join in congratu
lating both the International Bureau and 
our B. S. P. comrades, especially the latter. 
They have shown throughout the negotia
tions a commendable spirit of reasonable
ness. No one need fear that this new step 
means any watering down of their revolu
tionary spirit. No such suspicion will cross 
the mind of any one who has followed their 
work for any length of time. And, it must 
be remembered, they will keep their own 
organization intact. The step may prove 
a mistake; the party may have to withdraw 
at some future time. On the other hand, 
it will form in time a firm relation with 
the I. L. P. and, it is to be hoped, in the 
future these two Socialist bodies will act 
together . . United they can make a strong 
fight for Socialism within or without the 
Labor party. 

Military Despotism in Germany.-A 
citizen of Germany may be shot for laugh
ing at a soldier. This is not because Ger
man soldiers are not laughable, but because 
the military power is now recognized as 
supreme in the Fatherland. Last month all 
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NOTHING DOWN 

AFTER f!!E TRIAL~~~ 
'4 PER MONTH 

Only $68 In All 

GUARANTEED 
If you are content to pay the full price for a standard typewriter we have 

nothing to say, but if you are one of the many thousands who believe that 
$100.00 is too much to pay for a typewriter and that it is only necessary be
cause of the expensive method of selling, then this offer is your opportunity. 

THE FAMOUS GENUINE No. 3 OLIVER 
Complete with every perfection, every device that ever 
weD\ out with this model. Our method makes the offer 
poss~ble; if '"' had to sell this same typewriter through 
Salesmen, we would have to charge practically twice as 
much. 
We have undertaken to buy in order to get the minimum 
~>.rice 1.000 Oliveritypewriters (Model No. 3) Jler month. 
These No. 3 Olivers are IIUaranteed to be the e~ual in 
quality of any typewriter, regardless of price. Each is 
protected by the standard IIUarantee against defect of 
material or workmanship. 

FEATURES 
Visible Writin.,. Every let~er in plain si~t as 

• soon as l'nnted, a necess1ty to 
those who compose as they typewnte. 
Universal Keyboard A~ 1100 standard type-

writers have adopted the 
universal keyboard; you would waste your time learning 
any other. 
Capacity You will never be held back in your work 

if you own an Oliver. Unlimited speed. 
The ingenious arrangement of its working parts cannot be 
described on paper. You will appreciate when you use. 
The beautiful work of~this splendid typewriter will give 
your letters distinction. It's a point well worth,~careful 
consideration. The success or failure of a letter is_allected 
by the impression conveyed by its appearance. Great 
manifolder-20 carbon copies can be made at one writing • 

W 'll 't led 1" Gnat for Index I Wrl e OD ru IDeS ~notes and 
small memorandums. Rules lines oingle or double with
out pen or pencil. Will do any practical thing any type
writer will do and has many features not found on other 
makes. Cuts a perfect stencil for mimeograph work. 

Will last a lifetime ~~':~e ~:ir~~~~!; 
working parts as the other 1100 machines-because it is 
built on the correct mechanical principle-because it is 
made of better than necessary material. it outlasts] all 
others-does not get out of order-o sim~;>le any one can 
easily master its construction and operat10n with a few 
minutes attention. There is no task too great for this 
sturdy machine, and above all it is dependable. 
Ea. to run The downward stroke of the type-

Y bar and the perfect lever adjust-
ment and smooth wide bearing give the Oliver_the lightest 
action. It is a pleasure to strike the keys. 
Compact-Portable-Efficient-a typewriter any one may 
be proud to own. 

The proven typewriter You. cann.ot m~ke 
a mistake m gettms 

a typewriter of the make that the two largest mail order 
houses have selected and use eJ:clusively -183 railroads 

have pure~ them-thousands of merchants and pro
fessional men all over the world endorse the Oliver. 

Easy to own On our plan you pay just the re~ 
rental rate-14.00 per month. wh1ch 

is only 13c a day. You l'r'kctically rent the machine for 
13 months and then it lS yours. You save practically 
one-half and you use the machine while paying for it. It 
will earn its own way. 

GiYI tllis ty,ewriter ·a cka1ce te sell itself 
You can have it on trial without obligation-no salesman 
or agent will call on you-you will be the sole judge. It 
has got to sell itself or there is no sale and no obligation. 
Do not hesitate to accept this offer-it is our method of 
doing business and we urge you to let us send the ma
chine for trial and examination. 
If you do not find it to be a satisfactory typewriter-if 
you do not find that it meets your every reqwrement. that 
1t is perfect in every detail and the best typewriter you 
ever saw. you are not obliged to keep it and we pay the 
transportation charges hack. 
With each machine is a complete outfit, metal cover, rib
bon, tools and a big instruction book. practice paper, 
carbon paper-everything you need. You need not send 
any money, just send the coupon. 

TYPEWRITERS DISTRIBUTING SYNDICATE 
188 M88 North Mlofllgan •lvd., Chloago 

TRIAL ORDER COUPON 
Typewriters Dlatribntinc SJDdicate, 

118 Mlll'lorth Michipn Blycl., Chicago 

Gentlemen: 
You may send me a No. 3 Oliver Typewriter for 

five days' trilli. 
If I find the typewriter satisfactory and decide to 

keep it, I agree to pay you 156. as follows: 14 within 
five days from the date of delivery and 14 per month 
thereafter until your special price of 156 has been paid, 
title, to remain in you until then. Otherwise I 
agree to'_re~um it_ at your eJ:pense. 

Name ............................. ... . ... . ... ....... . 

Address ............................................... . 

References ................. . ....... . ... . . .. ........ .. . 
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the worJd was informed that the Imperia:t 
Reichstag is little more than a club for the 
discussion of public affairs; this month it 
learns that the officers of the army are the 
rulers of Germany. , · 

The "Affair Sabern" tur.ns out to be vast
ly more important than was · at first sus
pected. Readers of THE REVIEW will re
member how a twenty-year-old lieutenant, 
von Forstner by name, won undying fame 
by beating with the flat of his sword a lame 
cobbler, who was trying his best to get out 
of the way, but could not by reason of his 

.tameness. Lat~r reports added · the edify
ing details that the cobbler was held by two 
soldiers and surrounded by others at the 
time the titled lieutenant performed his he
roic deed. 

During the month of December this lieu
tenant, another named Schad, and the 
colonel in command, a certain nobleman 
named von Reuter, were tried before a court 
martial. It was proved that when the civil 
authorities of Sabern protested against the 
molestation of citizens, von Reuter an
swered: "I am in command now." He 
took complete responsibility for the deeds 
of his subordinates. According to his own 
testimony, he ordered the troops to carry 
loaded weapons and charge crowds with 
fixed bayonets. It was according to his or
der that Lieutenant Schad broke into pri
vate houses, carried off citizens, and im
prisoned them all night in the cellar of the 
barracks. To show how far this attack was 
provoked by the people of the town, the 
citizens proved that this cellar had been 
previously emptied of coal in order that 
there might be room for the prisoners. 
When the doughty colonel was informed 
that the people had merely been standing 
about, he said: "I intend to prevent this 
standing about at any cost. I do not inte!1d 
to let the people laugh in this way. If it 
continues, I shall order the troops to shoot.'' 

At the conclusion of the first trial von 
Forstner was sentenced to forty-days' im
prisonment and the others to a few days 
each. The capitalist organs, excepting a 
few of the extremest conservative sort, ac
cepted this as a vindication of the govern
ment and the military. The officers of the 
army, however, were openly rebellious, and 
von Jagow, chief of the Berlin police, wrote 
a denunciatory letter to the papers. Now, 
just as THE REVIEW goes to press, comes 

the news that a higner military tribunal 
has acquitted all the officers. In declaring 
its findings, this court justifies in detail 
everything that was done. Von Forstner, 
for example, is declared to have been quite 
right in beating the lame cobbler, because 
this wicked cobbler had a penknife in his 
pocket. Colonel von Reuter is said to have 
done quite right in putting citizens in the 
coal cellar, for the King of Prussia in 1820 
decreed that military officers could do as 
they pleased without consulting .civil author
ities . 

The significance of these facts -lies in the 
revelation they give of the nature of mili
tary power. Military organization means 
tyranny and stupidity. It means this same 
thing everywhere and always. Our own 
Carahoa heroes are enough to remind us 
that what is true in Germany is not untrue 
in America. 
Railway Strike in the Transvaal.-It 
is only six months since the strike of the 
South African miners ended in blood, and 
now a great strike of railway workers is 
on. The cablegrams with regard to the 
situation are so fragmentary and unintel
ligent that it is impossible to give any con
nected account of the matter · at the present 
writing. 

It is clear, however, that the strike cov
ers the Transvaal and Orange State prov
inces. At first the railway workers struck 
alone and were on the point of failing. 
Then the Trades Federation came to their 
support, and the affair took on a different 
face. There has been as yet no general 
strike, but there may be one. The gov
ernment has proceeded in the most high
handed fashion. According to the cabled 
reports, the cabinet of the South African 
Union is going to fight the Trades Fed
eration "to a finish." Federation and rail
way ttllion officials have been imprisoned 
on the charge of "sedition." Sixty thou
sand militiamen have been called to the col
ors. In addition to these measures, the gov
ernment and the employers are resorting 
to a measure already made familiar in South 
Africa. They are attempting to arouse race 
hatred as a means of dividing the workers. 

If the men can hold out for only a few 
days, they will succeed in tying up the whole 
traffic of South Africa and reducing some 
of the cities to a state of starvation. 
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This New-Style 
Credit 

Is Used to Furnish 1,666 Homes a Day 
Your Credit Card Will Come 

WithY our Catalog 
No References Required 

We now ll'lve credit to home lovers without any red 
tape. No references, no contract, no security. Ask for 
our catalogo and your credit card will goo with . it. You 
will then have an open chafll'e account and can order 
what you wish. 

We furnish an averagoe of 1,666 homes per day for 
people on these easy terms. 

Pay 3 Cents a Day 
Goods are all sent ori 30 days' approval. You have a 

month to return anytblng not wanted, and we'll pay 
freil!'ht both ways. 

Take a year to pay for the II'OOds you keep. Pay as 

1389 W. 35th Street, Chie&80 

convenient-a !lttle each month. If sickness comes or 
loss of work we willgoladly exten:i the time. 

You cari furnish a home In beautiful shape by savfn&' 
2 or 3 cents a day. 

What You Save 
We sell at cash prices on credit, and no Interest Is 

chafl!'ed. We II'Uarantee to save you from 15 to 50 per 
cent under any cash prices In cataloii'S or stores. If we 
don't do that, return the goods. 

We do this by enormous buyinll'. and by sellinll' direct 
to an averagoe of 1,666 homes a day. We take whole 
factory outputs, buy up surplus stocks. We sell hun· 
dreda of tbillgos at just one-half store prices. 

Five Costly Books Free 
Our Sprin2' Furniture Book pictures 5,112thln2'8 lor the 

home. Many are pictured In actual colors. This mam
moth book costs us !1 per copy, but we send It free. 

We Issue four other bi2' catalo2'&, named In the coupon. 
Ask for any you want. See our styles, our variety, our 
prices. Yon will be amazed. 

Mall this coupon for the books you want and your credit 
card will 2'0 with them. Do this today. Cut out the 
coupon now. 

5~ 112 Things Tc5 ~~~sE 
Furniture 
Carpets-Rugs 
Oilcloths, etc. 
Draperies 
Blankets-Linens 
Baby Cabs 

Silverware 
China ware 
Sewing Machines 
Bicycles-Toys 
Cameras-Guns 
Pictures-Clocks 

A YEAR TO PAY 

Get Martha Lane Adams' Book of 
Sprios Style• for Women 

~-----------------------------------------~ SPIEGEL MAY, STERN CO. (631) 
1389 W. 35th Street, Cbic:allO 

Mail me free your Sprina Fan>iture Book. 
Also send me books marked below. ll Stove Book. [ I Dress Goods . 

Watches and Jewelry. 
Spring Styles for Women. 

/1.-a,nt. _ .. ___ .... __ ...... _ .... __ .... -- ............ ..................................... ..... .. 

Addr-ss • ••. __ ----------------------------------- - . ·----
Write piRinly. Give full add,_, 
Check which eatalop you want. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••n•• 
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NEWS AND VIEWS 

GOTTFRIED SANDBERG. 

From Away Up North.-Comrade Sand
berg of Dawson sends in $21.25 with a list of 
sixteen new Review readers. If the southern 
comrades were only half as wide-awake as the 
revolutionists are in the frozen north it would 
not be long before there would be "somet~ing 
doing in this land of the free and the home of 
the slaves." In his letter he says, "It takes 
a little time to get acquainted, and I have 
lately discovered the greatest field for propa
ganda in all the North, and I cannot resist 
this burning temptation. The sentiments for 
Socialism are here, and it is for us to give 
them the right kind of literature. There is a 
lot of work to be done, and hard work, but 
we have a wide-awake bunch and if we all dig 
in and ·do our duty, something is going to hap
pen very soon." Which shows that · we have 
comrades working for the Revolution even in 
the Land of the Midnight Sun. 

That Tonopah Tango Halli-It seems that 
the Gov'ment is certainly cutting up some fancy 
didoes in Tonopah these days. Reports come 
to us that things got so bad at "Wilson's 
Dancing Academy" that the County Commis
sioner felt impelled to withdraw the Govern
ment's (or Receiver's) license for GAMBLING 
Nov. 11th, 1913. Everybody is asking what 

60t 

has happened to the Federal Courts. It would 
se~m that the honorable (?) gentlemen .are 
usmg the Bench for a nap that would make 
Old Rip Van Winkle look worse than a selling 
plater among a bunch of stake horses. Won't 
somebody put a copy of the Review •under 
their Excellencies ( ?) and find out who's 
DEAD? . . 

450,000 W. F. of M.-Last month through an 
error at the printers we stated in the Review 
that there were 45,000 members of the Western 
Federation of Miners. This sh.ould have been 
450,000. More power to the boys! May they 
soon be a million. 

From the "Live Ones."-The following com
rades have sent in 10 or more subs. during 
the past month: 

Philips Hagman, Struthers, Ohio. 
H. M, Davis, Marshall, Texas . 
.f. T. Smith, Hoodsport, Wash. 
John Quinn, Chicago. 
Martin Elschlager, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Jennie Arnott, Palo Alta, Cal. 
I. J. Bloer, Coulterville, Cal. 
Roy A. Harold, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Ernest Morgan, St. David, Ill. 
John McEntee, Boone, Iowa. 
Minnie Wyman, Atlanta, Ga. 
King 0. Thurmond, Roosevelt, Alaska. 
H. C. Hard, Rawhide, Nevada. 
Louis Shadar, Marlboro, Mass. 
W . M. Boyd, St. Louis, Mo. 
Wm. Leslie, Buffalo, N. Y. 
0. D. Gunn, Calexico, Cal. 
]. C. Hansen, Peoria, Ill. 
W. Lowell, Seattle. Wash. 
Arthur M. Butler, Alexander, Iowa. 
E. Morgan, St. David, Ill. 
P , Rosinbaum, Atlanta, Ga. 
]. Keller, Ludlow, S. Dak. 
E. F. Wagner, Bird City, Kans. 
R. J. Krause, Dehesa, Cal. 
Mrs. L. Osborn, Petaluma, Cal. 
C. E . Wallgren, Orville, Mont. 
0 . L. Carpenter, Boston, Mass. 
Dr. L. H . Gibbs, Scranton, Pa. 
The Plebs Club and Institute of Tonypandy, 

England, sends in their pro,xy authorizing 
Comrade Mary E. Marcy to represent them at 
the coming stockholders' meeting and also 
encloses a big book and REVIEw order and best 
wishes to all the comrades on this side of -the 
pond. 

From Jim Larkin.-We have to thank Com
rade Jim for sending us a book of Will Dy
son's famous cartoons that have been appear
ing in the greatest working class daily paper 
in the world-the Daily Herald. We hope to 
fill several pages of the REVIEw elsewhere in 
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DAWSON CITY BY THE LIGHT OF THE AURORA BOREALIS. 

this issue to show you just .what our comrades 
across the water are doing. Copies of the 
cartoons can be secured in book form for 
40 cents. Address Daily Herald. 

From England-Comrade Jack Wills writes 
"Bill Haywood is doing yeoman work here. 
He is already a great favorite with the Eng
lish and Irish comrades. Every word from 
his mouth is real meat and our brothers have 
the right digestive powers to assimilate them. 
It will not be long before the proletarians of 
this country will be supporting the greatest 
publishing house in the world. Your litera
ture has given me a clear outlook and I want 
to get your books circulated wherever I can." 

From Frisca;-"Having already sold my 
bundle of eighty ·REviEWs I herewith enclose 
$2.00 for forty more copies of the Januray is
sue."-C. Blomquist. 

From Pittsburgh.-"Piease mail fifty more 
January REVIEWS at once."-Schafer News Co. 

From Sawtelle, California.-"! received 
twenty copies of the Fighting Magazine Sat
urday evening and sold them all Sunday and 
could have sold as many more, so find $1.00 
for another twenty and increase my order to 
fifty copies per month."-]. A. Williams. 

From a Socialist Doctor.-"Find e~closed 
$1.00 for your excellent magazine. I asked Mr. 
Stephens what I should give him for Christ
mas. His reply was 'Give me magazines, and 
don't forget to put the REviEW at the top of 
the list!' We have enjoyed it so much, and 
we think it gets better as it gets older.''
M. P. S. 

Minot Workers Protest.-To Woodrow 
Wilson, President of the United States, Wash
ington, D. C. Sir: As is well known to every 

interested person in the United States, work
ing men are today deprived of the right to 
keep and bear arms, of the equal protection 
of the law, of a speedy and impartial trial by 
jury, and of other constitutional rights, by the 
mine owners of Michigan and Colorado, 
through the state governments of those states. 

Therefore, we five hundred working men and 
women of Minot, N. D., in public meeting 
assembled do protest to you against the in
famous uses to which the state governments 
of the above named states are put in the 
unequal struggle between capital and labor in 
the strikes now in progress, all of which is 
contrary to the express provisions of the Con
stitution of the United States. 

We further declare that we believe all of 
these facts are well known to you, and that if 
there be no legal machinery by which the Gov
ernment of the United States can inforce the 
supreme law of the land in favor of working 
men, their wives and children, that such ma
chinery of law be made the immediate subject 
of a special message to Congress by you, to 
the end that the working class of the United 
States may be permitted to retain both the in
telligent use of their faculties and respect 
for law. 

We most respectfully suggest that tariff and 
currency laws will avail nothing to murdered 
miners and their families, and that if we have 
any law higher in power and responsibility to 
the working class of the United States, than 
the law of insane greed of the mine owners, 
which so far is ruling working conditions in 
the copper and coal mines of Michigan and 
Colorado, that NOW is the time to demon
strate that fact. and that the Chief Executive 
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of the Nation is the proper official to put that 
law in motion. We therefore most respect
fully represent that conditions in Michigan 
and Colorado are infamous and intolerable, 
and request that all the powers of our Gov
ernment be immediately brought to bear, to 
put an end to the mun;ler of the Constitution 
of the United States, as well as of the miners 
and their wives and children, by means of 
state laws. Respectfully submitted. Arthur 
LeSuer, Chail'man, H. G. Teigan, Secretary. 

More From Comrade Stark.-"! wish to in
form Comrade Mary E. Marcy that to her is 
due the credit and honor of devising one of 
the greatest methods of education that has 
ever yet been published -for educating and 
training members of the S. P. in the science of 
Marxian Socialism. 

"Her little book, 'Shop Talks,' is increasing 
in popularity and attracting the attention of 
members of the S. P. all over the nation, 

"From far away Washington comes the in
formation by letter to me from reading my 
letter in the November REviEW that they have 
adopted 'Shop Talks' as a text book and 10 
weeks' class work has been the means of in
creasing their membership and aiding wonder
fully in establishing harmony in the local." 

Comrade Stark of Louisville promises to aid 
us in getting out some additional questions on 
economics that will prove invaluable to study 
clubs. 

Praise From the Enemy.-Comrade Sutton 
of Tacoma writes: "As soon as the working 
class enemy begins to find any good in the 
Socialist movement, I will know that it is no 
menace to it. Since one and all condemn the 
REVIEW, I know you are doing good work. 
The photographs of the class struggle which 
yc5\l use in the REVIEW must make the capitalist 
class squirm. And every Red likes to see the 
real educational literature sinking into the 

"bone-heads." 
Correction.-Owing to a printer's error in 

the January REVIEW, Comrade Caroline Nelson 

was misquoted. What she said was "This is 
not to be wondered at when the German cap
italists see their own labor leaders denying 
strike benefits to the workers who go out on 
strikes without their consent, in this way forc
ing them back to work." 

Oklahoma State Convention.-Comrade Oran 
Burk reports that the Oklahoma State Con
vention was held in Oklahoma City, Decem
ber 29-31. It was a rousing affair. Over
sixty delegates attended. A delegation of rail
road men was received to ask the support of 
the S. P. in preventing the importation of 
gun-men during strikes, the use of the militia 
and policemen against workers during strikes 
and lockouts. The convention promised to do 
all in its power to help abolish these evils. 
It was moved to punish employers paying 
female workers less than $9.00 per week as 
white slavers, also that the miners have mine 
inspectors of their own choosing to be pa_id 
by the state. It was inspiring to find the 
comrades promising to do their utmost to help 
the railroad men, the miners and the working 
class in all its struggles against the capitalists. 

The Wage Slave.-Philadelphia can now 
boast ·one of the best working class monthly 
papers we have ever seen. It presents news 
from the class struggle point of view as very 
few papers do and contains snappy propaganda 
and educational matter. It is going to be a 
real weapon in the fight. We want to con
gratulate Comrade Ed. Moore on his work as 
editor. This paper is published at 6333 Wood
land Ave., Philadelphia. When you are mak
ing up your magazine and newspaper list for 
1914, send 50 cents to The Wage Slave and get 
something big for your money the coming 
year. With a REVIEW sub., only $1.25. 

From a Canadian Rebel-"! have worked 
for 52 years in the industrial hell holes and this 
cursed system has squeezed and sucked me 
dry. I wish 'the REVIEW had a circulation of 
300,000 a month."-John Staples. 

One Year - - $1.00 alie Foreign - - $1.50 
1 20 
.06 

Six Mos. - - .50 
Single Copy - .10 New~view Canada 
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EAT 
What You Will-When You Will-Stuart's Dyspepsia 

Tablets W'ill Digest the Meal Easily and Surely. 

Food in itself is harmless. The reason stomach troubles arise 
is due to faulty digestion brought about by overworking the body 
or brain, sickness, overeating, late hours, etc. 

"Bat? Why, That'• My Middle JJame Now, But 
Alwaya Tate a Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet 

After Meala to Play Safe." 

The only way to correct faulty stomach troubles and digestive 
• mistakes is to do what nature wants. All that nature needs is a 

little assistance to do this work. This is why doctors tel~ you to 
diet. By not eating nature is compelled to aid herself. You do 
not then overwork her when she is already exhausted. 

Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets go into your stomach just like food. 
They help digest this food. Then they enrich the blood, and thus 
when the next meal is eaten the system is better prepared to do its 
work without assistance or at least less harmfully. 

By following this natural habit you will in a short time correct 
stomach trouble, do away with indigestion and remove all danger 
of fatal digestion troubles. -

Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets are the best tablets made. They arc 
composed of the very best natural ingredients, one grain of one ele
ment will digest 3,000 grains of meats, fish, vegetl\,bles, grains, 
soup, etc. 

Always take a Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet after meals or just be
fore bed ttme. By doing this you will be acting wisely and playing safe. 

Go to your druggist anywhere and buy a box now. Price 50 cents. 
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Socialist Movies.-The past year the Ty
omies Publishing Co. (Finnish) has had a lec
turer on the road with a stereopticon and 
moving picture equipment. The object was 
education and increasing the circulation of 
good Socialist literature. Believing that the 
results of this propaganda have produced good 
results, the Tyomies people propose .to ·widen 
their field and to send out an English speaking 
comrade, Ellis B. Harris, of Superior, Wis., to 
accompany our Finnish comrade, Martin Hen
drickson, welt known as a forceful speaker 
among the Finnish people. The English lec
turer will confine himself to the interests of 
the English Socialist papers and other litera
ture. Everybody remembers the militant So-

-cialist who accompanied Debs in his last na
tional campaign. State and local secretaries 
are asked to co-operate with the Tyomies 
comrades in this splendid work. Those who 
want to see the Tyomies pictures, hear their 
lectures and spread the propaganda of Social
ism can arrange to do this and at the same 
time INCREASE the circulation of your 
favorite Socialist paper or magazine in your 
vicinity at the same time. Write for dates and 
terms and state what you want to push in 
your neighborhood. Address the Tyomies 
Pub. Co., Hancock, Mich. 

A New Russian Paper.-Comrade Jos. B. 
Polonsky is the editor of the new weekly . 
Russian paper, "The Ray," published at 417 
Free Press Bldg., Detroit, Mich. The aim of 
this new revolutionary organ is to carry on an 
educational campaign among the 50,000 Rus'
sians and Ruthenians who live in Detroit and 
to bring them into the Socialist movement. 
Comrades all over the states wilt want to 
avail themselves of this new weapon. Send 
5 cents in stamps for a sample and follow it 
up with a few subscriptions for your Russian 
and Ruthenian friends. Congratulations to the 
Detroit comrades. May the New Year bring 
them the success they deserve in this new 
field of work. 

A Pippin.-Comrade Brillhart, of Omaha, 
writes : "A Merry Christmas and a happy 
New Year to everybody in the REVIEW office 
and a prosperous year to the Fighting Maga
zine of the working class. Your January num
ber is a pippin! I heartily agree with Com
rade Hardenburg in his ar ticle entitled-rA 
Study in Platforms.' We must educate the 
rank and file. If you wilt have this article 
printed in leaflet form , I will take 500 copies 
to start." 

Schenectady Strike Settled-The value of a 
Socialist administration to striking working
men is welt illustrated by the recent strike 
at the General Electric Company in Schenec
tady. There was a walkout of 15,000 men and 
the situation appeared serious. Mayor Lunn 
preserved absolute order by making some of 
the strikers deputy sheriffs. There was no 
clubbing of strikers and no attempt to stop 
them from picketing. The result was, an 
agreement was reached and the strike settled 
in less than a week.-Party Builder. 

ANARCHISTS I 0 DEAR NO I 
LAW -AND-ORDER Is Our Middle Name 

THE MASSES 
Slrooald be OD ._, llnr7 table. Jl wiiJea&ortaill iJie bebiel, 

a.- Ma. aDd IIi" Pt. • Jol\ ncuJarl7 - • JDOatla. 

We Guarantee to Annoy 
Rave You a Little Dynamite In Your Rome! 

8ead for a IOPJ' aDd 10D WiD .W...O.. 

TBE MASSES PUBLISHING OOMP ANY 
91 Greenwich Ave., NEW YORK CITY 

From the West.-"1 just got back from the 
mountains to find my sub. has expired. 
Never stop it, for I wouldn't miss it for the 
world. It is the best rebel magazine in the 
country."-Wm. Sanders. 

From Milwaukee.-"Piease send me by the 
next mail a bundle of the splendid magazine, 
the INTERNATIONAL SociALIST REVIEW, January 
edition."-Geo. Nero. · 

From Erskine.-Comrade Wm. Hoffner 
sends in $8.40 for yearly subscriptions and a 
bunch of books. The demand for revolu
tionary Socialist literature is certainly on the 
increase in Canada and the REVIEW seems to 
be hitting the bull's-eye so far as the com
rades · are concerned. 

From Pennsylvania.-"Enclosed find $1.00 
for twenty January reviews. I get more in
formation out of the Review than all other 
magazines combined."-P. E. Maurer. 

Enters the Contest.-Comrade E. J . Hoff
pauir of Abbeville, La., writes as follows : 
"As a good resolution to begin the new year 
I have resolved to go to Vienna. Send sam
ples and blanks P. D. Q." 

Educational.-The Samuel W. Ball Corre
spondence School for Socialist speakers and 
writers has enrolled from the ranks of the 
workers some able talent and we learn of sev
eral students who a.re making splendid prog
ress under Comrade Ball's guidance. Com
ments from the farthest advanced students in
dicate that beginners no less than the ex
perienced speakers and writers are finding in 
The Winning Method just what they have 
needed to enable them to make best use of 
their knowledge and ability. It is hoped and 
confidently expected that an educational cam
paign through these specialty trained edu
cators and propagandists will result in im
measurable good in advancing the cause of 
Socialism. Names of students in England, 
Canada and various parts of the United States 
will be sent to inquirers on request. If you 
want to know what this course of instruction 
will do for you write for circulars and refer
ences, addressing Samuel W . Ball, 6442 Bishop 
St., Chicago, whose announcement is found 
elsewhere in this ma~azine. 
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Important From s.n Antpnio.-"W e are 
fighting hard here for the release of Rangel, 
Cline and their comrades, but the fight is a 
hard one. The authorities are doing their best 
to suppress free speech here, have broken up 
a ·meeting held in a perfectly orderly manner 
the 28th of Dec. in Houston, Texas. They 
have also arrested ]. A. Hernandez, secretary 
of this committee, twice, once they held him 
eight days on no charge and last Monday he 
was rearrested and is being held on a vagrancy 
charge while Spanish letters found in his 
pockets are being translated for the perusal 
of the district attorney. Please give this pub
licity and invite protests to the Governor of 
the State (Colquitt) at Austin, Texas, and the 
President. Yours for the Revolution. Charles 
Ashleigh, Representative of Mexican Liberal 
Party and Rangei-Cline Defense Fund of Los 
Angeles. Box 1891." 

From a South Dakota Secretary.-The Re
view is good. It deserves a wide circulation. 
Shall do more for it hereafter than formerly. 
-Yours for the Revolution, Ingmar M. I ver
son, Madison, S. D. 

From Philadelphia.-"Find enclosed $1.00 
money order for 20 copies of the January Re
view. With best wishes for a Merry Christ
mas and a successful and prosperous New Year 
for the best magazine that was ever issued 
are the wishes of the 36th Ward Branch."
B. K. Perkinson. 

A Brooklyn Red.-"Wish I could send you 
large order, but business is showing the rot
ten side of its hideous nature at this end of 
the world, the wretched army of the unem
ployed is increasing daily, and the heads of 
the firm where I wage-slave go through the 
offices several times a day, evidently inspecting 
the victims destined for slaughter the first of 
the year. Their evil glance has rested upon 
me too often for Christmas cheer and com
fort. and I can almost see my head resting 
cosily in the basket."-E. R. A. 

From a Pennsylvania Hustler.-"Enclosed 
find $1.00 for which please send me twenty 
more copies of the January Review. I sold 
my fifty copies in a few hours last night and 
need more for my regular customers."-A. E. 
Brown, Fayette City'. 

A Washington Red.-Comrade Gissler fires 
in a five spot for Review subs. and books and 
an interesting letter with "Long live the 
Review." 

From a New York Red.-"I think the Review 
is the greatest fighting magazine of the labor
ing class and I wouldn't get along without it." 
-Octave Bartson. 

Stanford University, Cal.-"Enclosed find 
check for $1.00 for my renewal to the INTER
NATIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW for the coming 
year, 1914. Even if nothing more could be 
said of the REVIEW (and a lot more can be 
said), it certainly is an interesting magazine." 
-Herbert E. Knollin. 

State Secretary Tiegan, of North Dakota 
writes, "The REVIEW is surely developing into 
a splendid publication and is deserving of the 
~upport of all loyal Socialists." 

52000 in 5 Weeks! 

Made by one Robinson salesman. You-yourself-can 
positively make $60 and expenses every week. I want men 
like you, hustling, energetic, ambit10us fellows, anxious to 
make money, who are willing to work with me. Not for 
me, but with me. I want you to advertise, sell and ap
point local agents for the bouest, most s"ualioMl seller i11 
so y•us-the ROBINSON FOLDING BATH TUB. Here's an 
absolutely new invention that has taken the entire country 
by storm. Nothing else like it. Gives every home a mod
em, up-to-date bathroom in any _part of the house. No 
plumbing, no waterworks needed. Folds in small roll, handy 
as an umbrella. Self-emptying and positively unleakable. 
Absolutely guaranteed for 5 years. Hustlers, east, north, 
west, south.~oining money. Orders, orders, everywhere. 
Badly wanted, eagerly bought, for remember, fKUy 70'& of 
hoorus ha•e 110 bathrcxmu. Immense profits for you, Two 
ales a day mean $300 a month. Here's proof -real proof. Will 
Ouneko~ Obio,1o~ $240 worth of orden first week. A. Bornider, Kan
-made S30 in four houfl. Hamlintonof Wyo.,made 1M first ~wo 
dare. Hundreda like that. ~n~, permanen~. fucinatiUl"work. 

Thio ill no~ idle talk. Make me prove i~. Write a postcard. Let 
me write y_ou alons.lett.r. Then deeide. No experience needed, DO 
capital. Your Cftldi~ ill good if you mean bulinele. But )'OU .,.,.., 
be ambit.io111, you muot want to fOIIJiet moouy. Tha~'• alL Write 
a poeteard 110'111. I want to pay you sixty dollano every week. 

Salea Mgr. THE ROBINSON MFG. CO. 
lZt Vance Str .. t Toledo, Ohio 

RUBBER STAMPS. STENCILS 
NOTARY AND SOCIETY SEALS, 
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MANUFACTURED •v 

A. STENHOUSE & CO. 
131 N. FIFTH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Annual Stockholders' Meeting.-The annual 
stockholders' meeting of Charles H. Kerr & 
Company was held at 118 West Kinzie street, 
Chicago, Ill., on January 15, 1914, at 3:30 p. m. 
Out of the 3,770 shares of stock issued by the 

. company, 2.362 shares were represented either 
by shareholders or proxies. Among those 
present were: Comrades Walter Lanfersiek, 
national secretary of the Socialist party ; 
Stephen M. Reynolds, A. W. Ricker, L. H. 
Marcy, R. B. Tobias, Dr. ]. H. Greer, C. C. 
Goldberg, Raymond Beauregard, Herbert T . 
Root, ]. 0. Bentall, Guy Underwood, state 
secretary of the Socialist party of Illinois; 
Charles H. Kerr and Mary E. Marcy. Com
rade Charles H. Kerr presided and Mary E. 
Marcy acted as secretary. President Kerr read 
the following annual report : 

ANNUAL REPORT 
The year 1913 has been a year full of dif

ficulties for all Socialist publishers. The nat
ural reaction after the strenuous year of the 
presidential elections, the near-Socialist pol
icies of President Wilson, which distract the 
interest of many sympathizers not well 
grounded in Socialist principles, and especially 
the bitter controversies within the Socialist 
party over questions of tactics-all these 
things have greatly increased the "necessary 
social labor" involved in circulating a give11 
quantity of our literature. In view of all these 
·difficulties, the figures in our annual report are 
extremely gratifying, since they show that we 
have not only held our own but have improved 
our financial position. Here are the figures: 

Receipts for 1918 
Book sales . . .... ........ ... .... . . .. $31,848.89 
Review subscriptions and sales ...... 15,017.76 
Review advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,252.60 
Donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60.00 
Increased value of books on hand... . . 962.24 

Total ....... . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ... . $51,141.49 
Ezpenditures for 1918 

Manufacture of books ... . . . .. . . . ... . $11,417.21 
Manufacture of Review. . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,304.39 
Wages ..... .. . . . ... . . . . . .. .. .... . .. 10,623.77 
Postage and expressage . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,185.15 
Advertising . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,034.87 
Review circulation expense.. . . . . . . . . 145.57 
Review articles and photographs.. . . 971.82 
Authors of books . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 1,242.95 
Books purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 820.46 
Rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,200.00 
Insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110.25 
Taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155.26 
Miscellaneous expense . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,169.33 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127.19 
Depreciation on furniture. . . . . . . . . . . . 152.80 
Profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,480.47 

Total . . ........ .. . ... .. ..... . . . $51,141.49 
Assets, Dec. 81, 1918 

Cash on hand .... .. .. ........ .. ... .. $ 112.87 
Books, bound and unbound . . . . . . . . . . 11,987.69 
Electrotype plates . . ..... . . . . .... . .. 14,258.78 
Copyrights .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . 8,752.74" 
International Socialist Review . . . . . . . 5,000.00 
Office furniture and fixtures . . . . . . . . . 611.20 

Accounts receivable . .. . . . . . .. ... . .. . 
Bills receivable . ... . . . .. .. .... . . . . . . 
Real estate . .. .... . . . .. .... . . .. .. .. . 

Liabilities, Dec. 81, 1918 

932.29 
499.10 
4-50.00 

$42,594,65 

Paid-up capital stock . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . $37,700.00 
Co-operative publishing bonds .. . . . . 800.00 
Loans from stockholders. . . . . . . . . . . . 3,935.12 
Accounts payable . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 159.53 

$42,594.65 
In our estimate of assets, the books are for 

the most part figured at the actual cost of 
paper, press work and binding. The books now 
on hand would sell at our average prices for 
over $30,000. We are now valuing the copy
rights at only $8,752.74 as against $15,278.36 
three years ago, although their actual value 
has increased rather than diminished. The 
copyrights as well as the electrotype plates are 
necessary for the publication of books, but as 
they could be turned into cash only at a 
sacrifice we think it better to put a conserva
tive valuation on them. 

The capital stock now paid up amounts to 
3,770 out of the 5,000 shares which our char
ter authorizes us to issue. Our hope is during 
the year 1914 to place nearly, if not quite, all 
of the remaining shares, and to hasten this we 
are offering $10.00 worth of books with a $10.00 
share at $11.20 cash with order if the pur
chaser pays the expressage, or $12.00 if we 
pay it. This, of course, means selling the first 
lot of books for less than the actual cost of 
manufacture, but we shall save the amount in 
the course of a year or two by using the $10.00 
to pay off loans which now bear interest; more
over each new stockholder is likely to buy 
more books at our usual stockholders' prices, 
which include the cost of selling as well as 
the cost of printing. 

Our indebtedness is much less than at any 
time for the last fifteen years, and nearly the 
whole of it is to stockholders who have agreed 
to give thirty days' notice before withdraw
ing their loans. If the comrades respond as we 
hope, to our new offer of stock with books at 
less than cost, we shall be enabled to take up 
these loans when they mature without making 
new ones, and thus put the publishing house 
on a cash basis. 

The past year has not been a favorable 
one for the publication of new books, and, 
apart from pamphlets, we have issued only 
two, "Economic Determinism," by Lida Parce. 
and "The High Cost of Living," translated 
by Austin Lewis from the German of Karl 
Kautsky. We have in press, however, an im
portant work by Gustavus Myers, entitled 
"History of Canadian Wealth," and will follow 
th is with other books as fast as new stock 
subscriptions provide the necessary capital. 

The International Socialist Review has sur
vived the attacks made upon it by those who 
regard offices as more important than Social
ist education, and it is one of the few So
cialist periodicals which have not found it 
necessary during 1913 to fill their columns with 
appeals for help. 
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So we look forward to the new year with 
confidence in the rank and file of the revo
lutionary movement, and with the hope that 
during 1914 we can make the publishing house 
more useful to the movement than ever be
fore. 

It was moved by Dr. ]. H. Greer that the 
report be accepted; seconded by Secretary 
Walter Lanfersiek; carried. 

It was moved by A. W. Ricker and seconded 
by State Secretary Guy Underwood that the 
directors of the company be re-elected for the 
coming year. The motion was carried unani
mously. The directors for 1914 will therefore 
be: Charles H . Kerr, Walter Huggins, L. H. 
Marcy, Dr. ]. H. Greer, J. 0. Bentall, Jacob 
Bruning and Mary E. Marcy. 

It was moved by Dr. ]. H. Greer and sec
onded by H. T. Root that a vote of confidence 
be given President Kerr. The motion was 
carried unanimously. 

At the meeting of the directors which fol
lowed the stockholders' meeting, Charles H. 
Kerr was re-elected president, L. H. Marcy, 
vice president, and Mary E. Marcy, secretary 
of the company. 

Circulating Librariea.-Comrade Barzee, of 
Portland, Oregon, has evolved a splendid 
plan for Socialist circulating libraries which 
the comrades have found practicable in his 
home city. Comrade Barzee looks over the 
registration lists and sends a simple booklet 
to those he feels will be interested. He sug
gests that "WHAT SOCIALISM IS," ·by 
Charles H. Kerr, is a good book to begin on. 
Upon request several Socialist booklets are 
sent the reader and he is asked to pay for 
them if he desires to keep them. All books 
sent out are charged to the recipient. If they 
are not desired, he is asked to return them 
and the account is cancelled. If the reader 
becomes interested and wishes to have more 
books to read, he can return those He already 
has in his possession and exchange them for 
something else. This keeps the reader in
terested and keeps the comrades in charge of 
the Circulating Library in touch with the new 
people. It costs very little and does great 
work for Socialism. 

SEXUAL HYGIENE! 
Send 10 ceota for a copy of "What, When IIDd 
How to Teach Your Child Per10aal Purity," 

The Book .!lpeclallata, 101 McCIW'• Bullclln•• Chlca•o 

S TART A 

MAll ORDER 
BUSINESS 

80 new propoaltlona. No 
eompetltlon. Hake ll5o 
proftt on dollar orders. 
Complete plana, 10 eta. ., . .....,. ......... 
-.W.~612~ 

made by los. Hancock, Lamoni, Iowa. 
Schearer, Montana, made $22.35 in 6 hour•. 
Miller, Iowa, llfade $13.65 In one afternoon. We haoe 
proolof this and hundreds of similar reports. No 
matter who you are or where you live, here's your 
chance to double your present salary or Income, 
working during spare time or permanently as a one 
minute photowrapher. No experi.nc:e nuded. A 
new, Jive bualneea of bi~ caab protlt&. Yoa O&D. work at 

=~~r~:~:1ocfenJ~fn 7~_;~~~h~u~ih~~"~~~~k ~~~ 
~r~ ':,~~~ ":ai~~f.~t of what othen are 

Mandel Post Card Machine 
A portable poot card gallery, Takes. llnlohee and dellvero 
photo poet carde aud buttons tn a m lnut.e'e time-mnkft5 
e ... dU=ffia .0'- of p5cturee In I abeL No ptatee. til .. or 411"'"' 
....... On. outepletQ,.. eelllike wlldftre. Ev..,.bod.r buya. Plenka, 

~~.J~~~=~~~~ ...... ~ 

Eyeglasses Not Necessary 
' That the eyea can be strengthened 10 that eyeal..- can be 
diapenaed with In many caaee baa been proven beyond a doubt 
by the testimony of hundreds of people who publicly claim 
that their eyesiibt baa been restored bf that wonderful little 
iaatrument called "Actina." "Actina' Ia a reliable remedy 

. · for Weak Byee, Granulated Lida, Iritla, 
· · Cataracts, etc .. without cuttm. ordnar 

Kina. Over 115,000 "Actina&" han 
been aold; therefore Actina Ia not an 
ez~ent. 

Mlu Lue Terry ,Proctor Home,Peoria, 
IU., writee-"I auure you I hanareat 

faith in • I believe it baa saved me from total 
hllndn-, and aa an eye strengthener Ia better than any 
opectaclea ever made." 

"Actina" can be used with perfect safety by 'every member 
of the family for any atBiction of the eye, ear, throat or bead. 

Send f'r our PRBB TRIAL offer and valuable PRBB 
BOOK. Addreu Actina Appliance Co., Dept. 312 L, 811 
Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo. 

SOCIAUST CARTOON POST CARDS. Send me tOe and 
I will send you a set of ten, no two alike. They are thought· 
getters. Also a aet of Lincoln Cardl for lOc, five in a set. 
Bach card has a quotation from one of hia famous speeehea, with 
hia portrait. Howard Pruer, Ul :N. Cbarle1 St., CarliDville, DL 

BE A SUCCESSFUL SOCIALIST SPEAKER 
How would you like to have the comrades say of you "After he had talked five minute. 

you couldn't have DRIVEN people out of the hall"? That's what they said of me at Ann 
Arbor, Michigan University, after I had studied and practiced the WINNING METHOD. 
Don't go blundering along, losing your crowds and failing to convince. Study a method that 
means absolute SUCCESS. Used by lawxers, orators and leading socialist speakers. Build 
up your argument till it is simply lrresist1ble. Start somewhere and l{et somewhere. I will 
teach you how. Send 2c stamp for press comments and testimonials, W1th circular describing 
the method. 

SAMUEL W. BALL, 6442 Bishop St., Chica•o 
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FREE SPEECH FIGHT IN KANSAS CITY 

KANSAS CITY 1s in the throes of a 
fight for the "constitutional right" of 

. free speech which promises to add 
another bloody chapter to the an

nals of capitalism. Eighty-five members of 
the Industrial Workers of the World are 
in jail for speaking on the streets. The 
number is increasing daily with men who 
come from different parts of the country, 
some of them from as far as Great Falls, 
Mont., beating their way, braving the cold 
~nd snow, to fight and suffer for the right 
to agitate and educate the workers for the 
overthrow of capitalism. 

The first arrests were made December 4, 
when the police broke up a street meeting 
held in behalf of the Wheatland prisoners. 
Five men were sentenced to 200 days in 
the workhouse. The others have been sen
tenced to similar and even longer terms. 

Many men have been clubbed on the way 
tn jail and after they were locked up. Three 
men arrested Thursday night were kept in 
the holdover without trial until the lollow
ing Monday on bread and water. Twenty
four men arrested Christmas eve at a big 
meeting celebrated Christ's birthday in the 
holdover with. nothing to eat. 

On two occasions the police have clubbed 
the speakers off the street, refusing to ar
rest them. Then they would break up the 
crowd, clubbing right and left. Several 
men have been badly hurt in the brutal on
slaughts. The local headquarters has been 

From Oklahoma.-"Enclosed please find P. 
0. money order for 50 cents, for which send 
me November and December and the re
mainder of the following six months' sub
scription to the INTERNATIONAL SOCIALIST RE
VIEW. Must say that the REVIEW is in a class 
by iself."-V. P. Saunders. 

Butte Stationary Engineers' Union No. 83. 
-"Enclosed check for $12.00 to renew our 
bundle order to the REVIEW for the coming 
year."-A. C. Dawe, Fin. Sec'y. 

Butte Workingmen's Union. - "Enclosed 
please find check for sixty dollars to · renew 
the bundle of 100 REviEWs to the Butte Work
ingmen's Union for one year."-]. F. Mabie. 

From a Utah Red.-"The REviEW is the best 
yet."-Carl M. Bjork. 

A Red from Idaho.-Vincent Aldrich of Ar
rowcock sends in $7.80 for subs. and Helen 

raided five times and property and literature 
confiscated . 

Of conditions at the workhouse a worse 
story is to be told. E. W. Brink, a man 60 
years old, has been confined in the dungeon 
on bread and water ever since his arrival 
a month ago. Others have been clubbed 
and so badly injured that they had to be 
taken to the hospital. 

Much more could be told of the mal
treatment suffered by the brave men who 
dare to speak against capitalism. The story 
of Spokane, Fresno and San Diego is being 
written over again in Kansas City. But 
here, as in the other places, a body of reso
lute rebels have determined to have free 
speech at any cost. To meekly surrender 
the right to carry on agitation and educa
tion means to abandon the idea of the aboli
tion of wage slavery. Only by determined 
struggle can any right left to the work
ers be maintained. 

The fight before us is a hard one. Its 
severity and tenseness increases every <.lay. 
Men are needed at once. Money is needed 
to furnish tobacco to the men in jail and 
to feed those coming in cold and hungry 
from the road. This fight is the fight of 
every rebel. A decisive victory in Kansas 
City will make it unnecessary to put up a 
fight in other places, especially in the East 
and Middle West. 

Send communications to J. P. Cannon, 
Secretary I. W. W., 1022 Garfield avenue, 
Kansas City, Mo. 

Keller's new book, "Out of the Dark." He 
also renews his subscription for another year. 

From California.-A. G. Allen of Mono 
Lake sends in $6,50 for REviEW subs. and Helen 
Keller's new book, "Out of the Dark." There 
is certainly a big family of REviEw readers in 
the Golden State. 

A Colorado Red Writes.-"Y our stand on 
industrial organization is correct beyond the 
shadow of a doubt and you are to be. com
plimented on such an article as 'Utopian So
cialism' by Sinclair. Hope to get far enough 
ahead on flour and bacon to spare an X for 
stock in your pu·blishing company next year." 
-W. 0. Roberts. 

From a Canadian Red.-"Even if we run 
short on 'pork and' at Christmas, we must 
have that REVIEW." So writes Comrade Kinni
burgh, and he also sends along another dollar 
for stock. 
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Socialists! Move With the Movies! 
It is said that American Workers spend Five Hundred Million Dollars annually 

in twenty thousand Picture Theatres. The Social Revolution must be represented! 
A company is now being organized to manufacture Socialist films. More capital is 
needed. One Dollar will make you part owner of this company. Let your money 
work for Socialism while it is working for you. BIG PROPAGANDA! Shares $1 
each. Send money at once with full name and address, stating number of shares 
wanted. Information and references for stamp. Address 

CHAS. L. DRAKE, Sec'y, Room 303, 167 W. Washington St., Chicato, UI. 

AT INSIDE NET WHOLESALE PRIC&'3 

UNION MADE . 
To exact Measure and Order 

ALL WOOL SUITS and Overcoats 
Write tollay for fino Sample Book 
and Outfit. Best Union Made Clothes in 
America without question . Reliable work
manship. Pit guaranteed. Very best ref
~ences. Interesting proposition. 
Wriu Todoy. 19 So. Sth Aye., CHICACO 

Health? Take Turkish Bath at 
Home- Only 2c 

ElhaUitioD aDd 11W17 o&her fllle 
lllftiU that nate matter hM .,_. 
aocumulat.ed ill your body, Drup 
do not drive them out. Jbhauat.ed 
men and women haYe been remark
ably etrenctbemed right at home, ill a 
few moment.' Wile, by the uae of 

Robinaon'a Turkiah 
~ Bath Cabinet 

Promillent pllyaoiau ill many- are abandoniD&drup for t.bil now 
treatment. If your mind or body il lind, or you have rbeumalilm1 
blood llomaeb, liver, kidno:r and akin lroublel open your pora, ana 
feel tl..i rapid chanae ill your oonditio.'!L.'.!&~.tJa~ome, at _, of 2c a 
.. th. Tbe BobiuoD Bath Cabinet UJU1e101U¥-Dti6eally oooalroct.ed 
.. th oabiDet ever madet ~ model ol in&enuity. Great tt Book Seat 
I'RBB-''Tbe PbiloeoPDT of Beallh and Beauty"re~t. 61e&m. of 
lhouPt ol well kDowo eaieoliN aDd il written plaillly 10 that ...,_ 
-~every word. Write in li~today. A&entawaot.ediD UD• 
oaaapied territory. - - lfl. Cl., •• IIMIAI ... ...._ ,...,., ... 

AGENTS SELL ZANOL CONCENTRAT
ED EXTRACTS for MAKING WHIS· 
KIES, LIQUORS and CORDIALS of all 
!rinds at home. Something new at last. 

· Wanted in every home. A few minutes 
does the work. Makes the real article. Saves 

over 50%. B ig demand, sells fast. coins you 
money. QNE TASTE MAKES A CUS
TOMER FOR LIFE. A steody, everyday 
repeat business for you. IT'S STRICTLY 
LEGITIMATE-NO LICENSE REQUIR· 

ED. We'll show you how. If $50 or more a 
• week looks good to you-GET BUSY. Exclu
sive territory being snapped up- all or spare 
time. Start while it's new. Send postal for 
Money-making Selling Plans. 

UNIVERSAL IMPORT CO., Dept 3651 tiaclmli, 0 

I> eat :n. e s s 
•'-1ooe•••'-111y Tre-~ed 
By h;Ao1:in.a." 

Ninety-five per cent of tho - ol daal- brouaht to our 
attention are the rewlt ol chroaJc catarrh ol tho tluoat and 

middle ear. The lnnarear canDOt be reoched by 
Problna orapra:rinlr, benco tho d181cultytodfeet 
cures by old meihoilit. That there • a ncaaful 
tn.tment for dee- ODd catarrll Ia demoa
atrated every day by tho u• ol." Actlna." "Act· 
Ina" .. alaom::~t•caMful In tho tzatmeut ol 
uthma tla, .ore throat, w.k IUDIIII. 
colda, ~ and odlar ailment. that an 
directly or Indirectly due to catarrll. 

" Actina" can be u.d with porfoet .ret)' by 
every member ol tho family for_Oill. affllctblol 
the ear, throat or bead. A PRBB TIUAL o1 
tho " Act!Da" laldveoln_l!!~ cua. 

Send for our PRBB TRIAL olfw ODd valu
able PRBB BOOK. Ad~ Actina Appliance Co .. Dept. 
312D, 811 Wain at St .. Kan.a Ctty, Mo. 

Send (Today) Four Cents in Stamps 
liND get our beautifully illuatrated job printing catalog, containing 40 different designs of com· 

mercia) printing on five different kinda of paper in one, two and three colon ofink. Thia 
work of art cotta 14 cents each in thouaand Iota. Hence we ask for the four centa to scare 

away the merely curioua. Pricea are attached to all apecimens-any achoolboy can order intelligent• 
ly from this book. We also aend you a atory-"The lnduatrialist is an Artist," our houae organ 
"Quality," and "JUSTICE," the greateat revolutionary weekly on earth. SEND TODAY. 

Every workman in our plant ia a claaa conacioua revolutioniat. We aell 

Moderately Priced, Promptly Delivered Quality Printing 
T t" T b D ,,.. t t PITTSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA JUS tee J0 epar men FLOORFOUR,ARROTTPOWERBLDG.No.TWO 
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512 JNTERNA.TIONAL SOCIALIST REVIEW 

SOCIALIST· BOOKS BY. SOCIALISTS 
SOCIALISM is not merely "Public Ownership" of railroads, 

tele~raphs, mines ~d the like. ~oci~lism is the u~isif!g__of the 
Working Class agamst the Capltabst· Class. The Workers 
propose to take the control and ownership of industry away from 
the Capitalists; they propose hereafter to keep the wealth they 
produce. Socialism is the one great issue of the future; YOU 
must take sides for it or against it. To decide intelligently which 
side to take, you should read some of the Socialist Books by 
Socialists. These are some of the best ever written: 

1. Revolution, by Jack London. 
2. The Socialiata; Who They Are and What They Stand For, by John Spargo. 
3. Shop Tallu on Economics, by Mary E. Marcy. 
4. Evolution and Revolution, by Mark Fisher. 
5. The Question Box, by Frank M. Eastwood. 
6. The Strenrth of the Strong, by Jack London. 
7. The Ri•hta of the Maaaea, by George D. Brewer. 
8. The Socialiat Movement, by Charles H. Vail. 
9. The Catholic Church and Socialiam, by Father McGrady and Frank Bohn. 

10. Claaa Strunlea in America, by A. M. Simons. 
11. The Ri•ht to Be Lazy, by Paul Lafargue. 
12. The Social Evil, by Dr. J . H. Greer. 
13. Unioniam and Socialiam, by Eugene V. Debs. 
14. Socialiam Made Eaay, by James Connolly. 
15. lnduatrial Socialiam, by Wil!iam D. Haywood and Frank Bohn. 
16. The New Socialiam, by Robert Rives LaMonte. 
17. Socialiam; What It Ia and What It Seeb to Accompliah, by Wilhelm Liebknecht. 
18. Maniam and Darwiniam, by Anton Pannekoek. 
19. No Compromiae, No Political Tradin•• by Wilhelm Liebknecht. 
20. The Communiat Manifeato, by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. 

Any one of these Books mailed for 10 cents; 6 for 50 cents; 
the complete set for $1.50 

On receipt of $4.00 we will send by express, charges collect, 100 of the 
books named above, your selection. 

On receipt of $30.00 we will send by express or freight, charges collect, 
1,000 of the books named above, your selection. 

CHARLES H. KERR & COMPANY 
118 West Kinzie Street, CHICAGO 
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1. 
2. 

3. 
4 . 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 

H . 
15. 

16. 
li. 

18. 

19. 
20. 
21. 

22. 
23. 

Socialism for Students, by Joseph E . Cohen. 
Socialism, Its Growth and Outcome, by Wil

liam Morris and Ernest Belfort Bax. 
The Class Struggle, by Karl Kautsky. 
The Communist Manifesto, by Marx and En

gels; also No Compromise, by Wilhelm 
Liebknecht. 

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific, by Fred· 
erick Engels. 

The Social Revolution, by Karl Kautsky. 
The Right to Be Lazy and Other Studies, by 

Paul Lafargue. ' 
Evolution, Social and Organic, by Arthur M. 

Lewis. 
The Evolution of Property, by Paul Lafargue. 
Class Struggles in America, by A. M. Simons. 
The Origin of the Family, Private Property 

and the State, by Frederick Engels. 
Value, Price and Profit, by Karl Marl(. 
The \Vorld's Revolutions, by Ernest Unter

mann. 
The Evolution of Man, br Wilhelm Boelsche. 
The Positive School of Criminology, by En· 

rico Ferri. 
Puritanism, by Clarence Meily. 
Ethics and the Materialist Conception of 

History, by Karl Kautsky. 
The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bona-

parte, by Karl Marx. 
The Militant Proletariat, by Austin Lewis. 
The High Cost of Living, by Karl Kautsky. 
Vital Problems in Social Evolution, by Ar-

thur M . Lewis. 
The Triumph of Life, by Wilhelm Boelsche. 
Memoirs of Karl Marx, by Wilhelm Lieb· 

knecht. 

Librarr of 
Socialist Classics 
This is a series of handy volumes in
cluding some of the greatest Socialist 
books ever written, especially the shorter 
works of Marx and Engels, also books by 
American writers explaining the principles of 
Socialism in simple language and applying 
them to American conditions. There are in 
all 45 volumes, each sold separately at 50c 
each; postpaid. We particularly recommend 
to beginners the first twenty of these 
volumes, and suggest that they be read in 
the order indicated. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

2i. 

28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

82. 
33. 

~· · a;,. 

36. 

a7. 

38. 
89 . 
40. 
41 
42. 

43. 

44 . 

45. 

Revolution and Counter-Revolution, by Karl 
Marx. 

Anarchism and Socialism, by George Plech
anoff. 

Science and Revolution, by Ernest Unter
mann. 

God's Children, a Modern Allegory, by James 
Allman. 

Feuerbach: Roots of the Socialist Philoso
phy, by Frederick Engels. 

Germs of Mind in Plants, by R. H . France. 
Social and Philosophical Studies, by Paul 

Lafargue. 
Ten Blind Leaders of tbe Blind, by Arthur 

M. Lewis. 
The Art of Lecturing, by Arthur M. Lewis. 
M3rx vs. Tolstoy, a Debate Between Clarence 

S. Darrow and Arthur M. Lewis. 
Out of the Dump, a Story by Mary_ E. Marcy. 
The End of the World, by Dr. M. Wilhelm 

Meyer. 
The Making of the World, by Dr. M. Wil

helm Meyer. 
Human. All Too Human, by Friederich 

Nietzsche. 
The Russian Bastile, by Simon 0 . Pollock. 
Capitalist and Laborer, by John Spargo. 
The Marx He Knew, by John Spargo. 
Life and Dealth, by Dr. £. Teichmann. 
Stories of the Struggle, by Morris \Vin-

chevsky. 
What's So and What Isn't, by John M. 

Work. 
Sabotage, by Emil Pouget, translated by 

Arturo Giovannitti. 
Socialism, Positive and Negative, Robert 

Rives LaMonte. 

Twenty Volumes and a $10.00 Share of Stock for $11.20 
' Our publishing house is the property of over 2,000 Socialists, each of whom has subscribed ten 

dollars for the purpose of making it possi ble to publish revolutionar) books at the lowest P.ossible prices. 
It isn't run for profit, so the stockholders get no dividends. What they do get is the privtlege of buying 
Socioliat Boolra ot Coat. · 

We need 1.200 more stockholders to pay off the comrades who have lent money, and to provide 
the working capital to increase our list of books. To get these stockl!olders quickly we shall sell this 
set of books for much LESS THAN COST provided a share of stock is bought at the same time. Here 
is the off<r. 

For $11 .20 cash with order, or for $2.70 cash and a dollar a month nine months, we will send hy 
. express, charges collect, any twenty of the books named above, and will issue a fully-paid share of 

stock, par value $10.00. If desired, we will before March 16 prepay postage or expressage for 80 
cents additional. but to most points east of Denver the regular express rate will be less than this. 
Rates have recently been reduced . 

Books will be sent immediately on receipt of firs t payment, stock certificate on receipt of final 
payment. You can get any of our other books at the same time by adding half the retail price. ~·o r 
example, $12.70 cash and a dollar a month nine months will pay for a share of stock and books from 
our order list to the amount of •so.oo at retail prices. 

CHARLES H . KERR & COMPANY, 
118 West Kinzie Street, Chicago: 

I enclose $2 .70 and agree to remit $1.00 a month for nine months, in return for which please 
send at one~ by express a set of twen ty cloth-bound volumes as advertised, and issue to me a share 
of stock as so<ln as my payments are completed. 

~arne ...... ... . . . .... ...... . .. . . . . .. ... . . .... . IAddhss .. . . ...... .• .. ................•........ 

Post office . . . ... . ...•.... . .. .. .. . •... .. . . .. . State . ... . . ................... .... ....... . . 
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To· Socialists Offer 
H ERE is the greatest watch offer 

ever made. \V e are determined to 
complete the overwhelming introduction of 

the great Burlington. So we have decided to offer the Bur
Jiaatoa Special, our very finest cuct-the masterpiece of 
watch manufacture, direct to 'alilta at the rock-bot
tom price-the - price that ..- the wboleule jeweler 
mut JMaJ'• And in order to encourage every Socialist to secure 
this watch at once, you may pay this rock-bottom price dir.cl 
from uslitAw for cash or f2 . .SO a month. Watch Is sent on 
approval, prlpaid. 

Socialists 
Read Below 

Sent to Socialists-No Money Down-Prepaid 
Remember, Socialists can now get the highest grade 
watch dirlef (for special reasons, now) at the same price that 
even the wholesale jeweler must pay! You risk absolutely 
nothing-Socialists pay nothing--not one cent-unless they 
want this .zc.ptional oft'er after seeing and thoroughly Inspect
Ing the watch. 

Scores of Other · Cases 
The superb Burlington Special is fitted at the factory" 
into the !l.S year guaranteed gold strata case. The latest de
signs in watch cases are yours to choose from. All illustrated 
in the new catalog-note especially the Socioliat EmW.m. 
Tit• Jn/4y Enam•l Mono,.ama, Bloclr -tl Rih6on M-
,._, Diamontl S.t, ~·· French Art ~ ~ 
Dui6tu. These are the very acme of the designers' art. The 
very newest ideas In watch cases. Open face or hunting case, 
ladles' or gentlemen's 19 and 16 sizes. 

••!II' Send the Free · Coupon 
WATCH •• For New Book on Watchea 
Book Coupon ·~ Leain the inside facts about watch 
D~ ':ar.a..L ,._ 41r. prices, and the many superior pointe of 
.__.._ "..,. ~ -. the Burlington over double-priced prod• 

Dept. 1941 41. ucta. J uat send ~-oupon or a letter or a 
lith St. and ManDall BlYd. .. postal. We will tell you all about tbe 

Chicaco, Illinois & ereat epeclal olf<'r now beinc made 
Pl-ecnd me (without obi!Do -. to SocialistJI. No obliptlone wbat
tlons and prepaid), your tree boot & ever. Don't delay. Write today. 
en watches. with full <'llplanatloo •a Bmliagtoa lafda fA. et your cash or $t.50 a month special .. 
d'er to Soclallata on the Borlinctaa 41. 
Watcb. .. Dept. 5942 

~ 19th Street and 
Name .• ·--------- 41. Manball Bl~d. 

n. SodaLt Emlalee 
Here Ia the oupeob emblem of Soeiallom ....,. 
-11 enpaved on the 1101d etnlta .... bJ baDd. 
G......,te<!d for26 Jeaft. One of the .-t ...... 
_.. • .,_ ever ehown. Speelal to l!oelalloU 
oniJ, Your eholce of acoree of otber ....._ 
See oar eataloa. 

-. Chicago - Illinois 

~~--------------· .. =============================-
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